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Foreword
Mysteries in aviation always attract attention. The most-searched-for aircraft in New Zealand is
DH90A Dragonfly ZK-AFB, with Captain Brian Chadwick and four tourist passengers aboard,
which took off from Christchurch International Airport on 12 February 1962 and disappeared.
It is an enduring story; an entrepreneurial pilot, pioneering air charter work, a veteran biplane
airliner, scenic flying over mountainous terrain, overseas tourist passengers including a
honeymoon couple, ongoing search initiatives and the personal quest by my late father, Brian
Waugh, and many others since.
My 2005 book “LOST … without trace?” was inspired both by my father’s 1991 aviation
autobiography “Turbulent Years” and a lifetime of fascination with the Dragonfly mystery. This
provided the motivation and commitment to gather and publish all relevant material and pose a
key question, “Will this book contribute to the solving of the mystery?”
Gavin Grimmer has stepped up to the challenge with a mammoth in-depth examination of the
Dragonfly mystery. While many others since 1962 have searched for the lost aircraft and its
luckless passengers, my conviction is that none have put in as much effort, time and money as
Gavin has. He brings a unique range of skills and insights to the Dragonfly mystery. Gavin is a
pilot with considerable experience of small aircraft, he has constructed his own aircraft, and his
“do-it-yourself” attitude and wide range of practical skills are remarkable. However, what makes
the real difference is Gavin’s relentless persistence and utter determination to follow-up every
possible lead; not to mention the patient support of his wife Avon!
In this new book, “TRACED … yet still missing!” Gavin tells the evolving story of his interviews
with people who have a link to the Dragonfly mystery, pioneering use of Google Earth
technological analysis, many aerial flights, ground search expeditions, and examination of records
(official and private). The story is a remarkable tribute to his determination and tenacity – he has
certainly caught Dragonfly Fever! If anyone deserves to find the Dragonfly it is Gavin Grimmer.
However, his integrity is such that he would be ecstatic if anyone else happened to discover the
missing aircraft, especially before the 50th anniversary in 2012.
In this book he also tells of his expanded search for a further two aircraft that he found further
possible evidence for, as a by-product of his original research on the Dragonfly. This research is
also significant.
“TRACED … yet still missing!” will be of wide interest, not just in New Zealand but
internationally. It adds a new chapter to published aviation literature, and like my own book, is
likely to contain important clues that may eventually solve one of New Zealand’s great aviation
mysteries.
Rev Richard Waugh QSM
Aviation Historian
Auckland
May 2009
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Preface and Acknowledgements
This book has evolved and been written as events have unfolded, so it appears at times as though I am contradicting
myself, but in reality I have left most of it as I had written it at the time to show just how confusing it can be trying to
decipher events from such a long time ago.
I feel by doing it this way shows just how easy it is to get things completely wrong due to believing you understand
what a person is trying to say, only to find out the truth is far different. It is very easy to get a ‘mind set’!
It is not, and never has been my intention to upset or contradict anyone and if I have, I sincerely apologize to all those
that have been offended in any way or form.
The purpose of this book has purely been to try to resolve this mystery (and the others contained in these pages also)
and bring some form of finality to all the families involved.
I wish to thank my wife, Avon, who without her untiring support, all this would not have been possible. For all the
times she has had sleepless nights worried sick as to my well-being as she had not heard from me while on my ground
searches, I am (and will be) eternally grateful.
Special thanks to Richard Waugh and Graeme McConnell for all their support, for the many hours spent answering
my emails and many questions – without them to use as ‘sounding boards’, I would have given up a long time ago. It
should also be pointed out that without the excellent book published by Richard Waugh, “LOST…without trace?”
none of this would, and could not, have happened.
To gather all the information needed for the researching of these missing aircraft, it has been necessary to contact
many people, mainly by telephone, many via email, and some face to face. Although there will be many names I will
have missed, I will still attempt to name as many as I can remember here. Some of you have not been able to provide
me with relative information but have helped me out in many other ways and sometimes in ways you will never
know! My sincere apologies to all those I do miss out:
Paul Beauchamp Legg, Joyce Eden, Simon Eden, Colin Tuck, Bruce Irving, Jim Pavitt, Ian Ritchie, Lyall Hood,
Keith and Marilyn Turner, James Scott, Ted Buchanan, Bevan Schwass, Brian Anderson, Des Lines, Don
Middleton, Diana Sevakasiga-Riley, Nancy Stokes, Bill Small, Peter Small, Mike Small, Jeffrey Rodgers, Russell
Brodie, Doug Drake, Paul Drake, Peter Layne, John Evans, Alan Peat, Brenda Monk, George Dundass, Les
Vincent, Laurie Prouting, Ken McKellar, Martin Condon, Jimmy Jamieson, Chris Lind, Jerry Chissum, Jack
Condon, Paul Wilson, Norm Gibson, Jim Rankin, Cyril Whittaker, Tony Zanden, Graeme Wilson, Kevin Gibb,
Dr. Paul and Jean Munro, Tim and Richard Rayward, Tony Howard, Graeme Hewitt, Gregor McNicol, Russell
Troon, Fay Fechney, Brian Fechney, John Shakes, Peter Stephenson-Wright, Sean Husheer, Karen Donaldson,
Les Vincent, Allan Cron, Donald Wright, Rex Dovey, Ryan Southam, Lew Bone, Peter Walsh, Phil Sowersby,
Geoff Collis, Gerry Findlay, Mark Young, Sam Chartres, Bruce Rae, Guy Clapshaw, Ian Coates, Dr. Stan
Mulvaney, Ross McDermott, Steve Black, Frank (and wife) Vandersluys, David Baldock, Roger Millard, Jenny
Barrett, Heather Bradley, Tom Neave, Dennis Batchelar, Alan Rosanosky, John Kerr, Herb Rochford, Betty
Egglington, Ian Randle, Roy Fox, Des Budd, John Byers, Ken Hutchins, Jeremy Arthur, Blair Patterson, Mike
and Sharyn Fleming, Barry Wyber, Sarah Hewer, Ian Coates, Ian Whisart, John Henry, John King, John Rowan,
Robin McCarthy, Ron Ark, Tom Williams, Graeme Claridge, Jeff Shanks, Alan Ruck, Peter Henwood, Max
Dixon, Evan Belworthy, Alan Belworthy, Jan White, Myna Clark, Cliff Johnston, Stan Collins, Bill Hende,
Laurie Anderson, David Buchanan, Lynda Horne, John Chivers, Blake Marshall, Dave Asher, Saffron Solley,
Malcom Smith, Maeva Smith, Jules Tapper, Michael Sullivan, Anthony Sullivan, Michael Glynn, John Kerr,
Brad Lynton, Mike Kerr, Geoffrey Talbot, Russell Gutschlag, Sarah Hewer, Archives New Zealand - Wellington
Office, NZ Aerial Mapping – Chris Parkyn & Co, Gilly Smith, Owen Harnish
Gavin Grimmer
Hastings
New Zealand
April 2009

This book is dedicated to all those families of the people that have
tragically disappeared on flights in and around New Zealand. I only
hope that from all the effort in writing this book, that it will bear fruit
in bringing ‘closure’ to their tortured memories
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It is recommended you read Richard Waugh’s book “LOST…without trace” for a better understanding

The Elusive DH90A Dragonfly Mystery
ZK-AFB

Chapter One
The Search Continues…

(Mike Kerr)

My wife had booked our van and us on Bluebridge Cook Strait Ferries a month after the Great
Plains Flyin at Ashburton that I attended in my homebuilt aeroplane (Maranda Super 14) in
February 2007.
The plan was we would spend two weeks traveling around the South Island enjoying the scenery
and would end the two weeks in Omaka for the Omaka Airshow.
When we arrived at Omaka we ended up staying at our friend Jerry Chissum’s flat and it was
while we were there I came across a book Jerry had recently purchased called “LOST…without
trace?” that was written by Richard Waugh about the DeHavilland DH90A Dragonfly, registered
as ZK-AFB, that disappeared on a trip from Christchurch to Milford on the 12th February, 1962
with four tourists on board, (two were on their honeymoon) along with Brian Chadwick the pilot.
I only had time to browse through it briefly but observed it was very comprehensive and had
obviously been very well researched.
Around about July 2007 my mother-in-law came across a book in a garage sale “TURBULENT
YEARS – A COMMERCIAL PILOTS STORY” (by Brian Waugh – edited by Richard Waugh)
and knowing I was into aviation, thought I might like to read it.
Every time I saw her after that she kept asking if I had read it yet and as I was too busy at the
time, (and not really one that can sit down and read books) I had to keep making excuses.
I had booked in for the Aircraft Maintenance Approval Course (for Homebuilders) in Ashburton
in October and ended up being down that way for a week (staying at Mike and Sharyn Fleming’s
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place) waiting for the weather to become fine enough to fly home again. I had fortunately packed
the book in question so was able to read it while I was there.
Imagine my surprise when I read in it, Brian Waugh, (Richard Waugh’s father) a close friend of
the missing Brian Chadwick, had flown over the Welcome Flat area in 1967, after a report of
hunters seeing supposed aircraft wreckage, and although he never saw any wreckage, two of his
male passengers approached him, after they had landed back in Hokitika, to ask him if he had
seen the crashed aeroplane with one of the wings off!
When asked why they had never said anything at the time they replied, “They didn’t want to
alarm the female passengers!”
Brian Waugh contacted Search and Rescue and to his annoyance (because he thought he would
have been the obvious choice) they sent a Mount Cook Skiplane to investigate – needless to say,
they found nothing and called the search off.
Brian later raised funds to fly in and conduct his own search but also found nothing.
I, like many other people, have been fascinated with using Google Earth, so I thought, “Maybe I
might be able to find it using Google Earth” so I then spent many hours going over nearly every
square inch of the Welcome Flat area, placing a marker on everything that looked out of the
ordinary.
I then found out where I could obtain a copy of Richard’s book “LOST…without trace?” and
when it arrived I read it from cover to cover very intensively so as to be able to absorb every little
detail in case that ‘little detail’ may mean something very important in the future.
Once again, I used Google Earth Image taken off satellite photo dated 16th January 2004
Google Earth in the 3D
terrain mode to ‘fly’
around all the areas that
there were sightings of
the Dragonfly on the day
it went missing, and by
using
my
own
experiences
of
bad
weather flying, managed
to work out the most
likely course he had
flown to see whether it
was possible that he
could have in fact made it
Google Earth Image taken off satellite photo dated 16th January 2004
to the area in question,
and to sum up my
findings – yes, he could
have!
From there I went back to all the markers I had placed on the Google Earth overlay and examined
each finding much more closely. You can only imagine my excitement when I observed one of
the objects actually looked like the shape of the right hand top wing and with a mangled shape
that looked like a badly damaged bottom wing lying on top of it at right angles to it! Seeing as the
two wings of a biplane are tied together with guy wires, then it would be reasonable to expect the
two wings to remain together. On Google Earth there is also a tool you can measure with and
when I used this on the object the ‘top wing’ measured about 19 feet – the length of the Dragonfly
wing.
From there I was so ‘hypo’, I had a lot of trouble sleeping and spent many an hour behind the
computer researching whatever I could.
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On page 156 in “LOST…without trace?” there is a photo of a newspaper clip dated 27 Feb 1967
that says the wreckage was seen about the 4000 ft level in the area of the Copeland River and on
Google Earth the object is at 4861 ft on the foothills of Mount Sefton, above the Copeland River.

“20 Miles East of Bruce Bay”
On page 138 in “Turbulent Years” Brian Waugh records that a gold prospector, who reputedly
had the ‘powers’ to trace and pinpoint accident scenes by using an ancient whalebone, apparently
pinpointed a position about twenty miles east of Bruce Bay. Imagine the odds, out of the whole of
the incredibly large area that the Dragonfly could be, the object I found was ‘about 20 miles east
of Bruce Bay’!
I contacted Richard Waugh who is presently in Kentucky, USA, on a course until around June
2008 and I’m sure he also got real excited about it, and since then we have been in regular contact
via email.
I spent many an hour on the telephone trying to locate the two eyewitnesses of ‘the aeroplane
with the wing off’ – a Mr. Reg Gee of Renwick, and Jim Thompson, a Met.Observer at Hokitika
Airport in1967. I eventually found Reg Gee had sadly passed on, and although I rang what must
have been half of the Thompson’s in NZ (and there are hundreds of them listed in Telecom White
Pages) I was unable to locate Jim. I found people that worked with him at the time (he was known
as “JJ”) but they had also lost track of his whereabouts.
Richard told me that recently he had found out the Mt. Cook Skiplane pilot that had conducted the
search in 1967 was Lyall Hood and he now resided somewhere in NSW in Australia and ‘had
something to do with insurance’. I did a Google Search and managed to find him.
He gave me the description of where he was told the ‘aircraft’ was seen and it matched where I
had found this object, so I emailed him the image off Google Earth minus the GPS coordinates
and he emailed me back and the following is his email dated 20-11-07:
Gavin that looks like what was explained to me that they saw. All that we were able to find was what looked like a snow/ice
covering on moraine that looked a bit like part of an aircraft.
Looks hopeful.
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Keep me in the loop.
Good luck
Lyall

On the 21st November I sent the following email to Richard:
Sorry Richard but I forgot that I was going to mention that I think I have an answer to why ‘A’ Grade Cotton could
last for 45 years out in the weather as you would think that it would have fallen to pieces by now.
This object is in a Valley that would spend most of its time in the shade and probably only has direct sunlight for 2-3
hours a day, so if that being the case, then that would equate to approx. 11 years 3 months and seeing that it would be
under snow for probably 6 months of the year – roughly 5 years 7 months and remembering that it is up in cold air
and in the mountain ranges with lots of cloud cover then the actual UV that it would have to absorb could be a lot less
than this, so I have no difficulty believing that the fabric on an aeroplane could last this long in these conditions.
Hope this answers
another
‘puzzle’!
Regards
Gavin

The day after
(the 22nd Nov.) I
flew down to
Mike
and
Sharyn
Fleming’s again
(Loburn,
Christchurch)
and
after
a
restless
night
there, I picked
my friend Sean
Husheer,
a
fellow pilot and
Object area under snow
one
that
is
familiar with the
Welcome Flat area, up from Wigram Airport, and we flew from there down past Mount Cook,
over the Copeland Pass, and down through a big hole in the cloud directly over the area I was
interested in.
It was very difficult trying to recognize the correct spot as we were circling down from 11,500 ft.
to about 7,000 ft and I was just pointing the camera in the general area and pushing the button in
the hope I got something. It was fascinating seeing the Valley in real life after spending so much
time in it on Google Earth.
From there we carried on down the Copeland Valley and down to Haast where we landed and
stayed at Sean’s friend’s house for two nights. While there I processed the photos on Sean’s
laptop and found of the seven photos I’d managed to take, five of them were right on the spot. The
only problem was the valley in question was under an estimated 30 ft of snow! From there we
headed home back to Hastings.
From the beginning, I have tried to avoid too many people knowing of my ‘discovery’ as I have
been very conscious of the pain that must surely be felt by the families of the people who were
aboard the ill fated Dragonfly and I don’t want them to get their hopes up of some finality in this,
only to find it was just another ‘red herring’.
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You can only imagine my shock when a day after I returned from my first trip down, I was
contacted by Search and Rescue!!!
They were under the impression I had actually found the missing aircraft and I was withholding
from them the location of it, which obviously would constitute a criminal offence as there are still
five souls on board.
After some discussion, they came to realize what I had found was still only a possibility and if I
could prove it was actually there, then they would be contacted straight away. I was very
concerned, if I found it, that they would go in and tear the place apart and seeing the historical
nature of this, I feel it would need to be well documented before anything was touched. They
agreed if it really was the Dragonfly, then they would allow me to be on board the first helicopter
in.
I spent many hours trying to work out how you could find out the date the Google Earth satellite
photo was taken and after much research discovered it on a DigitalGlobe website and it was 1601-2004. Since then I have found you can find it on Google Earth itself in the “layers” section by
clicking on “more” and then clicking on “DigitalGlobe Coverage”. From there you need to just
keep clicking on the various “DG” icons - and then “preview” - then you need to compare the
satellite photo shown, to the one on Google Earth using things like shadows or clouds until you
find the one that matches.
I flew down to
Franz
Josef
airfield on the 20th
December and the
next day I sent
this email to
Richard:

My Aeroplane (Maranda Super 14) at Franz Josef

Hi Richard,
I'm in Franz Josef and
flew up to the site last
night. Unfortunately I
set the altimeter to 30'
instead of 300' before I
took off for the site so of
course all my photo's
were taken 270' lower
than they should have
been. One actually had
the site in it but there
was a cloud obscuring
it!
I took off again at about 10.30 this morning but was unable to get up the valley as the cloud base was only at 2000' and it was
raining lightly. The good news is that the site was clear of snow but as the valley is quite narrow I was more interested in getting
some good photos and looking for it on them as I was more interested in staying in the land of the living. It was very daunting
flying up a dead end canyon straight at a sheer cliff face that towered 3000' above you - and not a lot of room to turn around! I'm
hoping that the weather will clear this evening and I'll try again. Failing this, the weather is meant to be clearer tomorrow so maybe
then....
Many regards,
Gavin
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The weather was finer next morning when I awoke and by the time I had made and eaten
breakfast and got ready, it was getting close to 8.00 am.
One thing I’ve learnt is if you want to go flying in the mountains on the West Coast, then you
have to do all your flying in there long before 10.00 am otherwise the clouds are likely to start
packing in there from that time onwards until later in the afternoon.
Anyway, I normally taxied to the southern side at the eastern end of the runway, which wasn’t
very far, and sat there to warm the motor up before lining up on the runway to take off.
This time, because I was running late, I decided to start the motor after checking the engine bay
over first, to allow it time to warm, and then continue doing the other checks around the airframe.
I started at the left front side and worked my way around to the right side and the last thing to
check was under the front of the motor (remembering to keep clear of the propeller).
You can only imagine my horror when I saw liquid pouring out from the engine bay.
I dived into the cockpit and quickly shut the engine down. On further investigation, I found the
liquid was PETROL!!! I shudder to think what would have happened if I’d taken off with the
aircraft in that condition!
I very hurriedly fixed the problem and got airborne. – Someone was obviously looking after me
that day.
Two days later, I sent this email to Richard:
Hi Richard,
I am now home again arriving back in Hastings at 8.00 pm last night. After downloading my photos and being able to examine
them on a ‘big screen’ I have been able to determine that I did actually get the object on the first flight into the area and I have
attached one of the photos to this email - have drawn around it - but as you will see that it is still frozen over! To give you a
perception of the size of everything the white line that I have drawn is according to Google Earth about 120 feet long! Either it is
just a lump of permafrost or possibly it has remained frozen at this point due to its bulk - who knows at this point? I returned to the
area yesterday morning and got closer shots of it and got a good movie of it with my movie camera mounted on a tripod in the
aeroplane - did seven orbits flying up and down the dead ended valley and had to resist doing
anymore as it became quite hypnotic, and cloud was forming, so I had to leave before it
Zoomed in on
became too dangerous. On Friday, using Air Safaris Computer and broadband link, I
discovered that Google Earth has upgraded their satellite photo of the area to one dated 4th
Object
May 2006 and sadly is
in shade, but you can
still just make it out if
This photo was attached to the above email
you know exactly where
to
look.
Pure
supposition but if you
zoom in on the photo
you will notice that the
object is at the base of
what appears to be a
big ‘cavern’ and if this
really is the wings off
one side then maybe
the rest of the aircraft is
inside of the cavern and
the wing was knocked
off as it went in..... the
mind boggles!!!!
Gavin

Email dated 24-12-2007:
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Hi Richard,
I spoke to Lyall Hood by telephone
again yesterday and he said that
the object on Google Earth was in
the exact spot that he had seen
what he believed to be just
permafrost but he said he was
puzzled as to why it was still
exactly the same shape that he had
seen it as in 1967!! At this stage I
intend
to
conduct
some
experiments to see if a wood and
fabric structure painted white,
frozen in ice, to see if it takes
longer to thaw out than an
equivalent sized block of ice, and
if the results are what I think they
will be then it should explain a lot.
You will also notice that the G.E.
image looks like the right hand
The latest Google Earth image taken on the 4thMay 2006
wings and rear stabilizer/elevator
which would strengthen the theory
that they could have been taken off
if the a/c did in fact go into the
‘cavern’ (for want of a better word) - only time will tell! If it did in fact go into the mountain ‘wall’ the last thing you
would do to avoid hitting would be to pull the nose of the aircraft very high which would explain why the bottom wing
is badly damaged from the impact. The top right hand wing, being attached by struts and guy wires would in this
scenario quite possibly snap off from the fuselage relatively intact and with little damage (as most of the inertia
would have been absorbed) and as the motion of the resulting impact would cause the tail to accelerate downwards
(rather than forward) and snap the stabilizer/elevator assembly off and, once again, in this scenario it is not
inconceivable that this could also retain its basic shape .The rest of the aircraft would then continue nose high into
the ‘cleft’ (I think is probably a better word to describe it) in the rock and would more than likely explode from the
immediate compression on the fuel tanks in the left wing and so there would probably not be a lot left. This would
explain why two separate women heard an explosion 15 - 20 miles away as the dead ended valley with a cloud base
covering it would tend to act as a megaphone! This is of course, is all pure conjecture, but it could explain things something to think about!
Gavin

Email dated 27th December 2007:
Hi Lyall,
Good to talk to you again last Sunday.
On reflecting on what you said, would I be correct in saying that you went on Google Earth and checked the position of the object
that you saw in 1967 and discovered that it was the same as the image that I sent you?
Would I also be correct in saying that you mentioned that you had even commented to your wife that it was strange that the object
still looked the same after all these years?
I have found that sometimes the things that people tell me, I understand them incorrectly and so come to the wrong conclusions!
I'm only asking you this as your answers could be of vital importance.
Gavin Grimmer

And his reply dated 3rd January 2008:
Gavin you are correct on all three
Lyall
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My experiments I conducted with ice as mentioned in the email to Richard confirmed a fabric
covered wing would in fact take quite a lot longer to thaw out due to its insulation qualities and
being white, would probably help to reflect the sunlight, hence would not absorb as much heat.
With all this information in hand, (and much more) on the 29th January 2008, Greg McNicol and I
set off in the Maranda down south again (from Hastings) but only made it as far as Dannevirke
(for reasons I won’t mention here). We returned home and set off again the next morning but only
made it to about 10 miles south and had to return due to weather.
The next week the weather forecast down the West Coast was looking exceptionally good for
Wednesday and Thursday so on the Wednesday morning, 6th February 2008, I was in the air by
7.00am on my way down on my own again as Greg was unable to go then, due to work
commitments.
By 1.30 pm that afternoon, I was in the terminal building at Franz Josef airfield downloading my
latest photographs of the object area as I had already been right up to the site and back!
On examining them on my laptop (that I had bought off TradeMe especially for this project) it
appeared the object was no longer there, but I was not sure, as I had taken them from quite a
distance. Trying to fly an aeroplane in a dead end canyon in very mountainous conditions, with
7,000 ft of mountain above you, (I was already at 5,000 ft!) was daunting enough as it is hard to
keep some sort of horizon, and then to adjust your eyesight to looking through a camera lens,
focus on a point that is moving past you quite quickly, take a photo and then readjust your
eyesight to a lack of horizon before you lose control of your aircraft, and all this with your knees
knocking together, is quite an undertaking, to say the least!
On the previous trip down I had met a nice fellow by the name of Gerry Findlay, who owned a
Bed & Breakfast home (www.knightswoodlodge.com) just down the road from the airstrip so I
contacted him and he graciously came up to the airfield in his Land Rover and collected me,
cameras, laptop, etc., and overnight bag.
On talking to him, it turned out he was a retired 9000hr Helicopter Pilot and he had also done a
few hours in Piper Cubs. I asked him if he would like a flight up into the mountains in a very
unusual V8 powered homebuilt aeroplane (mine of course), and he said he would love to.
We set off at about 7.00 pm that evening.
We removed the windows from both doors and we just cruised, ‘chugging’ away all the way back
up to the site, in beautifully calm, cool conditions. I flew up the canyon, made the turn and he
would take over the controls and just keep it straight and level while I zoomed in with the
telephoto lens and took several shots. I would then take over the controls again, do the turn, fly
back up the valley, turn again, and do the whole procedure again. We did this several times and I
managed to get in quite a lot of real good shots.
We were very pleased we had removed the windows, as coming back down the valley was almost
directly into the sun, which made it almost impossible to see out the windscreen!
To overcome this problem we would just hang our heads out the open windows and could then
see very clearly.
That evening I downloaded all the latest photos onto my laptop and spent a little while going over
them and it appeared the object last observed on the Google Earth Image of 4th May 2006 was no
longer there!
On arriving back at home in Hastings, I spent hours going over the photos and comparing them
with the Google Earth Images and the previous photos I had taken, and eventually I came to the
conclusion that it was definitely no longer there!
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My conclusion from all of this is:
*Could the object seen on Google Earth now be further down the mountainside
under tons of gravel that can be seen in some of the photos?
*Could it just have been a reflection off rocks?
My gut feeling is, maybe it was a lump of ice that always thawed out the same way every year due
to the channeling of the streams of water coming down the mountainside, but when you look at
the dates the images were taken on Google Earth – one in January and one in May – then who
knows?
One thing I learnt from all this is to take lots of high resolution photos so you can examine them
in detail by zooming in on them and scrolling up and down and slowly across on a computer
screen at a later time. It’s amazing what you see when you do this, as there is just so much you
miss by just flying over, as your eyes can only focus in a very small area at a time. The big thing
is though, is you need to try to snap them in some kind of order so you can identify the spot later.
Imagine if you found wreckage on one of your photos but then couldn’t remember where you took
it – ‘horrors’!
After seeing first hand the enormous area and density of the bush, I can very easily understand
why the Dragonfly was never found in the official search as it could have easily been flown over
dozens of times, and unless the person looking was looking directly at the spot at the correct time,
then they would not have seen it.

Rough outline of where “wings” should have been!
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Chapter Two
East Coast ‘Sightings/Hearings’
From there I figured it was far too expensive to travel back and forth to the South Island, and also
a bit risky as I’d found a bullet hole through a fairing on one side of the plane after my last trip
down there! So I set about researching everything I could, using the luxury of the Internet and the
comforts of being at home. It was obviously far cheaper to try to pin the whereabouts of AFB
down to a more localized spot so that I could concentrate on that area.
I have always had a ‘gut’ feeling that all the information that I needed was contained in Richard
Waugh’s book “LOST” the only problem was how to gleam that information out.
On pages 190-195 (Appendix 5) of his book there is a compilation of the sightings/hearings of
aircraft on the 12th - 16th February 1962, sourced from the Transport Accident Investigation
Commission’s records.
They are numbered and are laid out on the map on page 192 to show the overall positions of all of
them.
On seeing this, I got the idea of doing a similar layout on Google Earth using Placemark pins with
an accompanying note which was made up with as much relative information as possible such as:
1/
2/
3/
4/

Page number or sighting/hearing number (in “LOST”)
A brief description
Time of incident
Weather at time.

I found this very time consuming and you can only imagine my frustration that after hours of
putting in this information, Google Earth would just jam up for no reason at all, and on restarting
it I would find that I had lost it all!
After this had happened a few times, I set about trying to find how I could save this information
and found that you could by clicking on “File”, “Save”, and “Save My Places”, but I found myself
having to do this everytime I added a Placemark or made any alteration as Google Earth
frequently crashed.
I checked on the Blog Sites of Google and found this was quite a common problem, and although
I tried all of the suggested solutions, none of them worked.
In Google’s latest version (April 11, 2008) they appear to have solved the problem.
Another great development that has been added to this new version is that if you place the pointer
in roughly the middle of what is obviously the satellite photo, and your view is below about 25
miles up, then you will have displayed along the bottom information strip the date the satellite
photo was taken!
Once I had all the sightings/hearings overlaid on Google Earth I then examined each one in turn
as thoroughly as possible trying to work out which ones were actually of the Dragonfly.
For the purposes of this book, we will examine each report in detail using the reference numbers
from Appendix 5 in “LOST” and we will start from Christchurch and work our way down the
East Coast first but before we do, we need to set down some ‘ground rules’ to bare in mind as we
go through each one:
1/ We need to keep in mind the time period that had elapsed from the time of the apparent
sighting/hearing to the time that it was reported. If you see or hear something during the day,
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unless there is a specific reason that made you take a look at the time, you could only relate it to
something that you would do at a regular interval and the obvious is morning tea, lunch, or
afternoon tea but that does not always make it an accurate recording as sometimes you have those
occasions late or early.
My wife and I live beside Bridge Pa Aerodrome in Hastings and lying in bed on the morning of
(Thursday) 12 June 2008, it occurred to me that I could easily demonstrate this to myself as there
is a privately owned business jet based on the Airfield and I remembered it took off the day
before, and I remembered it as sometime between when I got out of bed and before my wife left
for work: 7.15 – 7.45 am. I also remembered Jan White’s Gardan MiniCab (homebuilt) taking off
on the cross vector runway that goes past our house, and I put that time down to about 11.00 am.
I did a ‘sneaky’ survey on two of my aviator neighbours, Cliff Johnston and Jan White, by ringing
them up and asking them what time they remembered the aircraft taking off and Cliff remembered
the jet taking off when he was in the shower between 7.00 – 7.30 am and he remembered the
Minicab leaving two days before (Tuesday), sometime after 2.00 pm, but before 2.30 pm.
Jan White remembered the jet leaving at 7.00-ish. She said her partner Jerry Chissum had taken
the Minicab down to Omaka on Tuesday and thought that he had left around 2.30 pm although she
was not there at the time.
I rang Jerry Chissum at Omaka on Saturday 14 and he said he thought he left at about 1.30 pm.
I found out the recorded time that the jet left in the morning on Wednesday 11th and that was 7.27
am.
2/ Pinpointing the position of aircraft in mountainous areas by hearing only, can be notoriously
incorrect due to the echoing of the noise off the hills and in the valleys. Paul Beauchamp Legg
carried out a very ‘interesting’ experiment, recorded on pages 140 -141 in his book “West Coast
Memories – Volume Two” which illustrates this. All that can be relied on however is that there is
an aircraft in the area.
3/ The judging of aircraft height above the ground by observers on the ground cannot be relied
upon as this has also been proven to be notoriously wrong also. CAA would be able to testify to
this as they are regularly investigating reports of low flying and on investigation find that
generally this is not the case.
Have you ever seen a Boeing 747 flying at 3-4000 ft – looks like it’s at about 1000 ft!
4/ For this exercise we will use a cruise speed of the Dragonfly of 115 miles per hour (100 knots).
On page 80 in “LOST” the cruise speed is recorded as 123-126mph but from my (and others)
experience, it is commonly known that aircraft manufacturers tend to over exaggerate cruise
speeds of their aircraft to help generate sales. On page 110, Brian Chadwick recorded the true
airspeed of AFB on the Flight Plan Form as ‘105’ but does not say whether this is mph or knots.
105kts is equivalent to 120mph, however, I believe it meant 105mph on the form as you would
normally under estimate your speed on a Flight Plan to allow for any unexpected headwind. By
doing it that way, if you did run into any unexpected wind, then you would have a bit of extra
time ‘up your sleeve’ before Search and Rescue are alerted as to you being overdue! The
Dragonfly ZK-AYR based in Manderville, New Zealand is said to have a cruise speed of 118mph,
however a little known fact is that this aircraft has higher compression pistons to that of ZK-AFB
so I have estimated that AFB would have been a little slower. Hence my reasoning of arriving at
115mph (100 knots) - presuming that ZK-AFB had the same diameter and pitch propellers as ZKAYR?
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EXAMINATION OF REPORTS FROM APPENDIX 5 IN “LOST”
(And a few others from different sections and books)
When you first read through all these reports and find the locations of each report on the map the
situation appears to be totally hopeless as it appears that the Dragonfly was in several places all at
the same time, which of course, is impossible!
However, as we go through and examine each report one at a time, in detail, you will note that
there is a pattern that emerges, and from this pattern you will see that it is in fact possible to
narrow the search area down to a much smaller area….
Report 33 (Tues 13) Mr
G.L.Nicol of Christchurch
at 10.30 was in the Colgate
area when he heard an
aircraft engine then heard
an explosion and could not
hear the engine anymore.
The cloud was low and he
could not see the aircraft. It
was in the vicinity of
Darfield on the Colgate
side.
Could
be
the
Coleridge area.
Mr Nicol was in the
Colgate area, which is
unclear exactly where, but
for the sake of this exercise
we will estimate that it is
about 28 nautical miles
away
from
Harewood
Airport, Christchurch. We
know that AFB left
Harewood at 9.52 am so at
100 knots/hour with the
known wind of 220/25kts
it would have taken about
19 mins to get to that area,
which means the timing
should have been about
10.11 am. This account was
Page out of “LOST
…without trace”
reported the following day
to the disappearance so
remembering it as 10.30 am would be what you would expect.
Although he says the cloud was low, that does not mean that AFB was above cloud or below, as
quite often the cloud can be low where the observer is, but clear where the aircraft is.
The mention of hearing an explosion and not hearing the engine anymore could have held some
relevance but seeing as it was in an area that surely there would have been other witnesses, I
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would tend to believe that what he heard was probably a backfire, or someone using dynamite, or
the like. Not hearing the motor anymore, I would put down to the aircraft flying out of hearing
distance by going over a range, or simply out of hearing range. With all the years that have gone
past since then, and the fact that this area is more densely populated than the other areas it
probably flew over, then I would say that it is most unlikely to have gone down in this area. The
good sightings further south eliminate this possibility anyway.

Report 5 (Mon 12) 1825hrs: From Central Police. Mrs Haigh of Hororata saw a plane flying
over the Rakaia River. It was flying in circles to gain height, twin engines, silver wings and body;
at 10.30 (a recheck adds orange wing tips)
This report was given on the same day to the Rescue Center so it was obviously likely to have
been very fresh in Mrs Haigh’s mind. Looking at the area on Google Earth I would say that the
area she saw the plane circling was more likely to have been closer to Hororata than the Rakaia
River as I doubt whether she would have been able to distinguish colours if it had been over the
Rakaia, which was a good eight (plus) miles away. I believe it was a real good sighting, as she not
only noticed that it was circling, but that it was also gaining height. At a later time, I suddenly
realized an extra importance to this sighting, as you don’t need to gain height to fly down the East
Coast… more on this later.
Half way between Hororata and the Rakaia River is approx. 32 nautical miles from Harewood,
that should have taken 24 minutes. 9.52 am + 24mins = 10.16 am with a 25kt Southerly. (The
Weather Forecast on page 109, says 220 degrees / 25kts).
A standard turn known as a Rate One Turn takes two minutes per orbit and although Mrs Haigh
does not say how many orbits it did, with a climb rate of what I would suspect of probably only
500 ft/min (taking into account it being fully loaded [and maybe more] ), I would have expected
Chadwick would have climbed at least 1000 ft = one orbit = 2 minutes = 10.18 am which would
have given him a height of over 3000 ft, enough to be over the lower level of cloud mentioned on
page 119.
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It is interesting to note that when Mrs Haigh was later requestioned that she added orange wing
tips.
It’s now a recognized fact that your first memories of an event are normally the correct one and as
you try to remember anything further you are likely to ‘read other things’ into it.

Page 136 “Turbulent Years” Archie Manning observed the Dragonfly from the Rakaia River
Bridge at around 10.15 am.
I have added this account here, as it is very relevant to Report 5. It is a very positive report in that
he doesn’t say he observed a twin engined aeroplane, the colour, or in fact, any description of the
aircraft, just simply ‘the Dragonfly,’ which leads me to believe he knew the aircraft very well and
therefore a very good sighting. The time of the sighting was pretty close also, seeing as he
averaged it to ‘around’ 10.15 am.

##########################################
Report 13 (Mon 12) 2200 hours: From Central Police. Telephone Operator at Springburn heard
a small plane passing over Springburn two miles towards the hills. The aircraft came from the
Rakaia Gorge area heading towards the Surrey Hills direction. Drone bigger than a top dressing
aircraft. Time between 1057 and 1103.
This ‘hearing’ I believe is tied in with the following Reports 4, 7, 11, & 14, due to the times
recorded and the overall ‘picture’ indicates that of an Auster aircraft possibly being used for
training or the like.
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The ‘bigger drone’ made by this aircraft could have been attributed to the Dragonfly but it also
could have been made by a lot of other types of aircraft also. Using the cruise speed of ZK-AFB
with a 25 kt headwind, you would have expected it to have passed this point at approx. 10.32 –1036 am and so seeing as the timing of the hearing was so precise (between 10.57 and 11.03) this
aircraft could not have possibly been the Dragonfly!

Report 4 (Mon 12) 1800 hours: From Central Police. Mr John Kelland of Ben McLeod Station
was at Coal Creek between 1030 and 1100 hours, heard the motor of a small aircraft heading
towards the sea on the North side of the Rangitata River. Motor of aircraft running smoothly.
This Report linked to Reports 13, 7, 11 & 14.
Report 11 (Mon 12) 2145 hours: From Central Police. Mr Frost of Mayfield at 1045 hours was
working in the Rangitata Gorge was attracted by the noise of a small plane. Motors revving up
and down like a top dressing plane. His son working further up the Gorge also heard it.
This Report linked to 13, 4, 7, & 14
Report 14 (Mon 12) 2210 hours: From Central Police. Mr Langford, Rangitata Gorge saw a
silver and blue aircraft. Thought the aircraft had only a single wing, aircraft was flying very low
heading into the Gorge at 1045.
It is interesting to note that there were two standard paint schemes for new Auster aircraft – ‘silver
and red’ and ‘silver and blue’! In 1962 there was 39 x Austers on the Civil Register in the South
Island and many of them were silver and blue!
This aircraft was flying very low and yet Chadwick was seen not far from this point circling to
gain height.
I spent many days attempting to track the Log Books of some of the Austers that were based
within ½ an hours flying time of Rangitata Gorge to see if it had been logged that they had flown
on that day, and although I managed to eliminate some of them, there were some that it probably
will never be able to achieve as the aircraft had been destroyed many years ago and nobody knew
what happened to the Log Books. One Auster had even crashed and burnt and as there was no law
in those days prohibiting carriage of the Log Books in the aircraft, it is feasibly possible (but
unlikely) that they burnt with it! That particular aircraft was based in the Rangitata Gorge at
Mesopotamia Station so is quite likely to have been the one responsible for this sighting.
This Report linked to 13, 4, 7, & 11.
Report 7 (Mon 12) 1752 hours: From Central Police. From Geraldine,(a) three Station holders
report hearing a light aircraft in the Rangitata Gorge area at 1030. (b) An Auster aircraft was
seen flying south-west, north of the Rangitata River at two thousand feet towards Pleasant Point
at 1100.
This Report is actually a report of two separate occasions, one in the Rangitata Gorge and the
other was somewhere in the vicinity of Lowcliffe heading southwest towards Pleasant Point. This
Report could have been the same aircraft and so be linked to Reports 13, 4, 11 & 14
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#############################################
Report 27 (Tues 13) From Geraldine Police. Mrs Burdon of Orari Bridge sighted strange object
on the south west slope of Mt. Peel. Was checked by Flt Lt Raos and found to be a small waterfall.
This Report is self eliminating
Report 38 (Wed 14) 1650 hours: From Geraldine Police. David Barker, Geraldine, at between
1145 and 1150 on the 12 February saw a twin engined aircraft thought it was a Dominie flying at
6000 ft south of Tui foothills of Four Peaks heading in a line towards Fox Peak towards Fairlie.
Saw it through a break in the clouds and it was light blue in colour.
Mt Cook Airlines DC-3 ZK-BKD flew past at about 11.41, (assuming that it left Harewood at
11.00 am – Page 119 “LOST”) precisely in the position that this sighting was made, and guess
what? – it was painted light blue! 1145 – 1150 is obviously a reasonably accurate time recording
and would infer that maybe BKD left a few minutes after 11.00.
This sighting can definitely be eliminated as being ZK-BKD!
Report 39 (Wed 14) 1644 hours: From Timaru. From Mr Mercer, Timaru. He reports seeing an
aircraft similar to the photo of the Dragonfly on the date of the incident at approximately 1100
hours flying up Lake Tekapo to the head. Weather partly cloudy, at time of observation appeared
to be raining at the head of the Lake. He states that he is familiar with Mt Cook’s light aircraft
and DC-3 and this was definitely an older type similar to the Dragonfly.
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This sighting could possibly have been the Dragonfly but seeing as the time is only approximate
(time it would have flown past with the wind at the time - 11.37 am) and the fact that it was
reported two days after the event, and it doesn’t say where it was observed from (couldn’t
possibly have been seen from Timaru), then it could not be relied upon. I would suspect that it
was observed somewhere in the MacKenzie Basin, northeast of Lake Benmore, probably at about
the intersection of MacKenzie Pass Road and Haldon Road, as from this position the DC-3 would
appear to be flying up Lake Tekapo - and it would be far enough away so as to not be able to
positively identify it!
Report 15 Mon12) Mr Scott of Godley Station heard an aircraft circling in the vicinity of
Mistake Hill at 1045, weather was low fog.
The actual position of Mistake Hill is northwest of Lake Coleridge and this is where it is shown
on the map of the South Island in “LOST”. This is a good example of how confusing it can be to
try to pinpoint the course that the Dragonfly took that fateful day. I spent hours calculating the
times it would take for ZK-AFB to go on all the all the possible routes and by these times you can
possibly prove or eliminate observations that could have been her. After using this position many
times, I suddenly noticed that it was Mr Scott from Godley Station and as Godley Station is 51
miles southwest of Mistake Hill, I realized that this could not be the hill mentioned, unless of
course, that Mr Scott was away from home at Mistake Hill at the time. I located Godley Station
which naturally would have been in the Godley Valley region and then discovered that across the
river from it was a mountain called Mistake Peak which is a little over 6000 ft high.
It is interesting to note the weather in this location, as being ‘low fog’ and that indicates no, or
very little wind!
This observation could infer that maybe there was another aircraft in the area as in Report 39, but
in that report Mr Mercer says the weather was partly cloudy and appeared to be raining at the head
of Lake Tekapo and that is where Mistake Peak and Godley Station is situated! Maybe fog from
that distance could appear as though it was rain?
Report 10 (Mon 12) 2140 hours: From Mt Cook guide at Malte Brun Hut at approx 1300 hours
heard an aircraft flying towards Tasman Glacier in of above cloud. All the local aircraft on the
ground. Weather, wind calm scattered cloud 6000 ft and above. Mt Cook visible at times.
How this guide knew that all the aircraft were on the ground is not known, but I presume either he
just guessed or he had a radio link with Mt Cook base. Presumably he was still at the hut when he
reported it or was he flown out by Skiplane later in the day?
The time of 1300 hours makes it too late in the day to tie it in with Dragonfly ZK-AFB but maybe
it was the Harvard conducting a search (page 129) that was sent out later in the day?
John Stokes’ widow, Nancy Stokes, gave me some details from her late husband’s log book, and
that was that he flew Mt Cook’s Cessna 180 ZK BMP Skiplane for a total of 30mins on a local
flight (with passenger) on 12 February 1962. Could this have been a flight up to Malte Brun to
pick up this Guide or even be the aircraft that the Guide heard?
Whatever plane it was, this sighting can be explained as being most likely Mt Cook’s Skiplane, or
at the least the Harvard, and so can be discounted as not relevant to the search.
Report 16 (Mon 12) Mr Ivy of Glen Tanner Station between 1020 and 1030 heard an aircraft
from the direction of Mt Cook Station east of Lake Pukaki traveling towards the Hermitage up the
Hooker Valley. Saw aircraft, two engines, blue and silver. Definitely not Mt Cook Air Services
DC-3, height 5-6000 ft.
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This sighting is, contrary to what Mr Ivy says, obviously that of Mt Cook Air Services DC-3 as,
apart from the time, could not have been anything but. It fits the description of the DC-3 (two
engines, blue and silver),was flying at the correct height and on the correct course. From Glen
Tanner Station it would appear as though it was going up the Hooker Valley as the Hooker Valley
was ten miles away, and the course the DC-3 flew, was taking it in that direction. The Dragonfly
could not have made it this far south in ½ an hour, and the DC-3 had not even left Harewood at
that time, so either Mr Ivy’s time was incorrect or there was another blue and silver, twin engined
aeroplane in the area that morning. The Dragonfly was dark blue and white and yet everyone
refers to it as blue and silver, so from this you can see what is obviously ‘media influence’,
although it must be remembered that the DC-3 was blue and silver!
Report 29 (Tues 13) (a) At Midday approx (by stomach) at the head of Lake Pukaki aircraft was
seen through clouds and thought to be flying at 3000 ft above ground level, appeared black
underneath with silver wing tips. Quite certain the aircraft had two wings and was heading in a
westerly direction. Soon after passing it appeared to turn down Lake Pukaki. (b) Mr Tanner and
Mr. D Brown at the junction of the Dobson and Hopkins Valley heard aircraft which appeared to
come from the Dobson Valley to the east and proceeding westerly. Aircraft noise appeared to fade
out in the Huxley Valley rather sharply; weather cloudy 7/8ths. Mr D. Brown manager of the
Huxley Station will lead a ground party up the Hopkins tomorrow.
(a) This is another sighting that is obviously that of Mt Cook’s DC-3 if you take into account
the time. It is interesting to note that this person (doesn’t mention who they were) says that
he/she was ‘quite certain the aircraft had two wings’, and as an aircraft obviously has to
have two wings to stay airborne, I can only deduce that they mean that it had two sets of
wings. Now, if you think about it, if a person has to say ‘quite certain’, then it actually
means that they are not certain, as they are trying to fit their observation into what they
have been told that the aircraft should look like!
(b) These sightings are linked in to Reports “B”, 26b, 28, & 3.
For aircraft noise to ‘fade out – rather sharply’ can be simply explained by the aircraft
flying over a ridge or behind a hill.
Report B) and page 174 Stafford Weatherall, owner of Lake Ohau Station. Mustering east of
Lake Ohau on Ben Rose Station. Heard, above the fog, an aircraft to the west with engines
revving loudly.
This ‘hearing’ is linked to Reports 29b, 26b, 28, & 3.
I was not able to find out where Ben Rose Station was, but at the least we know it was east of
Lake Ohau and for him to hear the engines in the area that the other people heard it, means that
his position was most likely to the northeastern end of Lake Ohau.
The ‘hearing’ of Evan Blanch recorded on pages 134 – 136 in “LOST” ties in with ‘engines
revving loudly’ which I will explain shortly when I cover his account.
Report 26 (Tues 13) 1316 hrs: Passed to Timaru radio by LJ9/Mr Struan Robertson.(a) At
approx midday aircraft above cloud at times when seen appeared to be black underneath with
silver wing tips; two wings. Estimated height 3000 ft above the ground level. The course was such
as to take it down the West side of Lake Pukaki. Person’s name who sighted – Fred Smith, Windy
Ridge, Fairlie.
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(a) One of the big difficulties in examining sightings/hearings is trying to determine where exactly
the position of the observation was made from, for example: ‘The course was such as to take it
down the West side of Lake Pukaki. Person’s name who sighted – Fred Smith, Windy Ridge,
Fairlie.’
There is nothing to say where Fred Smith observed the aircraft from. If he observed it from Windy
Ridge, Fairlie, then for him to be able to determine that ‘the course was such as to take it down the
West side of Lake Pukaki’, then he would be observing an aircraft at approximately 30+ miles
away – which would be impossible. Therefore in this instance the aircraft course would have to
be, ‘heading south past Burkes Pass’, or the only other possibility was that Fred Smith was
somewhere on the east side of Lake Pukaki at the time of the sighting. When you take the time ‘at
approx midday’ then this sighting can be eliminated as actually being Mt Cook’s DC-3 as that was
close to the time and the course that that aircraft took.
26 (b) From Glen Lyon Station, a person heard the aircraft over Huxley Station around 1130
above cloud. States, seemed to have engine trouble. Mr Robertson known by SATCO asked to
interview these people and advise back.
(b) This also ties in with Reports 29b, “B”, 28, & 3.
Another interesting observation is the amount of times witnesses make judgments of ‘engine
troubles’.
To me this indicates that a lot of these witnesses are going out of their way to be helpful, which is
really quite understandable taking into account the seriousness of this tragedy that must have been
felt at the time. Unfortunately, some of their assumptions probably hindered the course of the
search at the time as valuable resources would have had to have been redirected to that area to
check out the possibility of it coming down in that area due to the apparent ‘engine trouble!’
However, there is another possible reason why people ‘volunteered’ their opinions on the running
of the engines and the clue is in Report 4 where it was reported ‘Motor of aircraft running
smoothly’ which points to the possibility that the witness was asked by the interviewer whether
the motors seemed to be running okay or not.
Report 28 (Tues 13) From Queenstown. Deer shooter in Mt. Trent area reports hearing an
aircraft above cloud at 1120 on the 12 February. Cloud base 5000 ft and appears that the aircraft
was above this cloud (Mt. Trent spot height 8349 ft, 5 miles south west of Mt. Ward)
This report ties in with 29b, “B”, 26b, & 3.
This Deer shooter heard an aircraft above the cloud and this ties in time wise, and in the location
of all the other sightings that claimed they heard an aircraft flying in the Huxley Valley area. Mt
Trent is only a maximum distance of five miles north of the Huxley Valley.
Report 3 (Mon 12) 1920 hours: From Central Police. Otematata Police received a ring from a
Mr Lomas from Lake Ohau Lodge who in turn had a ring from the Forest Service. Their deer
cullers at the head of Lake Ohau report hearing an aircraft over Glenmary Mountain at 1130
heading up the Huxley Fork. Heavy cloud at the time, no sighting.
This Report ties in with 29b, “B”, 26b & 28.
If you take the forecast wind and direction and take into account the good sighting of the
Dragonfly circling to gain height over the Rakaia River near Hororata (Report 5), and so use this
course, it would have taken the Dragonfly 1 hour and 45 minutes whereas direct from Harewood
to Huxley Fork would have taken 1 hour 35 minutes to get to the Huxley Fork which would make
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it 11.27 - 11.47 am. So it is feasible that this aircraft could have been the Dragonfly but very
unlikely as there was no sightings of it between the Rakaia River and this area, except for Report
39 which is very doubtful anyway!
People in the area between Rakaia and Lake Pukaki had seen and reported an Auster and Mount
Cook’s DC-3, so I’m sure that had they seen the Dragonfly, then they would have reported that
also!
Contents of a letter received from Lake Ohau (Wed 21 – following week)
Further to my telegram and phone call on Saturday 17 February I am forwarding all the
information that we have here at the Lake.
The first contact we had was a cattle musterer in the Dobson. He was working in an area called
the waterfall which is slightly south of the Jamieson flowing into the Dobson off the Neumann
Range. His report was that the noise was intermittent as though the plane was crossing behind
ridges. At this time the cloud ceiling was 4,000 ft giving approximately 1.000 ft of visibility from
the valley floor.
The next contact was from the Forest Service camp at the entrance to the Hopkins Valley. Their
report was that the aeroplane crossed around the face of Mt Glenmary and headed for the main
divide in the general direction of South Huxley. Their general description was that it sounded as
though the aeroplane was climbing hard. Same cloud ceiling and conditions as in the Dobson but
with the addition of a south to south west wind gusting lightly.
The manager of the Huxley Gorge Station heard it from the homestead at the same time as the
manager of Lake Station who was out feeding at the head of the Lake.
I personally checked with all the Stations at the Ahuriri Valley and it was not heard in there.
There were several mustering and fencing parties out on this particular morning over a wide area
at varying heights from 2,500 ft to 5,000 ft. They all gave much the same report on cloud
conditions, wind, etc, and they all saw the Mt. Cook DC-3 aircraft ZK-BKD and we are all quite
convinced that they would have heard the Dragonfly if it had of crossed over them, or the Valley.
As to the reports from the Dobson/Hopkins area I have complete confidence in them. These chaps
are used to working in conjunction with aircraft in these valleys with supply dropping etc. The
Forest Service chaps see quite a lot of Dominie aircraft and have a fairly good idea of what a
Dragonfly would sound like.
I myself went on one of the flights over part of Area 15 and fringing on Area 16 and flown by Don
Middleton in ZK-BMS the same day as ZK-BKS flew Area 16. Most of this was covered very
thoroughly but there was still some small pockets of cloud around the head of the Ahuriri Valley
boarding the western flank of Mt. Huxley and Mt. Strauchon 8,229 ft and 8,300 ft and at times as
far as Mt. Jackson 8,349 ft.
These areas including the cirque at the head of the South Huxley are fairly confined and that was
why I recommended the use of an Auster. My experience of previous search missions being that
the Auster is slower and more suitable for searching this type of mountainous terrain.
Hoping that generally this information will be of help.
I remain,
Yours sincerely,
M.H.Douglas
SAR Rep
Lake Ohau
Stated in this letter is a very interesting observation in that Mr Douglas had checked with all the
Stations at the Ahuriri Valley, the Valley you would have expected the aircraft to have to travel
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down for it to have been heard in the Dingle Burn (Report 41) as this is the valley that gives
access to the head of the Dingle Burn, yet they all say that had the Dragonfly flown down or
across that valley, then they would have known. A puzzling fact in this letter written by Mr
Douglas is that it’s stated that all the Stations in Ahuriri Valley all saw Mt Cook’s DC-3 ZK-BKD
and yet I would have thought that impossible as the course that the DC-3 was on, placed it
anywhere from 10 to 20 miles southeast from them. They may have been able to hear it, taking
into account the southerly wind, but I very much doubt that they would have seen it.

.
There are three explanations that could explain this, and the first one was that the aeroplane heard
in the Huxley Valley, crossed the ranges further up into the Hunter Valley and flew down that
direction on the eastern side of Lake Hawera. What Hunter Valley Station thought was an
aeroplane flying down the Dingle Burn only appeared that way and was actually closer?
The second is that it crossed into the Landsborough Valley and continued over to the West Coast
but there is no evidence of this, (at this point of writing) and if it did, where did the aircraft heard
in the Dingle Burn, and Mt Iron areas come from? This explanation creates more questions than
answers!
The third possible explanation is that the aeroplane that flew down Ahuriri Valley was some other
type (such as a Cessna 180), but as it was not the missing aircraft, the people in the area did not
consider it to be worth mentioning.
Mr Douglas says that, “The Forest Service chaps see quite a lot of Dominie aircraft and have a
fairly good idea of what a Dragonfly would sound like”.
The Dominie has two six-cylinder Gypsy engines and the Dragonfly has two four-cylinder Gypsy
engines and sound very different to each other.
Report A and page 134 Eric Gillum. 6 miles south of Lake Pukaki Village and ½ mile from
modern day Twizel. “ I had just stopped work a few minutes before midday when I heard a plane
going over, it was far too low and one engine was spluttering and blowing out smoke. I thought
then that if it got as far as Lake Ohau it would be as far as it would get. Mr Elliot came out that
afternoon about 3 o’clock and told me a plane had been reported missing. I asked him if he knew
what sort of plane it was and when he said it was a Dragonfly I told him it had gone over with one
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engine spluttering. I had met Captain Chadwick and found him a very level-headed person. If the
plane had kept on course after it flew over where I was it would have had to gain a lot of height to
get over the Ben Ohau Range, but I couldn’t see that being possible with one sick motor, he could
have flown around the Ben Ohau Range at the bottom of Lake Ohau and got back on course from
there. About 11 o’clock that same day my sister, Eileen Harrington, was at Jim O’Neil’s farm on
Clayton Road Fairlie, when that plane passed overhead, therefore he was right on course and the
timing would be right too.”
This sighting appears to be the biggest stumbling block to any theory that Dragonfly ZK-AFB
managed to get across to the West Coast on it’s normal course, as it could only be in one place at
a time. If it was positively identified this far down on this side of the mountain range, as this
Report suggests, then it is futile to suggest otherwise!
Initially, when I first read “LOST”, this is what I thought, and this made the whole ‘jigsaw puzzle’
seem like an impossibility to fit all the pieces together.
Because of this ‘sighting’, I almost gave up and was about to put the whole mystery down to one
that probably would never, ever be solved, unless of course, someone happened to stumble over
the wreckage.
I spent a lot of time going over and over this report until eventually it hit me like a bolt of
lightning – “I had just stopped work a few minutes before midday”…He had obviously stopped
work for lunch – a time nearly everyone’s stomach tells them.
This memory of the time would be very likely to be reasonably accurate. It was at this time that I
first started to measure the distance travelled and applied the cruise speed (minus an allowance of
the headwind) and therefore was able to calculate the approximate time that ZK-AFB would have
passed that point. If you measure the distance from Harewood Aerodrome, Christchurch, over to
the good sightings at the Rakaia (Report 5), and then down to Fairlie (as this Report suggests)
then to Twizel, you get a distance of approx. 121 nautical miles.
Using a cruise speed of 100 knots (115mph) minus a headwind of 25kts from the direction of 220
degrees, using a navigational computer, this equates to1 hour 36 mins and seeing as Chadwick left
at 9.52 am then you would expect him to have flown past Twizel at 11.28 am – not ‘just before
midday’ as in this Report.
It was obvious
that
Eric
Gillum had in
fact seen an
aircraft
that
day and so I
started looking
further and I
discovered that
Mt
Cook’s
DC-3
had
departed from
Harewood to
Mt Cook on a
scheduled
passenger
Track DC-3 flew according to Bruce Irving
flight
‘at
approximately
11 am – about
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one hour after the Dragonfly’ (page 119).
I traced the whereabouts of Bruce Irving down to being in Australia (isn’t Google’s Search
Engine a wonderful tool!), he was the Captain of that flight, and he told me that DC-3 ZK-BKD
cruised at 145kts. “After they passed Burkes Pass they then turned towards the Hermitage and
flew up the MacKenzie Basin passing just to the right of the northeastern tip of Lake Pukaki and
landed at Mt Cook airport.”
If you take the time they left Harewood as 11.00 am, then this equates to a 59 minute flight using
a cruise of 145 kts with a 220degree 25kt wind which means that they would have landed at Mt
Cook somewhere in the region of 12.01 pm. They landed back at Mt Cook at 3.30 pm (on the
return trip from Manapouri - according to Bruce Irving), which averages out to 15 mins per
stopover (this stopover time was confirmed by Bruce), so after a stopover they then continued on,
climbing to about 4000 ft, flying down the western side of Lake Pukaki.
Bruce told me that they encounted a carb. icing problem in the vicinity of modern day Twizel and
cleared this by using Carburetor Heat. They would have passed Twizel at about 12.30 pm. They
flew on through the Lindis Pass and landed for another brief stopover at Loburn, Cromwell.
This DC-3 aircraft was obviously the one that Eric Gillum saw even though it passed the Twizel
area anything up to half an hour later than the time that Eric quoted. The chances are, is that this
can easily be explained simply by the fact that in 1962, wrist watches and most clocks were all of
the ‘wind up a spring’ mechanical types and were notoriously incorrect. There were some fairly
accurate ones around but the average person could not afford them. If Eric was like many people
in that era that just used the sun position for time, or let his stomach tell him, then this would
explain the time given very well.
The direction the DC-3 was travelling was the correct direction for Gillum’s report and the
‘engine spluttering and blowing out smoke’ was a classic case of carburetor icing - which ties up
exactly with the account given by Bruce Irving.
Why Eric said that the aeroplane ‘was far to low’ puzzled me for quite a while, but eventually it
occurred to me that he had presumed it was the Dragonfly on a course to Milford, - and at 4000 ft
- it would have been ‘far to low’ to clear Ben Ohau Range, if it had been the Dragonfly on that
course.
It is very obvious that Eric Gillum had no understanding of aircraft as he says that the time that
this aircraft would have taken to fly from Fairlie to where he saw it would have taken about an
hour. It may have taken about an hour to travel that distance by automobile, but it would have
only taken the Dragonfly 20 – 25 minutes to cover that distance, depending on the headwind. –
With a tailwind, even less!
For this aircraft to be the Dragonfly, then it would have had to have spent an extra half an hour or
so flying around somewhere between this position and Harewood. This would have been totally
unthinkable for a fledgling airline to waste all that fuel. If the weather was that bad, Chadwick
would have simply returned to Harewood.
The thing that puzzles me though, is that there is no record of this sighting recorded in the official
1962 Search Records. The question must be asked, is that if Eric Gillum was positive that this was
the Dragonfly, then why did he wait until 1983 – twenty one years later, before he came forward
with this information?…..A possible conclusion to this is, that he wasn’t positive!
This conclusion is backed up by the way he was pondering over the times of when his sister saw it
and using that sighting to verify his.
Report 12 (Mon 12) 2153 hours: From Mr Woods of Omarama Hotel reports for Mr Douglas
that he heard a twin engined aircraft over Lake Ohau high and above cloud. Base 6000 ft
presumed at the time it was Mt Cook DC-3 aircraft heading towards Mt Cook.
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Say no more: - ‘presumed at the time it was Mt Cook DC-3 aircraft heading towards Mt Cook’.
Obviously this was heard on the return flight to Mt Cook of the DC-3.
Report eliminated.
Report 43 (Thur 15) 1135 hours: From Oamaru Police. A Mr Coffen was in the Hakataramea
Valley area and heard an aircraft flying from west to east some time on Monday morning.
Aircraft not sighted due to heavy cloud and rain.
This Report can also be eliminated as all that can be established is that an aircraft was heard
which could be any aeroplane, that the weather conditions were not good at the time, and it’s
isolation from all the other sightings makes it very unlikely to be of any relevance.
Report 41 ( Wed 14) 1805 hours: From Queenstown. Mr James Gillespie of Hunter Valley
Station is definitely certain that he heard a twin engined aircraft flying south west down the
eastern side of the Dingle Burn which flows into Lake Hawera. The time was placed in his words
as after 1100 and long before quarter to twelve. This information was volunteered before he had
knowledge of the report from the Huxley area and the Mt Aspiring Station. This report ties in with
the other two as a natural way to leave Huxley towards Milford Sound or Queenstown, is down
the Dingle Burn.
Once again this Report does not state where the observation was taken from but I would presume
that it was heard from the Hunter Valley Station. Hunter Valley Station is on the western side of
Lake Hawera, a distance of 6 –7 miles from the eastern side of the Dingle Burn. This would mean
that the aircraft heard from this vantage point could have been anywhere between the eastern side
of Lake Hawera (2 ½ miles) to where he reported it as being.
Report 42 (Tues 13) 1815 hours: From Queenstown. Report received from Mt Aspiring Station
that an aircraft heard in the vicinity of Mt. Aspiring at 1130. (Mr Tex Smith of Southern Scenic
Air Services has landed at Mt. Aspiring to check this report. He states that the aircraft was heard
by the Station Manager and three employees and was travelling on a line from north of Aspiring
generally south towards the Shotover).
Of all the possible tracks that I
was able to place on Google
Earth, nothing tied up with
times and the direction that
these ‘hearings’ observed.
The weather, although high
overcast in this area, was
reported to be much better
than further north, in fact it
was a beautiful sunny day in
Milford Sound area just 45
miles to the west.
There were reports of many
other flights in the lower
South Island that day (page
119) so I don’t have any
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problem believing that an aircraft – possibly Southern Scenic or Ritchie Air Services or even
Amphibian Airways could well have been the aircraft responsible for these observations.
This Report is also tied in with the following Report C:
Report C page 136 “At Mt Aspiring homestead that morning the mountains were covered in
cloud above 6000 ft though there was little wind. For 10 minutes an aircraft was heard above the
clouds. Phyllis Aspinall was inside the homestead, and heard the plane quite clearly. A station
hand behind the woolshed heard it flying toward Mt. Niger. Dave Thompson heard it from the
hillside above the old Macpherson homestead site in the West Matukituki. He looked at his watch
and noticed it was 11.50 am. He saw nothing through his glasses, but estimated that he heard the
plane for 10 minutes.
It is of note that three different people heard this aeroplane in this vicinity and it is interesting that
Dave Thompson actually took note of the time.
If you take a scenario of the Dragonfly leaving Harewood at 9.52 am (as we know it did) and it
flew in the shortest possible distance, 174 nautical miles (in a straight line) directly to Mt
Aspiring, and if you allow for the forecast winds of 220/25 knots to Mt Cook, then 080/15 kts
from Mt Cook to Mt Aspiring then the earliest the Dragonfly could have made it to Mt Aspiring
was 11.53 am, and another possibility was that if he had climbed up and flew above cloud he
would qualify for 280/30kt to Mt Cook and 120/12kt thereafter and that would place him over
Mt Aspiring at 12.02 pm. Travelling at the lower level would mean that, in theory, it was vaguely
possible for AFB to have been there at that time but we all know that the cloud was down on the
ranges with a base of about 6,000 ft and this aircraft was above this cloud. Had he flown below
the cloud base then he could not have flown a direct route for obvious reasons, which would have
made his arrival over this area at a later time. We also know that the wind above 4000 –5000 ft
was actually a westerly of about 35kts according to Bruce Irving (DC-3 Captain - page 119) and
by using this wind direction and speed it equates to the Dragonfly being there at 12.31 pm, so this
all but eliminates this aircraft from being ZK-AFB!
I personally don’t believe that Brian Chadwick would have flown a direct route to Mt Aspiring as
he was known for giving his passengers the best possible views on the way down to Milford (page
124) and flying above cloud all that way, although being in ‘Wonderland’ (those that have been
above cloud will know what I mean) this would have not have achieved this. Also, you need to
bear in mind that he had a honeymooning couple on board so quite likely would have gone to
extra lengths to show them the views!

Report 34 (Tuesday 13) At 1830 hours: From Dunedin Police. Mr Lamp of the White Elephant
Hotel, Wanaka, was climbing near Mt. Iron at noon on the 12 February and saw the aircraft
heading towards Motatapu Valley.
Mt. Iron is located just to the east of Wanaka and not where it is shown on the South Island Map
contained in page 13 of this book (copied out of “LOST”).
This sighting could be tied in with all the sighting/hearings of an aircraft in the Huxley Valley
area and then the sighting in the Dingle Burn area. If you take time of the ‘hearings’ in the Huxley
Valley as being 11.20 – 11.30 and you measure the obvious track down through the Dingle Burn
to Mt Iron and you take this sighting as being at 12.00 noon, then you have a distance traveled of
50 nautical miles in 30 – 40 minutes and with a wind of 120 / 12 kts being the forecast wind, this
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equates to a cruise speed of 76 – 100 kts. I believed that all these sightings were of a twin
engined aircraft but on re-examining all these ‘hearings/sightings’ in this area, (including all the
‘hearings’ in the Lake Ohau, Douglas letter) I was staggered to find that the only one of these
original hearings that mentioned a possibility of this aircraft being a twin engined one was the
‘hearing’ from Hunter Valley Station (Report 41).
There was also a possibility that this aircraft may have flown up to Mt Aspiring seeing as it was
observed flying towards the Motatapu Valley, but judging by the observation times given in the
Mt Aspiring area, it is very unlikely.
Evan Blanch, in 2004, also says that it was a twin-engined aircraft and thought it was a Piper
Apache. – Could this be correct or was his memory playing tricks on him? A single engined
aircraft flying in amongst the mountain valleys could well sound like a twin due to all the echoing
effects.
These observations could also be explained (as mentioned previously) as simply being that of
Mount Cook’s DC-3 – apart from Huxley Valley of course.
On the 9th July 2008, Bruce Irving (DC-3 Captain) said that he was familiar with Mt Iron, and said
that he had even climbed to the top of it. He said that you would have been able to see the DC-3
fly past on its way to Cromwell from there.
Report 47 (Friday 16) 0800 hours: From Mr Galvin, Caldrona. On Monday he was in a valley
behind the Cardrona Hotel at 1120 and saw a black twin engine aircraft flying towards
Invercargill.
If the time is
correct with this
sighting, then it
would be totally
irrelevant to this
search, especially
that it was given
four days after the
event, and so was
very vulnerable to
being an incorrect
memory, or simply
one of the other
aircraft flying in
the lower South
Island that day
(page 119). If his
time is incorrect,
then it could well
have been the aircraft that flew past Mt. Iron. He says that he was in a valley behind the Cardrona
Hotel and although he doesn’t say which one, there are valleys there that it would be possible to
see Mt Cook’s DC-3 fly past on its way towards Queenstown.
Report 9 (Monday 12) 2110 hours: From Central Police. A farmer at Glen Park heard an
aircraft travelling in a Northerly direction towards Bushey on Shag Point. Appeared lost in thick
fog. Heard at 2000 hrs.
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This one, although completely irrelevant to this search, is interesting in that an aircraft could
appear to be lost in fog just by hearing it??? It goes to show just how the general public have no
idea of the world of flying.
Report 48 (Sun 18) 1325 hrs: Constable Everett, Lumsden, advises of a shining object on the
fringe of Mid-dome Peak. Checked by Hewett Aviation, nil report.
This sighting of a shining object was reported as a ‘nil report,’ but I came across what it was, in
Paul Powell’s Book “Men Aspiring”- as being a ‘high country Land Rover’.
Report 17 (Mon 12) From Invercargill. Message received at 2145 from Tapanui Police as
follows: Two Rabbit Board employees heard an aeroplane over the Dusky Plantation at between
1415 and 1430. the plane sounded as if it had engine trouble – they did not see the aircraft for
fog.
This sighting is once again obvious that it has nothing to do with the Dragonfly search as it is too
far off track and far too late in the afternoon. Once again it’s interesting that they reported that it
sounded like it had engine trouble!
Evan Blanch pages 134 – 136 “LOST”
Evan Blanch in 2004 wrote this detailed account:
“As a 20-year-old, I was employed by the New Zealand Forest Service doing deer-culling in the
Hopkins River watershed. There were eight shooters covering the Hunter, Ahuriri, Hopkins and
Dobson Valleys – two to each, plus a Field officer and under the control of the Otago-Southland
office in Queenstown. On the day Chadwick’s aircraft went missing we were all at the NZFS
Waitaki Base Camp on Huxley Gorge Station. This camp is at the base of Ram Hill at the south
end of the Hopkins Valley. We would meet up once a month to collect and send out mail, fill in our
monthly report cards and have our tallies counted. The weather was, to say the least, terrible,
with a strong southerly coming up over Lake Ohau with low cloud and rain showers. I don’t
remember now the exact time but it was in the middle of the day. I was at the time repairing the
driveshaft on my Chevrolet pick-up truck and was surprised to suddenly hear an aircraft overhead
in the cloud. It was clearly twin-engined and working very hard against the wind but at no time
did it become visible. I stood and listened until it could no longer be heard. It flew directly up the
Hopkins Valley and my impression was that some mountain tops must have been visible to make it
possible to fly up the valley. The plane sounded as if it came out of the Dobson Valley and around
Mt Glenmary, when the sound of the engines ceased – they stopped very abruptly”.
“Everyone at the camp heard the plane but as they were indoors they did not take a lot of notice.
My thought at the time was that the plane was a Piper Apache possibly from the Canterbury Aero
Club (I had ridden in this aeroplane). I was very familiar with planes having been bought up near
Wigram and frequently visited Harewood to watch the planes. The American Deep Freeze Base
made it very interesting. It was not until the 6 o’clock news came over the radio saying that a
plane was missing that we realized that what we heard was probably it. We had a wireless link
with Queenstown but at that time there would be no one in the office. There was also a main
wireless receiver at Tapanui but they had probably shut down and couldn’t always pick us up. A
telephone at Huxley Gorge Station homestead was linked via Glen Lyon Station to the Gatekeeper
at Lake Pukaki (river control for the Waitaki River – the Benmore dam was under construction at
the time). I suggested we should ring the Hermitage at Mt Cook but the Field Officer eventually
got through to Otematata, and that certainly put us on the map”.
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“The next day Tex Smith of Southern Scenic flew the Queenstown Police Officer, Colin Walsh,
along with the Forest Service head man Max Kershaw and others to Lake Ohau Station in a
Dominie. We were all put on stand-by for a ground search but as soon as the weather cleared the
Air Force began an air search. Our report was certainly taken seriously. Other reports from
places like Hawea Flat then overshadowed ours but to me they never made sense. The Hopkins
River is almost North to South and has a gentle curve over most of its length. The Huxley River is
quite a large valley on the west side of the Hopkins with the Elcho Valley a bit smaller. These
would be an absolute trap in bad weather for any plane but they do give access to the
Landsborough River, via the Broderick Pass, which in turn gives a route to the West Coast and
Haast. So we heard the plane going north away from its intended destination and into an area of
high mountains and dense forest. In two years working in the area there was a lot of the area I
never visited. A blue fabric covered aircraft could easily still be there! The Police were interested
in what I heard but I didn’t see any – but officers in charge tend to take over in these situations. I
have never been asked for my story and this is the first time I have put it to paper”.
In this letter Evan Blanch states, “It was clearly twin-engined and working very hard against the
wind”.
Evan’s intentions were obviously very well meaning, but ‘working very hard against the wind’ is
not a feasible statement, as to an aeroplane in flight, there is no wind – just an air mass. The
aeroplane moves along with the air mass and the only thing that happens to an aeroplane in a fast
moving air mass is that it’s ground speed changes. If it’s a headwind, crosswind or a tailwind –
the aeroplane doesn’t ‘know’, it just moves along with it.
From my experience, it would be very difficult to determine that it was “clearly twin-engined”,
considering that he couldn’t see it. He said that he initially thought it was a Piper Apache, but
after hearing that the Dragonfly was missing, was prepared to say that what he had heard was
probably it (the Dragonfly). A Piper Apache sounds nothing like a Dragonfly. The Dragonfly has
Gypsy Major four cylinder inline engines that run at anything up to 2100 rpm when in the cruise,
whereas the Piper Apache has Lycoming four cylinder horizontally opposed engines that cruise at
2500 rpm. The higher revving engines may well account for his belief that it was working hard
against the wind and the aircraft may well have been a Piper Apache.
I managed to track down the logbooks of Canterbury Aero Club’s Apache ZK-BWJ (Many thanks
to Paul Drake) and it was found that it flew the day before (11th) and the day after (13th), but not
on the 12th!
My wife and I have lived on the edge of Bridge Pa Aerodrome, Hastings, for the last seven years,
and I have difficulty telling whether an aircraft is a twin or a single just by the noise. Some of the
twins sound like singles, and some of the singles sound like twins!
In June 2008 I was very lucky in coming across a copy of ‘Whites Air Directory, Volume 13,
1962’ listed on “Trademe”, and I managed to win the auction. In it, I found that in November
1961 there were only five Piper Apaches in the Country:
ZK-BWJ Canterbury Aero Club, Christchurch
ZK-BYB James Aviation, Hamilton
ZK-BLP Auckland Aero Club
ZK-BLO CAA
ZK-BUA CAA
As already mentioned, I was able to eliminate ZK-BWJ, and James Aviation only had a licence to
operate as far south as Taupo, Auckland Aero Club was unlikely to have been down there so this
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only leaves the two Apaches owned by the Civil Aviation Authority. I was unable to track the
movements of these two as the Log Books are nowhere to be found!
There is still a strong possibility that what was heard could also have been a Mount Cook Cessna
180 Skiplane or the like. As I’ve mentioned earlier, that being in the mountains with all the echo’s
that occur in the valleys, a single engined plane could well sound like a twin, but at the end of the
day we’ll never know until we manage to find proof of what was there that day.
I think that, due to the horrendous tragedy of it all, people were prepared to offer up whatever bits
of information in the hope that it might just be the missing link needed to find it!
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Chapter Three
West Coast ‘Sightings/Hearings’
An interesting thing on this Coast is that the wind was not what was forecast. The wind right
down the coast to Haast was calm until probably around 11.00 am and then it appears that the
wind started blowing southwesterly up to about Paringa by about 11.30 am according to the
observations that were recorded in the Official Search Records. In Report 36 Chief Inspector
Hansen checked around 11.00 am and found that the Dominie was on the ground in Haast, which
meant, obviously that he had got there sometime before then.
We know that it usually took the Dominie, 1 hour 10 minutes to fly from Haast to Hokitika, but
according to Brian Waugh’s account in “Turbulent Years” page 130, it took him just over an hour
to get to Hokitika, which means there was either a very light tailwind or no wind at that time. In
Brian Waugh’s Log Book he had recorded that his flight on that day from Hokitika to Haast and
return was a total of 2hrs 20mins (in ZK-AKT) which would infer that it was definitely a calm day
of zero wind in the period of time that he was airborne. It is not known whether the recorded flight
time included taxi time or not, or just the time it was actually airborne.
Report 44 (Thurs 15) 1340 hours: From Hokitika. Mr Basil Pimer working for the Catchment
Board in Kokatahi advised that a plane was heard to be circling the quarry at Kokatahi from
approx 1210 to 1225 on Monday. They could not see the plane because of low cloud. Motor
seemed to be cutting out and starting up again.
This observation was very clearly of Brian Waugh returning from Haast in the Dominie
descending from what is commonly known as an “overhead rejoin” – hence the ‘Motor seemed to
be cutting out and starting up again’(descending from the overhead circuit to the normal circuit
height).
The time of 12.10 - 12.25 pm is likely to be reasonably the correct time, as it would have taken
another few minutes to land and taxi in to the hanger. By the time it would have taken Brian
Waugh to unload his passengers and baggage, refuel, secure the aircraft, fill out the log for the
day, etc. and then drive home would likely to have taken anything up to an hour, to an hour and a
half.
In “Turbulent Years”, pages 130 –131, it says that he had just arrived home, had barely spoken a
couple of sentences to his wife when the phone went; Bo’s words came slowly over the phone:
“Your cobber Chadwick is an hour overdue at Milford.” Page 131: “Look, I’ll be right up to the
drome in fifteen minutes.” – “Good, I’m sure that Search and Rescue will ask you to stand by.”
Chadwick was due in at Milford, 2 hours 45 minutes after he left Harewood at 9.52 am = 12.38
pm. + (is an hour overdue) = 1.38 pm + (Within half an hour I was again airborne) = 2.08 pm.
Page 132 (T/Years): Within half an hour I was again airborne: 12.10 to 12.25 pm + 1 1/2hr +
1/2hr = 2.10 to 2.25 pm.
Search and Rescue could not have given permission for the search until sometime after 2.15 pm
as responsibility for the search was not assumed by them until that time.(page 126 “LOST”)
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Anyway, you can see from all this, that the times fit in pretty close to that of West Coast Airline’s
Dominie!
Report 45 (Thurs 15) 1807 hours: Hokitika Police advise that they have been informed by Mr
Stopworth and Mr Hoffman of Stopworth’s Mill at Kowhitirangi that they had noticed a white
object on the north side of Mt O’Connor approx 1000 ft up and Mr Hoffman who has been
working at the mill for the last two and half years has never seen it there before. (Checked by a
Devon as a small landslide)
This is another self-eliminating Report.
Report 15 Mon12) Mr Scott of Godley Station heard an aircraft circling in the vicinity of
Mistake Hill at 1045, weather was low fog.
This Report has already been covered on page 18, but has been added here as originally it was
reported as Mistake Hill, which is close to the track to the West Coast, but as explained on page
18, that it should be recorded as Mistake Peak!
Therefore, this observation is too far south to tie in with the track that goes to the West Coast and
so, using this scenario, must be that of another aircraft.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Report 6 (Mon 12) 1940 hours: From Erewhon Station plane passed overhead at 1000 hours
going towards the hills. Could not be seen because of heavy cloud.
This Report was upgraded by the following Report 31. This Report and Report 31 are both from
the same location although they are portrayed as different locations on the South Island map in
this book.
It says the plane was going towards the hills. Seeing as Erewhon Station is in a large valley in
amongst the hills (Mountains?) then I would imagine that to them ‘heading towards the hills’
would mean towards the Southern Alps.
Report 31 (Tues 13) Mr Erkitt manager of Erewhon Station and one station hand are definite
they heard the Dragonfly pass over within minutes of 1045 on a line from Lake Heron to the
Junction of the Clyde and Lawrence Rivers. Mt Erkitt is classed as being very responsible.
The determining of direction flown of an aircraft when it is near mountains is very unreliable due
to the echoing effects caused by the mountains, but by using Google Earth we can ‘fly’ the valleys
in 3D and work out the most likely course by imagining what it would look like if the cloud was
down on the tops of them and so naturally you would have to go for the low points that should be
below the cloud. By doing this, I would say that if Chadwick was in that area, then he would have
flown up the Havelock River and into the Forbes River. From there, there is a point a little further
south of the Terra Nova Pass that he would have needed a little over 6800 ft to get through to the
Godley Glacier and from that valley he would have easily been able to exit out of there through
the Sealy Pass (5650 ft), a Pass that I later discovered that he was very familiar with. That Pass
leads into the Whataroa Gorge, the Gorge that a Hungarian named Purda saw a twin engined
aircraft come out of and head for the coast!(Report 36).
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Report 35 (Wed 14) 0850
hours: From Chief Inspector
Hansen, Greymouth. K. Nolan,
Whataroa confirms reports of
Te Koeiti and McMasters re
aircraft at Whataroa on the 12
February. Nolan is not sure of
the time but he thinks before
1100. Plane travelling south
and fairly high. He observed it
through a break in the cloud
but gave no description of the
aircraft.
This sighting by K. Nolan is of Brian Waugh in West Coast Airlines’ Dominie heading down to
Haast before 11.00.As the Dominie was in Haast at 11.00 am (next Report 36) then the time it
would have passed this point would have been anywhere about 10.00 – 10.15 am.
These next two Reports I have lumped together as Report 24 is simply an extension to Report 36
(b) and (c)
Report 36 (Wed 14) 1140 hours: from Chief Inspector Hansen, Greymouth. (a) It is clearly
established that a Hungarian named Purda operating a drag-line 6 miles north of Whataroa saw
a twin engined aircraft travelling towards the coast from the Whataroa Gorge at 1100 on the 12
February. (b) This aircraft was later seen by McMasters who was at that time 3 miles north of
Whataroa. When he observed the aircraft it was travelling south parallel with the coast. (c) The
next person to see the aircraft was Te Koeiti who was working at Giles Sawmill south of
Whataroa. He observed the aircraft flying low and it gave the impression of being lost. It flew into
the ranges on the west side of Sugar Loaf up towards the Waitangitaona River. The three persons
described it as having two engines. Note: Chief Inspector Hansen added that enquiries made
showed that this was not the usual service aircraft as it was at Haast at the time.
Report 24 (Tues 13) 1401 hours: From Greymouth Police. Mr Leonard Te Koeiti advised
Whataroa Police he saw strange aircraft with twin engines at 1100 on the 12 February. When he
first saw it, it was coming in from the sea. He was at Whataroa saw mill two to three miles south
of Whataroa. It flew over the mill then over the west side of Sugar Loaf Hill (this is south of
Whataroa). The plane was silver in colour and was not the usual West Coast Airways’ aircraft as
it was travelling on a different course. It was flying very low under low cloud. A Mr Colin
McMasters of State Advances Whataroa saw the same aircraft and it was flying south. He also
said it was flying very low.
In Report 36 (a) a twin engined aircraft was seen coming out of the Whataroa Gorge at 11.00
which I believe was the first sighting of the Dragonfly on the West Coast that day.
In Report 36 (c) I believe this sighting was not of the Dragonfly, but of Brian Waugh when he was
searching in the Dominie a few hours later (probably at about 2.30 – 2.45 pm). ‘The impression of
being lost’, very well describes an aircraft that would be searching for something. Chief Inspector
Hansen checked and found that around 11.00 am, West Coast Airways’ Dominie was in Haast at
that time, and off course he would have just thought that all three sightings were of the same
aircraft!
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
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Report 35 shows that Te Koeiti and McMasters memories were confused as they had obviously
observed the Dominie twice that day, once flying high (Report 35) and the second time flying low
(Report 36(c) and Report 24).
This is confirmed in Report 24 as Te Koeiti says that ‘the plane was silver in colour’ and only
discounted it as not being West Coast Airways’ Dominie as it was ‘travelling on a different
course’!
You’ll also note that Te Koeiti and McMasters remembered this sighting as it was an aircraft
doing something different to what was normally seen.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Report 21 (Tues 13) 1220 hours: From Central Police. Robert Bruce Foley of Burwood was
yesterday travelling by car on the road through Harihari. He and his friend were in the car. At
between 1100 and 1115 he saw an aeroplane, the same as the one he did the trip in last Sunday.
They were on the road just beside Huston’s Timbers sawmill which is at the mouth of the Harihari
River two miles inland from the sea. The aircraft was flying towards Greymouth along the sea
shore fairly high. It is the same as he traveled in but could not see the marks. He says it was going
the wrong way and that he knows Chadwick and his aeroplane.
This sighting is difficult as it doesn’t fit in with any of the information that I have.
The only possible explanation is that Robert Foley has the times wrong and if he has, then it is
easily explainable as that of Brian Waugh on his way back to Hokitika. He does say that it was
‘flying high’ and ‘too far to see the markings’ and he doesn’t say whose plane he flew in last
Sunday.
He said that he knows Chadwick and his aeroplane, and it must be remembered that Chadwick
normally flew his Dominie on this trip to Milford, so which aeroplane did he know?
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
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Report 1 (Mon 12) Fox Glacier reported sighting a double winged aircraft approximately 1030
at the head of the glacier flying in a Southerly direction. To be checked by SATCO.
Report 8 (Mon 12) 1945 hours: Further to Report No.1. Spoke to Fox Glacier to Mr Sweeny for
Mr Hogarth and Mrs Stark. Mr Hogarth saw the aircraft not on normal route for Milford but was
proceeding south-east as for Mt Cook at approx 2000 ft and could not have been later than 1050.
The aircraft was only heard by Mrs Stark.
(b) 2000 hours: Captain Waugh advises that Guide Graham at Franz Josef had not heard
anything nor had the MOW at Haast Pass.
Report 18 (Mon 12) Report from Fox Glacier re aircraft seen up Fox Glacier. Captain Waugh
reports that he had interviewed this person this morning and although he cannot pin him down as
to the actual time he says that it would be between 1100 and 1130. This person described the
aircraft as having two engines and two wings and was approaching the glacier from a southwesterly direction.
In Report 8, ‘Guide Graham at Franz Josef had not heard anything’ which points to the likelihood
that AFB flew further out towards the coast, past Franz Josef until Fox, probably due to low
cloud.
‘Proceeding south-east as for Mt Cook’ would have been when Chadwick had just arrived from
down the coast and was turning in towards the southern side of the glacier (when he was seen)
which would be good practice in a southwesterly wind. The likelihood of downdrafts would be on
the southern side of the valley in a SW wind and the northern side would have an updraught. In
the mountains it’s better to be caught in a downdraft and be able to turn into an updraught. The
other way around could mean certain death!
‘Approaching the glacier from a south-westerly direction’ would mean that Chadwick was at this
point flying across the valley to give his passengers a view of the glacier and was also in the
process of turning to fly back out.
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I have grouped these next three Reports together also as 23 and 32 are just extensions to 19(b).
Report 19 (Tues 13) Received from Timaru at 1040: From Fox Glacier two local residents
sighted a biplane flying in the Fox area between 1030 and 1200 yesterday. Heading of aircraft
unknown.
(b)1140 – Mrs Pat Williams, Weheka telephone 9R Fox exchange sighted aircraft over Craig
Peak south of Fox at 1100 to 1115. (See no’s 23 and 32)
Report 23 (Tues 13) 1220 hours: Mrs Pat Williams describes the aircraft as a Dominie. She
knows the Dominie and knows now that the missing aircraft is not a Dominie; it was fairly low
following the ranges more to the south. Time 1105. She remarked to her husband that the tourists
would not see much due to the poor visibility. (See no’s 19 and 32)
Report 32 (Tues 13) Mr & Mrs Pat Williams farming at Fox Glacier. Time of sighting between
1100 and 1115: weather cloudy, base approx 4000 ft. Plane was observed at a height of between
3000 ft and 4000 ft in the area between Fox and Cook Rivers around the butt of the Fox Range
and seemed to be heading south-west. Definitely had two wings and was like a Dominie, and
wondered why West Coast Airways’ Dominie was flying in that area. It seemed to make more
noise than a Dominie. (See No’s 19 and 23)

These six Reports, although some are just continuations of Report 19 (b), are all in the Fox area
(except 8b) and are all good sightings. You will note: ‘double winged’; ‘two engines and two
wings’; ‘biplane’; ‘as a Dominie’; ‘had two wings and was like a Dominie’ – all good sightings!
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Report 20 (Tues 13) From Greymouth Police: Information from Whataroa Police at 1015 Mrs
Wilson of Hunts Beach near Jacobs River and sister-in-law Mrs Sam Wilson (Ethol) have just
heard of missing plane. They now report that between 1045 and 1145 yesterday they recall
hearing a plane cutting its engines off and on; thinking back a crash noise occurred soon after.
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They consider the aircraft would have been just north or south of the Manakaiau Valley. A light
southerly wind at the time, weather fine on the beach, but cloud inland down to a thousand feet.
The hills were quite murky. These women were both in separate houses and allege both heard the
same thing. Put to the test later by Police suggest the time would be between 1045 and 1100.
This could be a very good hearing as they reported hearing ‘a plane cutting its engines off and
on.’
They didn’t make any assumptions like saying that it was having engine trouble or anything like
that. They simply reported just what they’d heard. As in Report 33, the crash noise (explosion?)
could have simply been a local farmer dynamiting a tree stump or the like, or could it have
actually been the tragic end of the Dragonfly and its occupants?
As in Report 5, on being ‘put to the test later by Police,’- their stories changed to instead of 1045
–1145, it was narrowed down to 1045-1100.
My suspicions on this, as will be revealed later, is that they may have heard an aircraft twice, the
first time at about 1045-1100 and the second at a later time more around 1145. This would explain
the apparent confusion.
In Paul B.Legg’s interview with Des Nolan he also records that Mr Bob Wilson also heard the
Dragonfly go past the same time as Peter Polson saw it go over (Report 22) and in May 2008,
when I was at Jacobs River, Anthony Sullivan, the person that is now living in the house that
Peter Polson was living in (in 1962), said that Peter Polson on 12 February, 1962, had seen the
Dragonfly flying low and was directly over his house as it went past. The distance between Peter
Polson’s house and (Bob & Eva) Wilson’s house is less than 1 1/2 miles apart. Peter Polson and
Bob Wilson did not make any mention of engines cutting off and on, so this would suggest that
there was nothing untoward at that time. Note that there was a light southerly wind and cloud
inland was down to a thousand feet.
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Report 22 (Tues 13) 1150 hours: From Timaru. Fox Glacier advises that between 1030 and
1100 on the 12 February Peter Polson of Jacobs River, Fox Glacier area sighted a blue and silver
biplane over Jacobs River heading south west at an altitude of approx 2000 ft.
As mentioned in the above Report, Peter Polson saw a blue and silver biplane fly directly over his
house at about 2000 ft heading southwest.

Report 30 (Tues 13) From Mr Sweeney of Fox Glacier, speaking for Mr Condon. Heard an
aircraft about 1100 hours in the Mahitahi River area. He also reports that there is an object on
the Mahitahi River side of the Bannock Brae range about bush level not seen before. (Confirmed
by Devon 30 as an abandoned Trig Station).
I contacted Paul Wilson, in June 2008, (Bob and Eva Wilson’s son), and he said that this Mr
Condon would have been Jack Condon. Jack Condon lived in the Mahitahi area and Tom Condon
and he, both had farms in the Paringa area. Jack obviously was at home that day.
Paul said he was only 12 years old at the time that this all happened. He said, “ There was quite a
lot of aircraft flying back and forth in that era as the Nolans and the Buchanans also had
aeroplanes, but this one was different in that it was flying inland from the coast on that day,
whereas everyone else always flew down the coast.” He said that quite a lot of other people also
saw the aircraft in that area and could remember it for this reason (although they did not report it).
“Dad and Uncle Sam were working in the bush at the time and they both heard it also.”
This Mr Sweeney is most likely the same Mr Sweeney in Report 8 (page 35). In Report 8 he was
speaking on behalf of Mr Hogarth and Mrs Stark, and in this Report, he speaks for Mr Condon.

Page 128 Keith Turner – 2005 “I was talking to Tom Condon and he said he knew the missing
aeroplane and had seen it flying down the river. I took off and had a look around, all unofficial,
but went up as far as the pass and checked both sides of the valleys and came back down again
but couldn’t see anything. I continued to search for the next few weeks while on venison
recovery”.
When I caught up with Keith Turner I asked him which river Tom Condon (now deceased) was
talking about and he said it was the Paringa River, and he added that Tom Condon also saw the
Dragonfly come back out again. He said that Tom had seen it going past the fork in the river,
which I measured as nearly 3 miles inland from the foothills of the ranges. I then asked him why
he still checked out the Valley if Tom had seen it come out again and he said that that was only
one of the Valleys that he had checked out, and he had checked it just to be sure.
The thing that puzzled me about this sighting was, why would Chadwick want to fly into this
Valley in the first place? It seemed to be a real strange thing to do. After much time thinking
about it, it finally occurred to me that there was a ‘pass’ that Keith mentioned in this valley, and
where did that pass lead into? – the Landsborough River Valley. Where does the Landsborough
Valley lead to…. back up to the Mt. Cook area, down to Haast or even down to Mount Aspiring
via various valleys, but the big problem with this theory is that even if he did have enough power
to climb out over the Pass (over 4200 ft high), then they would more than likely have had a ‘real
trashing’ in the turbulence from the strong southwesterly- (more on this later). All I can think of is
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that maybe he was looking for a more sheltered route (from the southwesterly) down to Haast. I
have spoken to quite a few pilots that are very familiar with the area and no one can suggest
anything different, apart from maybe he just turned in there by mistake? I emailed Jim Pavitt
(who flew ZK-AFB when it was owned by Canterbury Aero Club and also knew Chadwick) for
his opinion and the following is his reply:
I cannot imagine why Chadwick would fly into the Paringa Valley, however, for him to have got
that far down the West Coast and venture in there, the conditions must have been suitable to
proceed. The Dragonfly had seriously limited performance capability, and he would be obliged to
use valleys rather than circling to gain height to go over the top - in that scenario the chances of
getting the wrong valley are high, further reducing the options and the fuel endurance available
to correct the mistakes.
It would appear that Chadwick flew into this valley purely by mistake mainly due to the low cloud
base and disorientation. You also need to remember that he didn’t have a compass on board as it
was still back in his hanger!
Report 25 (Tues 13) Received at 1400 hours per radio. Mr Dick Marely off Arnott Point sighted
a silver object just north of Arnott Point 500 feet up. It is in a clearing and possibly a surveyors or
forestry hut. Confirmed by aircraft as abandoned canvas camp.
Another self-eliminating Report.

Report 37 (Wed 14) 1345 hours: From Chief Inspector Hansen, Greymouth. Gordon Ferguson
advised Whataroa Police that between 1000 and 1100 on the 12 February while working between
Blue (Moeraki) and Little Rivers south of Lake Paringa he heard an aircraft flying high at the
headwaters of the Blue River. Soon afterwards he heard the usual West Coast Airways’ aircraft
flying back to Hokitika, which was well out to sea. At the time there was a strong westerly wind
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and clouds were low. Constable Reed of Whataroa and Mr Ferguson worked it out on a map that
the aircraft was at the headwaters of the Blue River and would be approximately 20 miles inland.
Constable Dawson of Hokitika checked with West Coast Airways that the aircraft out to sea
would be their usual plane.
Gordon Ferguson heard an aircraft flying high up. Even though he gives his location, it is still
difficult to know exactly where that would be because of the length of the rivers, but at the least
we know it was south of Lake Paringa. His weather observation being of low clouds could
indicate that he was close to the ranges.
Constable Reed, and Gordon, calculated that the aircraft was about over the headwaters of the
Blue River but that would mean that he heard it at about 8-10 miles east of his position with a
strong westerly wind blowing. At this distance it would be difficult, if not impossible to hear an
aircraft especially with that sort of wind. It would more likely to have been 2 - 5 miles maximum.
The difficulty comes that he states that soon afterwards that he heard West Coast Airways’
Dominie flying back up the Coast, well out to sea, another distance of about 8 miles but with the
westerly wind this is more likely to be possible. This observation makes it possible to narrow the
time down, as we know that in Report 44 he heard the Dominie coming in to land between 12.10
to 12.25 and by adding another 5 minutes to allow for time to land = 12.30. Taking this into
account, 12.30 minus a flight time of 1hr 10 min means that it should have departed Haast about
11.20 and passed the Lake Moeraki area at about 8 minutes after takeoff. That would put the time
of the Dominie passing somewhere around about 11.28 – presuming that the time of 12.25 was
accurate. Therefore, as Ferguson said it was ‘soon afterwards’ that he heard the Dominie, then that
would place the time of the aircraft (AFB?) being heard at somewhere in the region of 11.20 –
11.27 am. The earliest time that I have calculated for AFB to have been here is 11.41 am, if you
place Chadwick as flying right in past the junction of the Paringa and Otoko Rivers (where
presumably he was seen), turning around, and flying back out again. Obviously a time of 11.41 is
after a time of 11.28, but it is reasonably close. There are many variables that could easily have
happened that could explain this – the most obvious being that of 12.10 to 12.25 – the time of the
Dominie being over Hokitika, as quarter of an hour early.
I was not really happy
with the above timings
and on the 9th August,
2008, while I was in
Masterton (on another
matter) I spent a couple
of hours with Keith
Turner and his wife
Marilyn. I went there
‘armed’ with a 3D
snapshot of the Paringa
area taken from Google
Earth. When I showed it
to Keith he pointed to a
spot on it and said that
that was where Tom
Condon’s house was and
that was where Tom had
seen the Dragonfly from. It suddenly occurred to me that I had misunderstood what Keith had
originally told me: The ‘fork in the river’ was where the Hall River flowed into the Paringa River
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and not where the Otoko River flowed into it - as I had originally thought! Keith confirmed this.
This meant that Chadwick had not got ‘lost’ and because of the shorter distance that he would
have travelled, meant that he would have gone past Gordon Ferguson’s position 3 to 4 minutes
earlier - which narrows it down further to 11.37-11.38 am.
You can see from all this, the difficulty of trying to work out the course of an aircraft if you don’t
have all of the relevant information and how easy it is to get things completely wrong, but you
will note how in this particular investigation, that we are fortunate in having other means of
checking the accuracy of our findings.
It’s also interesting to note that Chadwick had flown out towards the coast rather than continue on
his normal course and this to me could indicate that there may have been a big bank of cloud over
Tom Condon’s house that he needed to fly around, or he was considering flying down the coast as
the weather ahead looked marginal.
I tracked down Jack Condon who is Tom Condon’s cousin who also lived in the area at the time.
This Jack Condon is the son of the Jack Condon mentioned in Report 30. He said on the 12th
February 1962 he was out fishing so unfortunately wasn’t around to observe anything. I asked him
if he could think of any reason Chadwick would be flying inland rather than down the coast and
he said that, that was the best place to fly in a southwesterly as it was sheltered from the wind all
the way from Mahitahi almost to Haast. He said Gordon Ferguson had a brother called Ron but
unfortunately they had both passed on.
Jack said that Gordon was clearing land at the time within a couple of miles from the ranges and
Jack agreed with me that he wouldn’t be able to hear the Dragonfly at the headwaters of the Blue
River, but he would have been able to hear it flying down the western side of the Ranges – down
the “Old cattle track” that was used to get cattle from Haast to Hokitika in the days before the
road went through. This “Old cattle track” is now what is used as a tramping track shown on
Google Earth as the “Haast-Paringa Track” which is shown if you have the “roads” layers ticked
().
Report 2 (Mon 12) A Mr Buchanan located about 5 miles south of Mussel Point reports he heard
an aircraft in the Mussel Point area at approximately 1200 hrs. The aircraft did not pass his
position; have been unable to obtain further reports to back up the statement. (This Buchanan is
not the one associated with the Nelson Fisheries Apache. Milford has no knowledge of any other
aircraft in the area at the time).
I rang Ted Buchanan on 02-08-2008, and he said he was the Mr Buchanan in this report.
He says in this Report that he was about 5 miles south of Mussel Point, which is the Waitoto
River.
Ted said he saw the aircraft when he was on the Waitoto bridge and it was flying very high further
up the river flying between Mt Selborne and Mt Watney and it was a long way away. The
weather, he said, was clear blue skies.
Ted said he believed it was a twin engined one like a Dominie due to the ‘drone’ it was making.
He said he saw no other aircraft that day.
He also said that the Mrs Buchanan (in Report 40) was his brother Henry’s first wife, Mina
Buchanan
Ken Eden flew a PA18 Piper Cub ZK-BNJ down to Arawhata that day, which is about 6 miles
southwest of Mr Ted Buchanan’s position, so it is more than likely this is what he heard.
He would have passed Ted’s position a few miles east therefore it is quite possible that he would
believe that it didn’t pass his position, in other words, it didn’t come towards him.
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In Paul Legg’s diary notes, Des Nolan said that Ken Eden rang at about 3.00 pm to see whether he
knew Chadwick was missing which could indicate that Ken was in Arawhata. Sadly, Ken died in
January 2008, so it has been a difficult exercise to find out - I should have got involved in all this
sooner!
Richard Waugh records in his article published in the Dominion Newspaper dated 7 February
1987, that Ken flew down in the morning and Richard recalls that this came from his notes from
when he spoke to Ken.
Interestingly, Rex Dovey in Southern Scenic’s Cessna 180 ZK-BFT flew past this area at least
twice (north and then south) later in the afternoon searching for AFB.

Report 40 (Wed 14) 1652 hours: From Haast Aeradio. Mrs Buchanan located near Waiatoto
River mouth at about 15 miles South of Haast states that she heard an aircraft at approximately
between 1130 and 1200 and cannot make it any nearer, but confirms that it was just before lunch
time. Aircraft was moving from north very high and appeared to be heading up Waitoto Valley
towards Mt Aspiring direction. Aircraft was too high for identification but feels sure the noise was
from a twin engined aircraft. Weather at the time was high overcast. Mrs Buchanan on hearing
the aircraft went outside and at the time thought it would be Chadwick whom she knows
personally. She was reluctant to pass the information earlier due to not being sure for certain
whether the day was Monday or Sunday until now.
This Mrs Mina Buchanan was the wife of Henry Buchanan – (Ted Buchanan’s brother) and
Henry was the person associated with Nelson Fisheries (Cascade Whitebait) Piper Apache quoted
in Report 2.
I believe she actually heard Ken Eden on his way to Arawhata after refueling at Okuru.
She described that the aircraft appeared to be heading up Waitoto Valley towards Mt Aspiring
direction and this ties in with the track of Ken Eden’s as Ted Buchanan says the aeroplane he saw
appeared to be flying between Mt Selborne and Mt Watney and from Mina’s position it would
have appeared as though it was heading up the Waitoto Valley. Once Ken was past the Mt Watney
area he would have closed the throttle to descend down into Arawhata, and so both Ted and Mina
would not have heard him from that point on. That would have made it appear even more likely
that the aircraft had gone up the Waitoto Valley.
Page 136 – (Turbulent Years) Alan Cron, working five miles east of Haast heard no aircraft that
day.
This ‘observation’ is also confirmed by the following observation of Noel Brown who was
working with Alan Cron that day:
Paul B. Legg’s diary notes: (From an interview with Des Nolan)
Chadwick’s search. Des said he was working that day about 50 or 60 metres away from a
bulldozer so I (Des) did not hear it. The first time I heard about it was about 3 o’clock (obviously
at home in Okuru) when Ken Eden phoned to know if I had seen Chadwick. The Dragonfly was
missing. I remember it well. It was a clear sunny day on our side. There was a huge build up of
cumulus cloud and quite a strong south west wind. Alan Cron was working on the Grassy Creek
fencing with Noel Brown about three miles up the Haast. One remarked to the other that
Chadwick did not go past that day. You could almost set your watch on him. About two thousand
feet about half way between our place and on to Jacksons on a normal day about twelve thirty.
There was a lot of controversy around Fox Glacier. There was a Peter Paulson, he swore that he
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heard the Dragonfly fly right over him. (He died of a heart attack). Bob Wilson of Hunts Beach
heard it at exactly the same time. Someone at Fox declared that they saw him in the blue
Dragonfly fly in towards the glacier. A normal thing to do with scenic passengers. Mick
Sullivan’s mother reckoned that they saw him fly in to see the glacier.
This was the normal spot that Chadwick flew over regularly on his flights to Milford (when he
used the West Coast route) and yet neither Alan Cron nor Noel Brown, saw him go by, so it
would appear that Chadwick never got this far.
It is also worthy of note that Des Nolan (also a pilot, at Okuru) says there was a huge build up of
cumulus cloud with quite a strong southwest wind. With a strong southwest wind blowing, I
would presume that the huge build up of cumulus cloud (known as Towering Cumulus – TCu)
was along the Mataketake Range east of Haast.
Report 8 (Mon 12) (b) 2000 hours: Captain Waugh advises that Guide Graham at Franz Josef
had not heard anything nor had the MOW at Haast Pass.
Note that Captain Waugh had checked with the MOW (Ministry of Works), who happened to be
building the road through the Haast Pass at the time, and they had not heard any aircraft go past.
This may have been due to the noise created by the bulldozers, etc., but if this had been the case,
then I’m sure they would have said so.
Report 46 (Wed 14 & Thurs 15) 2210 hours: From Senior Sergeant Invercargill Police.
The following signal received from Awarua radio, “From Fishing Boat ‘Britannia’ call sign
ZMRY message No.1 received at 9.27 pm. We saw a plane on Monday and one on Tuesday here in
Big Bay. The one on Monday looked like a Dominie and by looks a bi-plane. I can’t remember the
time but will see my mate and call you later. The plane looked thin in fuselage. I have my Pilot’s
licence and am familiar with planes.”
Message No.2
received at 9.56
am. “We have
now come to the
conclusion that
the plane was
small in tail,
thin
fuselage
and big wings.
It passed at the
back between
Big Peak and
Big Bay at
about 6000 ft.
Would be about
dinner
time,
1200 or a bit later. We left Milford Sound at 6 am and we are still anchored in Big Bay.”
No.3 message received at 10.30 am. “The plane we saw on Monday was flying towards Milford
Sound. I have seen the plane before and I think I have seen it at Invercargill Airport. The plane
we saw on Tuesday was a Cessna and was flying inland in a general direction of Christchurch.
Will call you tomorrow morning between 5 am and 6.30 if you want any further information.”
It should be explained that the skipper of the ‘Britannia’ was not aware of the missing plane until
a short time ago as all he had received was the original message that a plane was overdue.
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This sighting may well have been of ZK-AFB, but we know that the weather in that area was fine,
so the question begs to be asked, “If he was seen flying down the coast at around 2000 ft then why
would he have then climbed to 6000 ft?” He would have had no problem doing a westerly
approach into Milford which I’m sure would have been the most exciting one for the tourists.
One possibility is that he climbed south of the Paringa River and flew up the Waitoto Valley as
recorded in Report 40, past Mt Aspiring and then over to Big Bay, but this is very unlikely due to
the timing. It is also worthy of noting that had Chadwick gone to Mt. Aspiring via this track down
the West Coast, that he would have been in that area around 12.08 pm, not 11.30 - 11.50 am as
recorded in the reports in that area.
On page 121 in “LOST” it is recorded that Ian Ritchie recalled, “I flew to Milford from Te Anau
on 12 February in the early afternoon. It was a beautiful day on the west of the alps although a bit
cloudy in the east.” I could well understand this aircraft being at about 6000 ft as he had just
flown across mountainous areas.
This Report records only ‘a’ plane on Monday which means they only saw one plane that day. If
the Dragonfly had got that far, then of course they would have seen two planes, so on this basis
this sighting could not have possibly been that of AFB. The observer also says that he had seen
the plane before and he thought it was at Invercargill. The chances were then, that if he had seen it
at Invercargill then it is most likely to be one of Southern Scenic Air Service’s Dominies, (or even
Ritchie Air Services) as they were there on a regular basis (part of their service route). Whereas I
would have thought it to be a rare occasion for the Dragonfly to be as far south as Invercargill – if
it ever did go that far when in the ownership of Chadwick!
Note also the time that Ian Ritchie said was ‘early afternoon’.
You might think that maybe the Skipper only mentioned this aircraft, and not any others, as it
roughly tied in with the time that the Dragonfly was due in the area, but this theory can be
dispelled by the last comment in this Report, ‘The skipper was not aware of the missing plane
until a short time ago as all he had received was the original message that a plane was overdue’.
There was also another Southern Scenic Cessna 180 aeroplane, flown by Rex Dovey, which flew
from Milford to Mussel Point and back to Milford that afternoon in the initial search for the
Dragonfly (page 128 “LOST” & page 132 “Turbulent Years”). Why had he not seen this plane
also?
Southern Scenic Air Services owned two Dominies at the time and they also worked this route to
Milford.
Report “D” page 176 Mason Whaitiri of Bluff. “In early 1962 I was the Skipper of the “Miss
Geraldine” fishing boat and was working directly off the entrance to Milford Sound at the time
the aircraft went missing. It was a bright sunny day and the boat was straight out from St Anne
Point about a mile from the Sound mouth. The time was about midday or 1 pm and the boat was
picking up pots. I was in the wheelhouse and two crew members were at the winch – Russell
Trow, my brother-in-law, and Allan Strange. In spite of the noise from the freezer and engine in
the wheelhouse I heard a very loud aircraft noise which all of a sudden cut out. I went out on deck
and asked the others who were using the winch whether they had heard the close-by aircraft but
they hadn’t heard a thing over the noise of the winch and didn’t see anything. While the weather
was sunny and clear it was blowing a 25 – 30 knot wind from south west coming up the coast. A
hard wind!”
“Later that day we heard an aircraft was missing. We also saw smoke in the bush behind Big Bay
and steamed for about three hours to get closer but we determined it was Davy Gunn mustering
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cattle. Some weeks later it dawned on me the possible explanation for the very loud aircraft noise
and its sudden end. I felt the aircraft would have been very near for the noise to have penetrated
the wheelhouse so clearly – maybe within 200 yards. I think the missing aircraft may have been
running out of fuel and the pilot had nowhere else to land and so decided to get close to the only
human civilization – the “Miss Geraldine”- and to ditch in the sea alongside. This was the loud
noise I heard as the aircraft came up very close. But unfortunately the pilot ditched on the wrong
side and was not noticed. The crew and I were not looking that way as we were concentrating on
collecting the pots and were watching certain land features to help determine where the pots
were. I am a friend of veteran helicopter pilot Bill Black. On occasions Bill came up close to my
boat but if I was in the wheelhouse I only heard his helicopter when he was directly overhead.
This whole incident has haunted me for all these years.”
If Mason Whaitiri is still around, then he needs to stop feeling guilty of this ‘incident’ as it was
very unlikely to be the Dragonfly. If the aircraft was making that much noise then there was no
need for it to ditch as obviously the motors were still running.
The only possibility for it to not be able to continue flying was if it had lost an engine – or both,
and as there are quite a lot of reasonably safer spots around that area for a forced landing,- I know
that if it was me in that situation – I’d be going for the land options rather than the sea, even if it
meant a controlled crash on the side of a bush covered hill!
The problem with a sea landing is that with a fixed undercarriage as that of the Dragonfly there is
a high probability of the aircraft flipping over upside down and therefore there is a high chance of
you being knocked unconscious and therefore drowning! I believe that Brian Chadwick was far
too experienced to attempt a sea landing when there were safer options. A mile out sounds likes a
long way out, but in aeronautical terms it is nothing.
Note also that the time of this was ‘midday or 1.00 pm’ so it was quite possible that Ritchie Air
Services Dominie flew low over him to give the tourists an exciting view of a fishing boat.
The mention of Davy Gunn should have been Murray Gunn, as Davy died in 1955!
Ross McDermott Page 142 One unusual report came from 16-year-old Ross McDermott who
said that on 12 February at his parents’ home in Liverpool Street, Epsom, Auckland, he had
heard the distinct but soft ‘Mayday’ call in a television break between the end of one programme
and the beginning of the next. He was reported as saying: “During the break I distinctly heard a
man’s voice call ‘Mayday’ and that was all. I telephoned the Civil Aviation Administration, NAC
and Radio Auckland but no one had heard a thing. The next morning I was stunned to see a front
page story in the Herald about the missing aircraft. Our home was in a valley surrounded by hills
and facing south. On occasions we could watch Australian television programmes clearly yet
friends on either side of our house could not. It seems this one spot is like a radio window with
some rather odd things happening.”
This Report sounds too incredible to be true and yet it may well be!
For Ross to go to such great lengths trying to contact the authorities, what he heard must have
been quite convincing.
Although I was only eight years old at the time, I can remember hearing about this via the media
at the time.
The Dragonfly radio was VHF which is normally only ‘line of sight’ and has a limited range of 10
to 15 miles.
In my limited knowledge of radio waves, I do know that there is such a thing as ‘skips’ where the
radio waves bounce between the ionosphere (or some place like that) and the ground, and if you
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have a radio tuned to the right frequency and are in the position where the wave hits the ground,
then you will hear the message. The source of this transmission can sometimes be an enormous
distance away, many miles further than the original range of the transmitter.
I contacted a friend of mine, Brian Anderson, who has a great deal of experience in the field of
radio waves, aerials, etc., and he said, “Although unusual, it was possible that Ross McDermott
could have heard a Mayday call from the missing Dragonfly, if certain conditions were in
existence on that day! With VHF frequencies it is possible, provided the atmospheric conditions
were suitable, to experience a phenomen called Ducting. In these conditions VHF signals can
travel over far greater distances than would normally be the case, and even over the horizon!”
Brian felt that the radio frequency being the same as the Television one was on, was not too
important as they were all ‘valve operated’ TV’s in those days and were very susceptible to
reception on other frequencies. . It was quite common in the early days of television to be able to
receive transmissions (or TV interference) from Australian TV stations, under certain conditions.
These conditions are:
1/ There had to be a warm air inversion over the area of the transmission for the
signal to bounce off. (These conditions occur more frequently in the early evening,
during summer months, and seem to last for a couple of hours)
2/ Ross McDermott’s TV aerial had to be facing toward the direction of the
transmission. (VHF TV aerials have a very broad beam width, so being precisely
aligned is not important. Pointing in the general direction would suffice)
TVNZ advise me that their television transmissions in those days, were direct from their
Shortland Street Studios which meant that the McDermott’s aerial would have been facing in a
north/south direction
Now, if you use a map or go on Google Earth you will find that the West Coast is south/southwest
of Epsom – (in the general direction).
I copied and pasted this section of this book to Paul Beauchamp Legg for comment and the
following is his reply:
I'd heard of the TV/Radio phenomenon. It was fairly common when TV first came in and, if I remember
rightly, more so with radio. Reception was almost always better at night. I recall sitting in a Dominie on the
Fox Glacier strip and listening without problem to Australian stations. Cannot remember if I spoke with any
but they could not be heard during the day.

AKTV2 – as it was known in 1962, started transmission at 6.30 pm and finished at about 10.30 –
11.00 pm - seven nights per week and as we know the programs and timetable that night were:
6.30 Biggles: Investigations into jewel robberies
6.55 Weather and News
7.10 Sportsroom: News, films, interviews and demonstrations with
prominent sportsmen.
7.30 The Eric Sykes Half Hour: “Sykes and a Holiday”
8.00 Paul of Tarsus: “The road to Damascus”. The story of the
Apostle Paul
8.30 Tonight in Studio 2: Miscellany of topical events
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8.45 Hudson Bay: “Columbine House.” Purchasing a house for the
Hudson Bay Company.
9.10 Bleak House: Adapted from a novel by Dickens.
9.40 Californians: “The Long Night.” Stories of the gold rush days
of 1849.
10.05 The Third Man: “A Man Takes a Trip.” Adventures of Harry Lime,
ex-gangster.
Ross McDermott said he heard it in the break between the end of one programme and the
beginning of the next. I tried to locate Ross by ringing every “R. McDermott” listed in the
telephone book, but to no avail!
ECT (Evening Civil Twilight) is a term used for the time a pilot, that is rated for visual flying only
must be back on the ground - unless he has a special rating to fly at night, which amounts to a
simplified instrument rating.
ECT in this area of concern is split into three zones:

If it was indeed Chadwick that made this mayday call, it would mean that he had survived the
crash to be able to do so!
Chadwick would have known the very limited range of his transmission capabilities and the
possibility of the battery running flat, so I don’t think he would have been transmitting needlessly.
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I believe he would have only transmitted a mayday call when he knew there was a strong
possibility that it would be heard and that would only be when he knew there was a receiver in
range – when he could hear an aircraft in the area! I doubt whether he would have been
transmitting at that time purely because maybe he knew of the phenomena of “Ducting” – It’s
anybody’s guess?
Given the television times and the daylight hours, the most likely times this ‘mayday’ was heard
would be 6.55, 7.10, 7.30, or 8.00 pm…. All we need to do is find out who was flying at those
times and in what area and we could have a very strong lead in narrowing the search area down!
I did some checking and found that Brian Waugh in West Coast Airways’ Dominie was on the
ground by 5.00 pm at the latest, so this discounted him. This only left Keith Turner who was
conducting his own search in the Paringa area.
I contacted Keith Turner again, but unfortunately he couldn’t remember where he flew searching
that day as he said (quite rightly) that it was a long time ago! He said he may well have flown
down towards the Lake Moeraki area, as well as the Paringa area.
The only other possibility of an aircraft being in the West Coast area at one of those times was of
an airliner flying high overhead on it’s way, or on it’s way back from Australia.
Eventually, I tracked Ross McDermott down, and in January 2009 I spent time with him.
He said that his mother also heard the mayday, and what they actually heard was, “Mayday,
mayday – callsign – mayday, mayday – callsign,” and then the next TV transmission came back
on. He didn’t take note of the callsign as he was so shocked at hearing it and it happened so
quickly. In those days, phonetics were not used, so it would have been just z-k-a-f-b not zulu-kiloalpha-hotel-bravo, so it would have been much easier to have been missed.
He said, “My Dad was fascinated with technology and if he could get an extra button in to do
something, then this was the thing to do. The antenna that we had, had a masthead amplifier on it,
and that really souped up the signal before it got to the TV set. The television set was a “Bell” set,
and I believe it was a set that they had been experimenting with in the Bell laboratories, in
Dominion Road in Auckland, and they had put quite a powerful RF amplifier on the front end of
the TV set as well, so you got a boost from the antenna, and you got an extra boost from the
receiver in the TV set itself. The result of that was that frequently we would get programmes from
Melbourne and Sydney and they would just appear. It was very inconvenient sometimes, cause

Ross McDermott collection
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you’d be watching something from the local transmitter in Auckland, and over the top of it you’d
get all this shadowing and ghosting from an Australian program blasting over the top of that.”
I managed to work out the time that he (and his mother) heard the mayday call. He said it was
almost totally dark when he heard it, which places the time at 8.00 pm. Ross said he was a fan of
the Eric Sykes Show so he would most definitely have been watching that. In Auckland at that
time of the year, it was totally dark at about 8.05 pm, whereas it was still quite light at 7.30 pm –
(the earlier break in transmission). Remember also, that there was no ‘daylight savings’ in those
days.
The importance of all this is that it means that someone did survive the crash – at least until the
time of this transmission!
Ross said that it had had a profound impact on his whole life as he said, “Imagine the horror of
knowing that you were the last person on earth to hear a cry for help from someone, and not know
where they were - so that you could help them, and imagine the shock on a sixteen year old boy

NZ Herald 13-02-1962

when he saw the headlines on the front page of the New Zealand Herald the next morning…. I
should have done more – but what could I do?”
Later in life, Ross became a Telecommunications Engineer, and in 1987 someone in Palmerston
North sent him a newspaper article written by Richard Waugh about the missing Dragonfly.
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On showing the article to another radio engineer that he knew, the person started laughing and
said, “We used to service the radio gear in that aircraft!”
That person then obtained for Ross copies of the original Radio Installation Certificate dated 3rd
November, 1961.
You’ll note that the Murphy MR60 had five radio frequencies but only three were listed : 118.1,
118.5, and 119.7, so what the other two were is anybody’s guess!

(Archives New Zealand/Te Rua Mahara o te Kawanatanga, Wellington Office, Ref: ABJW W3448, Box 112 61/2/AFB part 4)

Ross explained that the Murphy MR60 radio that was fitted to ZKAFB was a ‘crystal oscillator’ valve type. The radio had been tested
to the required standard for stability of the frequencies on the day
that this certificate was issued, but the problem was that these type
of radios did not like vibration or impact. After this radio had had a
shock such as it would have had in a collision, then it would not
have transmitted on the correct frequencies, but on a harmonic of
those frequencies! He had had this finding checked and checked,
time and time again.
Ross continued that the reason that nobody else had heard the
transmissions, was that Chadwick was unknowingly transmitting on
another frequency – a frequency that no-one was listening on!
Going on the information from Brian Anderson, I conducted some
experiments and for all those ‘radio buffs’ that read this book, I’ve
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included some of the emails between Brian and myself that explains the outcome from Brian’s
calculations and my experiments:
Hi Gavin,
I have been able to confirm the TV IF frequencies as being 38.9 Mhz for the vision carrier and 5.5Mhz
below that, i.e. 33.4 Mhz for the sound carrier. These were in use at the time, and are still relevant today.
So, with that information we can calculate some other things, including the most likely VHF frequency that
may possibly be able to be heard.
It goes like this - The sound carrier for TV2 is 60.75 Mhz. Therefore to get the sound into the IF amplifier at the required
frequency [33.4Mhz] the Local Oscillator [LO] in the TV tuner must be operating at 60.75 + 33.4 = 94.15
Mhz. That is, the incoming signal at 60.75 is mixed with the LO at 94.15 to produce a signal [the sound
carrier] at 33.4 Mhz. [It also produces an ‘image’ at 154.9, but this is outside the IF passband.]
Now, another incoming signal might also arrive at the IF amplifier at the same frequency as follows - 94.15 + 33.4 = 127.55
so an incoming signal at 127.55 Mhz would mix with the same LO frequency at 94.15 to produce a signal
at 33.4. i.e. right on the correct sound carrier frequency. This would be detected and processed in exactly
the same way as a genuine TV sound carrier, and hence the audio would appear in the TV speaker. One
would expect a signal at this frequency to be attenuated by the tuned circuits at the front end of the TV
tuner, but these are probably pretty broad in bandwidth [only 2x the desired input signal] and so signals at
this frequency might still get through, although at reduced strength. It so happens that 127.55 Mhz is in the
aeronautical VHF spectrum, but is it likely that the Dragonfly was [or even could - - ] transmit on this
frequency. I don't know what frequencies were in use in 1962. Certainly it is one of the available
frequencies today, but in 1962 ??An interesting way of checking the possibility for this to occur is to try
transmitting on 127.55 while close to your TV receiver, set on channel 2. I just tried, and I could get nothing
- - but then our TV receiver is a modern flat panel device, not an old valve receiver. Still, I think the
possibility of receiving a VHF transmission [on 127.55], on a TV receiver in Auckland, when the transmitter
is somewhere in the lower part of the South Island is rather remote, and virtually impossible if the
transmission was on some other aeronautical frequency
Regards,
Brian

Hi Brian,
Interestingly, I found that if I transmit (using my 5 watt Icom hand-held) on either 118.1 Mhz or 118.5 Mhz
right beside the aerial of our main TV set - when it is set to TV1, nothing happens. If I do the same with the
Dick Smith ‘cheapy’, black and white, portable TV for anything up to 20 ft or so from it, then you come
across it loud and clear, and it seems to work even better if you tune it slightly off the station either up or
down the frequency. When going down the frequency from TV1, you don't have to go far and then it has no
effect - and if you go a little further it comes across again and in certain areas it seemed to actually amplify
the signal by coming across a lot louder although a little distorted. I didn't think to try further up the
frequency range. I don't know whether it was actually transmitting at 5 watts as the ‘low battery’ sign kept
coming up everytime I transmitted - will have to recharge it!
Many thanks,
Gavin
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Hi Gavin,
That is

pretty much what I predicted. Old TV sets

will be much more prone to this.

The NZ TV frequencies are in a table at:
http://www.dse.co.nz/cgibin/dse.storefront/48dc2dec051359e22741c0a87f3b06c5/Export/catalogs/SUP1000094
The calculations are quite straightforward, recognising that you need to end up with a carrier frequency for
the audio at 33.4 Mhz to be amplified in the TV IF and then detected [demodulated] to extract the audio.
So, it goes like this - - 118.1 -33.4 = 84.7 and this means that the LO [local oscillator in the TV tuner] must
be operating at 84.7Mhz. If that is the case then the TV set must be tuned to receive a signal [the sound
carrier] at 84.7 - 33.4 = 51.3 Mhz. Note that this is just a little above the frequency of the sound carrier in
the table for channel 1.
Let's try 118.5: 118.5 - 33.4 = 85.1 hence the LO must be at 85.1. Then the TV set must be tuned so the
sound channel being received is at 85.1 - 33.4 = 51.7 Mhz. Again, this is a little above the frequency that
you would be tuned to for channel 1.
You may receive something going down in frequency, because you will then get close to the vision carrier
for channel 1 [45.25 Mhz], but the vision detector is looking for an FM signal not AM. If you receive
something then yes, it is very likely to be very distorted - - or unreadable.
The issue in the dragonfly case is that we are starting with the presumption that the TV is tuned to receive
TV2, and is therefore looking for a sound carrier at 60.75 Mhz. The LO is therefore operating at 60.75 +
33.4 = 94.1 and hence the image frequency would need to be 94.1 + 33.4 = 127.5 Mhz. And, this is not a
likely transmit frequency for the dragonfly.
You could try this out too. Tune the old TV to channel 2, then transmit on the handheld at 127.5 and see
what
happens.
I think it is most unlikely that you will receive any signal other than at 127.5 with the TV set tuned to
channel 2 - - but it would be interesting to experiment anyhow.
The calculations are all very simple. They rely on the fact that when you mix two signals, A and B together
in a mixer, then the result is an output containing [at least] A and B and (A+B) and (A-B). Then you filter out
the one that you want.
Brian

When I was at Neils Beach, near Jacksons Bay, in January 2009, Jeff Robson and Colin Manson
told me of an occurrence that had happened a couple of years ago in that area.
For a period of three days they were able to talk to people in Sydney, Australia on the VHF
aviation radio! There was even an occasion where one unsuspecting West Coaster tried to ‘chat
up’ one of the ladies over the radio, and when he said that he would pick her up and take her out
for dinner, she said, “ I doubt it. – Do you know where I am?”
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Chapter Four
Search Head Quarters Theory

On page 159 in “LOST” , “At first, some reports from the West Coast seemed reliable and were
received earlier than those coming from the eastern side of the Alps. However, upon further
analysis, and compared with the logged flight plan, they did not fit, especially regarding the
reported times. Conversely the reports from the eastern side tended to indicate that Chadwick had
indeed flown to his ‘decision’ area and proceeded on an alternative route down the eastern side
of the Main Divide toward the Wanaka area presumably with the intention of continuing on to
Milford Sound.”
I find it strange that SAR found that the report times on the West Coast did not fit, and so chose a
theory that Chadwick turned south before reaching Sealy Pass and proceed towards Wanaka and
then on to Milford from Wanaka, so to be fair, we will put this theory to the test!
In Chapter Six I have established that the Dragonfly was very probably over Erewhon Station at
about 10.43 am so we will use this time and position as the benchmark for establishing whether
the possible route down the eastern side of the main divide was in fact possible using the known
observations.
If this position was the ‘decision point’ where Chadwick decided to change course then by using
the observed weather recorded in these reports in conjunction with the forecast wind direction and
speed (where there was wind) we can calculate the times that he passed each observation point.
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In this calculation I have used a zero wind factor from Erewhon Station to Godley Station, and
from there on, I have used the forecast wind of 220/25kts.

Place or Report No.
6 & 31
15
3,6,28
41
34
47

Erewhon
Godley
Huxley Valley
Dingle Burn
Mt Iron
Caldrona

Recalled Observation Time
within mins10.45

10.45
11.20 – 11.30
Long before11.45
Noon
11.20

Calculated Time
10.43
10.57
11.27
11.51
12.07
12.22

The times look reasonable until we get to Dingle Burn where the observer was certain that it was
‘after 1100 and long before quarter to twelve’.
Seeing as 11.51 is after quarter to twelve, then this theory that it flew down the Dingle Burn tends
to eliminate itself by this time.
Another scenario is that the most likely ‘decision point’ was further up towards the Terra Nova
Pass, which would have added up to another 15 minutes to these times.
Now you can see the problems that faced the SAR team at the time, trying to trace the most likely
areas to search.
Maybe it was another aircraft that flew down the Dingle Burn area that day with a much higher
airspeed that would have allowed it to be crossing both observation points in the correct times?
Interestingly, the Piper Apache has an airspeed fast enough to do this and Evan Blanch said in his
account that initially he thought the aircraft he heard above the clouds was a Piper Apache!
Seeing as the times appear to be correct up to the Huxley Valley then we will try to see if there is
any evidence that it went in any other direction from there….
On examining all the evidence that I have available, I can see no evidence that Chadwick made it
into the Landsborough River Valley, which is probably the only other option that he would have
taken from the Huxley Valley. The two main exits from this valley had eyewitnesses that claimed
that the Dragonfly did not go past them that day. One being Alan Cron and Noel Brown in the
Haast and the other was the Ministry of Works (MOW) building the new road in Haast Pass.
Maybe this was the Dragonfly in the Huxley Valley and it exited over to the Landsborough via the
Brodrick Pass? This would definitely explain the ‘hearing’ in Report 28 from Mt.Trent.
Maybe the Dragonfly got through there and went down somewhere in the Landsborough?
If you take this scenario for real, then how can you explain all the GOOD sightings down the
West Coast?
Working on this basis, the fact that there were no GOOD sightings down this side of the Main
Divide, apart from the ones further up between Christchurch and Whataroa, I would certainly not
put my money on it going down the East Coast!
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Chapter Five
Civil Aircraft Accident Report
No. 25/3/1214
The Weather
According to the weather situation recorded in this report, it is a lot different from the weather
map shown on page 109 in “LOST” which was taken from, I presume, a South Island newspaper
published on that day.
Chief Inspector of Accidents, Mr O.J.(Paddy) O’Brien states that, “At 0900 hours on 12 February
1962 a depression with central pressure of 989 millibars was centred about 120 miles south-east
of Christchurch and was moving away
towards the south-east. A south to
south-westerly air stream lay over the
intended route of the aircraft.”
This, to me, means one of three things:
1/ Either the person drawing the
weather map got it wrong. 2/ The
depression shown on the weather map
had moved through much faster than
anticipated, or 3/ The map was of the
weather pattern at the time it was drawn
up.(Sunday night?)
Going by the information given by
Paddy O’Brien, from the Civil Aircraft
Accident Report, my No.2 and 3
options appear to be the correct ones as
the depression was on the other side of
the South Island to that shown. This
means that the newspaper schematic
must have been drawn up of the
weather situation as it was on the
previous night (Sunday 11th).
On the 30th June 2008, I drove into
(From page 109 “LOST”)
Hastings and spent an hour or so in the
Hastings District Library going through
archived Herald Tribune newspapers
that had been put onto microfiche files.
In these files I found the following
weather maps dated 12 February and 13
February 1962 and it shows the depression in the place that Chief Inspector of Accidents Paddy
O’Brien says it was, which makes more sense.
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Weather Map Monday 12th

Weather Map Tuesday 13th

This Herald Tribune weather map obviously gives a truer picture of the weather on that day apart
from it does not describe the strong south-westerly winds that were observed moving up the West
Coast that day. Considering that all the information weather forecasters had to go by, in 1962, was
weather balloons, observations of lighthouse keepers, airport weather reports, and the odd
observations of pilots flying or ships sailing across the Tasman from Australia, they didn’t do too
bad a job of it. They didn’t have all the luxuries of things like satellite images to go by.
All the indicators of the weather that day show that the wind on the East Coast was a very light
southerly wind in various places, and not the ‘very strong southerly wind’ as remembered by Evan
Blanch in 2004. In the letter dated 21 February 1962, of M.H.Douglas, the SAR Rep. from Lake
Ohau, he says that at the Forest Service Camp at the entrance to the Hopkins Valley, (where Evan
Blanch was at the time) that there was a south to south-west wind gusting lightly.
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I’m not for one minute trying to discredit Evan Blanch, as to be able to remember as much detail
from that far in the past (42 years), is a credit to him, but unfortunately, it appears that his memory
has ‘slipped’ a little on this point.

I first started to wonder about this ‘very strong southerly’ when I was reading the report of
Stafford Weatherall, who in 1977 remembered hearing (from east of Lake Ohau) an aircraft above
the fog. - Fog would not be there if there was a ‘very strong southerly’ blowing!
The reason why I needed to know exactly what the wind was doing at the time should be fairly
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obvious in that it has a huge bearing on the ground speed calculations. I had already calculated
everything using the information provided in the Air Department Weather Forecast, and if this
information was wrong, then the conclusions that I come to could also be wrong!
It is quite apparent, looking at the above observations on the Google Earth image, that the wind on
the East Coast was not that what was forecast so I will have to do them all again just to be doubly
sure.
Looking at the Herald Tribune weather map, I would say that a good overall average to use would
be 230/08 knots, and here is the results from these calculations:
The DC-3 time Christchurch to Mount Cook would only be 3 minutes quicker.
The theoretical time it would take the Dragonfly to fly from Christchurch to Hororata, circle a
couple of times, and then fly in a direct line to Mt Aspiring would take 2 hours.
That would place it there exactly at 11.52 am (one of the observations was 11.50) but we know
that would not have been possible due to the cloud conditions at the time. For Chadwick to fly
above the cloud direct to Mt Aspiring would also have been out of the question as Mt Aspiring
was not one of his normal advertised destinations. Had he flown above the cloud then he would
have flown to Mt Cook first, which would of course, taken longer to get to Mt Aspiring. Also, you
need to remember that Bruce Irving in Mount Cook’s DC-3, found that above 4000-5000 ft, there
was an unusual westerly of about 35 knots, so if Chadwick had flown above cloud then he would
have been subject to that and would have arrived over Mt Aspiring much later.
With the SAR theory that I have written about in Chapter 4, these times would have equated to:
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Wind 230 / 08 kts
Place or Report No.

Recalled Observation Time

6 & 31 Erewhon
15
Godley
3,6,28 Huxley Valley

within mins10.45

41
34
47

Long before11.45

Dingle Burn
Mt Iron
Caldrona

10.45
11.20 – 11.30

Noon
11.20

Calculated Time
10.43
11.00
11.27
11.46
11.59
12.13

If this was true, then this could quite possibly have been the Dragonfly as some of the times seem
to fit in quite well, however we know that this aircraft spent quite a lot of this course above the
cloud and therefore above 4000-5000 ft as spoken of by Bruce Irving. This means it was flying in
a wind of about 270 / 35kts which means it would have been a lot slower:
Wind 270 / 35 kts
Place or Report No.

Recalled Observation Time

6 & 31 Erewhon
15
Godley
3,6,28 Huxley Valley

within mins10.45

41
34
47

Long before11.45

Dingle Burn
Mt Iron
Caldrona

10.45
11.20 – 11.30

Noon
11.20

Calculated Time
10.43
11.03
11.40
12.02
12.18
12.34

On the first of September, 2008, I spoke via telephone to Fay Fechney, the wife of the late Ron
Fechney mentioned on page 92 in “LOST… without trace?”, and she had found in Ron’s diary
(Ron had religiously kept a diary for almost every day of his life!) his entry on 12th February,
1962 was that there had been ¼ of rain overnight, it had been a dull day with a light to moderate
southerly wind, and the rain had set in, in the evening. He heard on the Radio that Brian
Chadwick and four passengers had gone missing so he had listened to what was happening with
the search on his HF radio.
On the 13th : 5/8 of rain overnight, showery with a cool southwesterly wind. 1/3 of rain during
the day.
Ron had a great interest in the Dragonfly as he had flown it on several occasions between
September 1949 and April 1951, the most memorable occasion being on the 5th March, 1950
when one of the motors lost the head off one of the valves - as spoken about in “LOST”.
The rest of the Accident Report, due to lack of any other evidence, tries to define a reason for the
disappearance of ZK-AFB by making sure that the recorded maintenance, log book entries, tally
of hours, etc., were all up to date and correct, and found that there were discrepancies between
Chadwick’s Pilot Log Book , other Pilot’s that flew it, and that of the Dragonfly’s – large
discrepancies!
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There was also reference to Chadwick being overloaded and although it looks like he may have
been guilty on both charges to these, I don’t believe that these ‘misdemeanors’ led to the cause of
the demise of the Dragonfly.
I can understand someone ‘fiddling’ the books to save money or to avoid bookwork, but I don’t
believe a qualified aircraft engineer/pilot in their right mind would ever dream of flying an aircraft
(especially with passengers aboard) unless all the maintenance was up to date and the aircraft was
in a sound condition for flight.
Chadwick, like anyone else, would not want to die, and common sense tells you that he would not
have put himself or anyone else in this position!
The rest of the Civil Aircraft Accident Report does not contain any further information (other than
that referred to in other sections of this book) that is of further relevance needed for this research.
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Chapter Six
Summing it up so far
It is obvious that the Dragonfly could only have been in one place at one time, and so it was only
possible to have flown on one track, the East Coast, East of the Main Divide, or the West Coast.
It has been established that a few sightings/hearings thought to be of the Dragonfly were actually
of Mt Cook Airline’s DC-3 and a few more are very doubtful as to be anything other than the DC3.
Further north around the Rangitata River area, the sightings/hearings all appear to be of an Auster.
The lack of actual sightings between Rakaia River and Lake Tekapo would suggest that it didn’t
go down this route.
The sightings/hearings between Mt Cook to Cardrona point to being possibly that of the
Dragonfly but the cruise speed was not fast enough to cover the distance between a couple of
them.
The Mt.Aspiring hearings could not have possibly been of the Dragonfly, as, once again, it did not
have a cruise speed fast enough to get that far with the prevailing winds at the time. If there was
no wind on the day, it would be possible for the Dragonfly to make it by 11.40 am if he flew in a
direct straight line from Hororata (where there was a positive sighting) but we know that that was
simply not possible due to the clouds and the head winds.
The chances of there being another aircraft, especially flying IFR above the clouds, on the East
Coast on that day, are very high. Whereas, the chances of a twin-engined biplane flying below the
cloud close to the hills on the East Coast on that day would have been almost nil – unless it was
the Dragonfly on a Tourist Flight! There are no other accounts of any other aircraft fitting that
description, which would have possibly been there, that day, on that course.
The only feasible option left is that Chadwick did get over to the West Coast and that fact is borne
out by the many good sightings all the way down to Paringa.
Report 5 also gives weight to the West Coast theory in that the Dragonfly was seen circling
gaining height. You would not need to gain height to fly down the East Coast!
Bruce Irving in Mount Cook’s DC-3, on page 119 says, “We broke out on top of cloud while
climbing through about 3000 ft where the visibility was good, although there was another 8/8
layer of cloud above us with a base of approximately 7000 ft.”
I believe Chadwick flew through a hole in the lower cloud layer, mentioned here, and proceeded
across to Erewhon Station, which took him very close to his normal course.
Once again, it needs to be pointed out the confusion that can arise when a person tries to
remember a non-event that happened during the day. Had they known the importance that would
be placed on their observation much later after the event had happened, then they would have
noted it down or used some way of remembering the facts more accurately.
Aeroplanes fascinate most people, especially in the 1960s when aeroplanes were less common, so
this would be the ‘saving grace’ that we have some reports at all!
If you saw a red car driving down the road at 11.35 am, what would be the chances of you
remembering seeing it at 6.30 pm that day, and what would be the chance of you remembering the
time?
Now if that red car had something out of the ordinary with it, say, smoke coming out of its
exhaust so badly that you couldn’t see anything for a while until the smoke cleared, then if
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someone asked you whether you had seen a car going down the road belching out heaps of smoke,
then I’m sure that you would remember it, and quite possibly the fact that it was red. If you were
asked the time, then you would most likely refer to it as before lunch, regardless of whether you
had lunch at 12.00 or at 1.00 pm!
Bearing this in mind, here are the observation times and estimated times down the West Coast
using the calculated wind/direction from the conclusion in Chapter Five of 230/ 08 knots to
Erewhon Station and from there down the West Coast of zero knots:
Place or Report No.
Harewood (Christchurch)
5 - Hororata
Page 136 “Turbulent Years”
31 – Erewhon Station
36 – Whataroa
8 – Fox Glacier
18 – Fox Glacier
1 – Fox Glacier
19a – Fox Glacier
19b – Fox Glacier
23 – Fox Glacier
32 – Fox Glacier
20 – Hunts Beach
22 – Jacobs River
30 – Mahitahi River
37 – Between Blue & Little Rivers

Recalled Observation Time
09.52 am
10.30 am
10.15 am
within few mins 10.45 am
11.00 am
not later than 10.50 am
between 11.00 and 11.30 am
approx 10.30 am
between 10.30 and 12.00 am
11.00 to 11.15 am
11.05 am
between 11.00 and 11.15 am
between 10.45 and 11.45 am
between 10.30 and 11.00 am
about 11.00 am
between 10.00 to 11.00 am

Calculated Time
09.52 am
10.15 am
10.17 am
10.43 am
10.59 am
11.12 am
11.14 am
11.15 am
11.16 am
11.17 am
11.18 am
11.18 am
11.25 am
11.26 am
11.29 am
11.38 am

If we calculate this using a wind of 180/10 kts on the East Coast to Erewhon Station it reduces
the time between Blue & Little Rivers’ to 11.34 am and if we use no wind at all in the same
calculation the 11.34 am remains the same due to 180 being near enough to a direct crosswind to
the course of the aircraft - so therefore having no bearing on its ground speed.
The calculated time for hearing the West Coast’s Dominie in Report 37 – (between Blue & Little
Rivers) using the information of ‘soon afterwards heard the usual West Coast Airways’ aircraft
flying back to Hokitika’ (calculation in Chapter Three) is 11.28 am, but that could purely be
incorrect due to reported observation times in the Reports.
On the 12th December, 2008, I sent a copy of this unfinished draft to Paul B. Legg for his
comments as it occurred to me that he had probably flown ZK-AFB more hours than anyone that
is still alive today, and he emailed me a couple of days later to say that he had so far picked up
one fault in it and that was that ZK-AFB’s cruise speed was in fact 125 mph and not the 115 mph
that I was using for calculations.
I spoke to Jerry Chissum about this and he said, “ Of course, this would be because in the earlier
days they used to run the Gypsy motors in the cruise at 2100 rpm and not the 1950 rpm that is
recommended today”. I think this is because the Gypsy motor is tuned for about 65 – 75 octane
fuel and as that fuel is no longer available, by using the higher octane available today in effect
retards the timing and causes the engine to generate more heat. You could overcome this problem
by advancing the ignition timing but as it is a certified aircraft engine you are not permitted to do
this – you have to adhere to the manufacturer’s spec’s!
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The outcome of all this is that by adding the extra 10 mph to the calculations means that ZK-AFB
would have gone past Gordon Ferguson’s position at 11.30 am – very close to West Coast
Airways time of 11.28 am – and if you use the time of 11.34 am as mentioned above, then this
brings the timing to 11.26 am, which puts the scenario to exactly as what Gordon Ferguson
reported!!!
Not only that, this would put ZK-AFB right on cue to be heard at 11.45 am circling down through
a hole in the cloud in ear shot of Hunt’s Beach!
The fact that nobody heard any radio calls from Chadwick after he left Christchurch also infers
that the chances are that he flew down the West Coast at low level.
VHF radios, such as the type that ZK-AFB was fitted with, work only on a limited range of ‘line
of sight’. If he did go down the East Coast, I’m sure someone would have heard him as there were
more aircraft that would have been able to hear him, and less hills around to block the signal.
When I first thought that I had found the wreckage on Google Earth in the ‘Welcome Flat Area’
(That was originally seen in 1967 – “Turbulent Years”), I then tried to ascertain if it was possible
for the Dragonfly to have made it to that area. I came to the conclusion that it was possible.
I came to that conclusion on the basis that had it made it down the West Coast, then as the
weather was reported as getting clearer somewhere north of Milford, then the weather was fine
and the sky clear somewhere south of Paringa, if not at Paringa.
Presuming that it was clear from Paringa → south, I came up with a theory that maybe Chadwick
had climbed up and over the cloud at this point and proceeded back towards Mt Cook, and from
Mt Cook crossed back over the Copeland Pass (a route that he took sometimes) where he more
than likely would have encountered severe turbulence causing the main wing spar to break, losing
a wing, and so crashed at the base of Mt Sefton, where I had found the ‘object’.
The possibility of structural failure was born out from Paul B.Legg’s account (page 99 “LOST”)
of splitting the main spar in turbulence, when it was lightly loaded, in 1958.
At that time I didn’t have any knowledge of Des Nolan’s report of a ‘huge buildup of cumulus
cloud on the ranges’ at Haast.
As you know, from the beginning of this book, this theory eventually didn’t work out, - at least, I
didn’t find anything!
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Chapter Seven
Jacobs River
A later theory was that Chadwick had flown on a similar course to what I had originally thought
and had once again flown over the Copeland Pass, above the cloud out towards Bruce Bay, a
normal route he was familiar with.
He had not long before flown down past Bruce Bay into a southwest wind, so it is quite likely that
he would have allowed for this wind in his navigation above the cloud, the only problem being
that higher up there was a strong westerly wind (possibly even northwesterly) blowing further up,
according to Bruce Irving in Mt Cook’s DC-3 (page 119).
All Chadwick had to go by was a watch, calculations of ground speed and direction, a general
knowledge of the area, and no compass – that we know of. He would have known the direction to
head out towards in relation to the positions of the mountains that were in view and also the coast
that he could see far, far south, where the weather was finer.
The problem with one of the observations (Report 20) by the two Mrs Wilsons at Hunts Beach
was they both said that they had heard a plane ‘cutting its engines of and on,’ puzzled me for a
long time until one night, in the early hours of the morning, I woke with a ‘start’ and it suddenly
came to me that that was indicative of an aircraft with air-cooled motors keeping the motors warm
while descending rapidly.
All pilots are trained to do this when practicing engine failures from an altitude. Primarily, this is
done to keep the engine warm enough to allow enough heat to remain in the system to avoid
carburetor icing and also to prevent engine damage when going back to full power on a cold
engine.
This being the case, it was highly probable that Chadwick had descended down through a hole in
the cloud somewhere close enough to Hunts Beach for the Watsons to have heard it.
Along with other peoples input also, I calculated the possible maximum distance that a Dragonfly
could have been heard from Hunts Beach taking into account the light southerly wind observed by
the Wilsons at the time. I drew a line on Google Earth around that area and visited NZ Aerial
Mapping for some more ‘blown up’ copies of aerial photographs of the area (I had already had an
excellent one done by them, of the spot at the bottom of Mt Sefton) and I got one dated
18/03/1965 and the other 10/01/1978.
I spent hours going over them with a high-powered magnifying glass but to no avail.
I remembered reading in “LOST” about a helicopter pilot looking for the Turner family who also
disappeared in that area 30 July 1983, and I found the article on page 173:
A clairvoyant was involved in 1983 during a search for Roy Turner’s missing Cessna 172 ZKCSS. Colin Tuck, an experienced helicopter pilot recalls: “In August 1983 I was part of a
privately-funded search for the Turner family. Flying our Hughes 500 ZK-HRI we were searching
in the Regina Creek area, which flows into the Karangarua River, and we had with us Doris
Stokes, a well known clairvoyant from England. When we were nearby in the Jacobs River Valley
all of a sudden she said, ‘this is where they are’ and started crying. ‘Please don’t leave them’ she
pleaded. I was talking that night to Jim Sullivan at the Fox Hotel and he thought she might be ‘on
to the honeymoon crash’, meaning Chadwick’s Dragonfly, rather than the Turners.” Tuck later
considered this was remarkably close to where Brian Waugh in his book said the gold prospector
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had pinpointed likely wreckage, twenty miles east of Bruce Bay. He talked to Tim Wallis about the
possibility of organizing a ground party search but it never happened.
I am very reserved in having anything to do with clairvoyants, not that I don’t believe them, I just
believe some things are just meant to be left alone. The paranormal is something that has the
potential of totally wrecking your life, so why risk it? I do believe in an ‘after life’, but I want to
live my life as it comes – and not be influenced by the ‘lives’ in the next. I also believe Witch
Doctors get much of their ‘powers’ by auto-suggestion and quite often the same happens with
clairvoyants!
In this particular case, I have no option but to take on board any possible leads, but I was not
about to go spending my wife’s and my money on a ‘sighting’ of a clairvoyant, no matter how
good she might be. If Chadwick had crashed in that valley then there had to be a good reason for
him to be there in the first place.
James Scott, a well-known helicopter pilot that is based not far from the mouth of the Karangarua
Valley (otherwise known as the Copeland Valley) told me that Colin Tuck was currently working
in Indonesia and returns home every now-and-then. James gave me his phone number. A few
weeks later, when I found time to, I rang the number expecting to get Colin’s wife to find out
when he was likely to be home next and it turned out he was home!
Colin explained to me the event with Doris Stokes and said that you would not believe how
‘worked up’ she had got. He said it took him several days to get over it because she had got so
emotional. He said that at the time he hovered over the spot but all he could see was trees and
scrub.He explained that the spot was up to the right, past the waterfall, down by the river, just up
past the fork in the river. He said he would organize it with James sometime for them to both fly
back in and get the GPS coordinates of the spot for me.
I looked at the area on Google Earth but unfortunately it is not in focus in that area so I left it for
the time being.
I rang Colin back a few weeks later but found he was back in Indonesia and was unable to be
contacted by phone.
After mulling over for a long time, why would Chadwick fly up this valley? - It occurred to me:
Waterfall! Although out of focus, I went back on Google Earth, located the waterfall, changed the
view to 3D and measured the height of it. It was about 500 ft high!
I rang James Scott again, and suggested that maybe Chadwick had flown up the valley to show his
passengers the waterfall as with it being 500 ft high, then it must be quite impressive. He replied
that yes, it was impressive but only the locals knew of it and it only is impressive after a lot of
rain. He continued that there is no way Chadwick would have flown up there with a load of
passengers anyway as it would have been probably too tight in there for him to turn the Dragonfly
around to get back out again. – Enough said.
Several days later, once again in the wee hours of the morning, I again woke with a jolt and the
first thing I thought was, “I wonder what the valley looks like if the cloud is down to, say 1500
ft?”
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The Wilsons reported that the cloud base inland was down to about 1000 ft and with a southwest
wind blowing, I’d imagine that the wind blowing up the valley would cause the cloud to form
following the rising ground contour, so hence why I came to the conclusion of 1500 ft.
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I leapt out of bed, started up the computer, and got onto Google Earth. I went into 3D mode and
had a look up the valley from the position where I reckoned that Chadwick would have come
down through the cloud and still be able to be heard from Hunts Beach. I took a ‘snapshot’ of that
view and then went over into the Copeland Valley and took another ‘snapshot’ from about the
same distance from the fork in the river as in the Jacobs.
I then got both snapshots into a photo-editing program and cropped the top off the photos to only
allow the view to be at about 1500 ft….What I then saw was staggering - Both valleys looked
pretty much identical!!!
The only problem being that one exited to the sea and open ground, and the other went into the
mountains and a death trap.

Jacobs River looking East – around the corner to
the right and straight into rapidly rising ground!

Copeland Valley looking West – around the corner to the
right at the end of this valley and direct out to the coast!
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Seeing this, I came to
the
scenario
that
Chadwick had set a
course from Mt Cook
to Bruce Bay allowing
for a southwest wind,
not realizing that the
wind
high
up
(according to Bruce
Irving Mt Cook’s DC3 captain) was west to
northwest. This caused
him to be further
southwest to what he
would have expected
and when he saw a

hole in the cloud over what he thought was almost at the exit of the Copeland Valley, he
descended circling down through the hole, which would have made him rather disorientated, and
when he got below the cloud he saw what he expected so flew towards where he believed the exit
to be.
I experienced disorientation one day when I was on my way from Hastings to Max Clear’s Te
Kowhai aerodrome in the Waikato. As I crossed the last set of Ranges, I came across low lying
cloud west of there, and I could see from above that it extended to just past Te Awamutu.
‘Transponder Mandatory’ airspace in this area had just been introduced, and as I wished to remain
legal (I didn’t have a transponder fitted) I had no option but to go under it, so I descended down
under the cloud hoping to find a way through. Initially there was plenty of clearance but it slowly
got lower and more murky forcing me to get even lower. All of a sudden, the cloud in front of me
went right to the ground! To avoid flying into it, I immediately threw the aircraft into a steep
right hand turn and although all I could see out of the windscreen was total white, by looking
down through the passengers side window I could still see the ground until about half way around
the turn, when suddenly that became totally white also! Fighting off shear panic (knowing I was
so low to the ground) I figured I must have climbed in the turn and gone up into the cloud.
Working on that theory, I reluctantly lowered the nose and although it seemed like a lifetime, a
second or two later, I popped out of the cloud. – Phew, relief!!!
Although I had flown through that area quite a bit and knew the area reasonably well, I then didn’t
have a clue where I was. I looked at my GPS which had a ‘moving map’ that showed your
position in relation to Hamilton Airport, Te Kowhai, etc., and I looked at the compass, but neither
of them seemed to make sense as my brain seemed to think I was somewhere else - and I wished I
was too! - (like on Terra-Firma). I had to stay on the same heading for several minutes before my
head finally adjusted to where I actually was, and what direction I was heading – which was about
90 off track.
When you are flying in marginal weather, the standard practice is to follow something like a road
or river, so I figured from then on Chadwick kept the river on his left down on about a 45 degree
below him and because he was under a bit of pressure, he would have developed ‘tunnel vision’
and not noticed that the river was flowing the wrong way, after all, the exit was ahead of him….
right?
If you have ever had ‘tunnel vision’ then you’ll understand that simple, obvious things, you don’t
even notice.
In the early days of test flying my Maranda aircraft, I had a Nissan RD28 diesel engine in it that I
had developed. The problem was that it was too reliant on the turbocharger for its power and this
was the ‘weak link’ in the system. On one of the takeoffs, at about 500 ft AGL (above ground
level) the pressure hose between the turbo and the intercooler, blew off the intercooler and so the
engine suddenly lost most of its power. The only paddock available was directly below me, so in
my semi-controlled panicked state, I immediately put the aircraft into a spiral dive. At about 150
ft AGL I tried to pull out of the dive but I couldn’t seem to get the wings to level out and all I
could see was the ground coming up at me at an enormous rate!
I pushed on the opposite rudder as hard as I could and at about 50 ft or so, the wings finally came
back to a horizontal plane, but by this time I was not positioned correctly for a successful landing
in which I wouldn’t damage the aircraft. I was too frightened that if I tried to turn some more to
line up correctly with the paddock, that I would loose control of it again, so I just landed directly
ahead. Consequently, I went straight through a fence and tried to ‘jump’ a stream about 100 ft
after the fence, still towing the fence along behind me! I almost made it to the far bank, but not
quite. The undercarriage implanted itself in the bank, shearing off one of the wheels and the
aircraft went up on its nose and came to a stand still…. phew!!!
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Thinking about this at a later time, I came to realise that what I had experienced was ‘tunnel
vision’.
Although I only noticed one suitable paddock to land in, there were several much more suitable
paddocks on the other side of the aircraft that I probably was unable to see at the time of the
failure, but would have been able to see as I spiralled down – had I not had a total fixation on the
first option. After getting a fright seeing the ground rushing up at me at an alarming rate, I then
got a total fixation of just getting on the ground, and had I turned another 25 I would have missed
the fence and landed without any damage – easy to say now, but this is what tunnel vision does to
you!
I went back to NZ Aerial Mapping for more of their excellent aerial photographs and work,
expecting to pay out more large sums of money. Chris Parkyn from NZ Aerial Mapping was not
only thinking by now, but also saying that I was obsessed, and this was going to send me broke!I
think he felt sorry for me because after showing him the Google Earth snapshots and explaining
my latest theories, and pointing out that their Company had flown 11.25 hrs in the original search,
he agreed to do a digital computer ‘tiff’ file of a photo taken on the 18 March 1965, so that I could
zoom in and have a much closer look. He graciously did this at a very reduced price and I’m very
grateful for this – Many thanks Chris and the team at NZ Aerial Mapping! I tried experimenting
with the file and found that I was able to overlay the photo on Google Earth and therefore was
able to go into 3D mode and have a look around. It’s amazing how much more you can see when
you do this.

Aerial Photo dated 1803-1965, overlaid on
Google Earth

Using Google Earth, I was able to ‘fly’ up the valley, keeping the valley on my left at about the
altitude that I figured Chadwick would have been. Once you got around the corner, where
Chadwick expected to have a clear run out towards the sea, the valley floor suddenly started to
rise up sharply and as the valley was too narrow for the Dragonfly to turn around, the die was
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cast. Chadwick had no alternative but to force land! His first reaction would have been, “This
can’t be happening!” and from there all he would have had time for would have been to try to
slow the aircraft down to just above the stall speed and ‘belly flop’ it into the top of the trees! On
Google Earth, I continued around the corner flying at about 1500 ft above sea level and continued
on keeping the river down on the angle to my left. At a distance of only about 1000 meters past
the corner there is a ridge jutting out and at a height of around 1500 ft, there is four white objects
that can be seen and when measured, none of them are longer than 21 ft. – the approximate
lengths that you would expect the wings to be if they had broken off in a low speed crash!

Unfortunately, NZ Aerial Mapping said that this is the closest that you can zoom into on these
objects which is real frustrating, but you have to remember that this photo was taken with what
you would now consider antique equipment, 43 years ago, and from 26,000 ft! – So I can’t really
complain. There are more than 30 other unusual objects that I have located on this photo but none
of them have straight lines in them or measure out the same. I have compared it with a Google
Earth image taken of one of the (six) aircraft found in the search for Steve Fossett and it also has
the same sort of characteristics – out of focus, but with straight lines. Over the following months I
came to realise that there was another object slightly above and to the left on the image and when
I measured it I found it was the approximate size of the rear stabilizer of AFB. It then occurred to
me that this is exactly where you would expect the tail to be, as with a fixed undercarriaged
aircraft, when entering a bush canopy, - is rather like trying to land with the brakes on – it flips
over onto its back! Then I noticed that the shorter ‘wing’ images were on top of the longer ‘wing’
images which is, once again, where you would expect them to be if a biplane such as the
Dragonfly was upside down. This fascinated me and frustrated me at the same time as there
appears to be, on film, an actual photograph of the remains of ZK-AFB and yet you can’t see it
clearly to know for sure.
On the advice of Lew Bone, a retired Detective, I contacted a forensic outfit in America that he
recommended, in the hope that they could enhance it further but after some correspondence the
conclusion was that there just wasn’t enough pixels left after zooming in, to enhance it further –
You can’t make something out of nothing!
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Many weeks later, a thought came to me, “ I wonder how far it is between the apparent mainplanes and the apparent tailplane?”
I fired up the computer again and measured the distance: Approximately 28 feet!

Now this is becoming too much of a co-incidence:
1/ This object is exactly where I would have expected it to be if the aircraft had been flown in
murky conditions, given the height of the observed cloud on the day: i.e. being on the right hand
side of the river, the distance away from the river, and the height above sea level.
2/ The position of the main wings to the tailplane are laying in the correct direction for a fixed
undercarriaged aeroplane that had entered the bush going in that direction.
3/ The shorter main wings were in the correct place (i.e. lying on top) for an aircraft on its back,
remembering that they would still be attached to the longer wings with flying wires and struts.
4/ The distance between the mainplanes and the tailplane is near enough to the correct distance.
What are the chances of this only being a co-incidence? - I’d hate to think!
You’ll notice in the images that there appears to be ‘telephone lines’ on the images. These are just
some sort of lines on the negatives – remember these are negatives that are 44 years old and it
probably had something to do with the processing of them. In the next image, I have measured the
length of these blurry objects as accurately as possible, and inserted shapes as close to the shape
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of the wings and tailplane that the photo editing program would allow me, to make it easier to
visualize.
Using a schematic of a Dragonfly, the best I can determine is that the sizes of the top wings are 19
feet, the bottom wings 13 feet (from the tips to the motors), the tailplane 12 foot 6 inches, and the
distance from the mainplanes to the tailplane 20 foot 6 inches.

The reason I only measured the bottom wings from the tips to the motors is because from the
motors inwards was painted dark blue and so you would not be able to see them in this photo.
The lower wing centre section - out to the motors, was built extremely strong to carry the weight
and torsional loads of the motors and if the lower wings were to break off in a crash, then the
weak point is just outboard of the engines.
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Chapter Eight
Checking it out

On Wednesday the 7th May 2008, I traveled down to Wellington in my van and flew from there
to Christchurch via Pacific Blue Airlines on their mid-week special, as I was rather cash strapped
due to the time I have put into this project instead of earning a living.
The co-pilot of Mt Cook Airline’s DC-3, Bill Small had two sons, Peter and Mike whom I knew
well as they are also into homebuilt aircraft, in fact, Peter had helped get me out of a real ‘jam’
after the Maranda lost a wheel on landing and did itself a ‘real mischief’ at Mike and Sharyn
Fleming’s airstrip in Loburn in February, 2005. Peter volunteeringly brought his truck with a Hiab
on it around to lift my aircraft fuselage, that weighed 500 kgs, onto the back of a truck to be
bought home again.
I thought it would be real fitting to have Bill Small’s sons with me if we were lucky enough to
find the Dragonfly, especially seeing that Bill was also a friend of Brian Chadwick and had flown
the Dragonfly for him on the odd occasion.
When I suggested this to Peter he said, “Get yourself down here and we’ll look after the rest!”
Peter picked me up from Harewood Airport and took me back to his place and the next day we
got everything packed into his Dad’s flash Campervan that he had kindly loaned us. I think Bill
was quite sad that he couldn’t go along with us also, due to his age, but I know that he was proud
that two of his son’s were.
We set off of on the following day, Peter Small and I in the Campervan and Mike Small and
Jeffrey Rogers (an experienced tramper and friend of Peter and Mike) in Mike’s four-wheel drive.
It was interesting that the
mountains
were
completely covered in
very dense cloud and my
thoughts
immediately
went back to the day that
the Dragonfly ZK-AFB
disappeared
and
the
comments of, ‘There was
no way that Chadwick
could have crossed to the
West Coast that day!’
I thought, “This will be
interesting.”
We continued on and as
we got up close to the
mountains and climbed
up the weaving road over
the Porters Pass, I noted
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that it would have been quite possible to fly over this Pass yet, from further back it looked totally
impossible!
Once over the Pass I kept an eye on the cloud base all the way across to the West Coast and it was
completely flyable even though the cloud was down on a lot of the mountain tops.
I have experienced this phenomenon several times when flying across the ranges between
Hastings and Taupo. I’m no weatherman, but I would imagine that this is caused by a warm flow
of air moving up over the mountains from the low lying ground on one side, and back down the
other side.
It took us all day to get to Fox Glacier where we stayed the night.
The next morning we had to meet the owner of the land we had to cross in Jacobs River to gain
access to the river, Michael Sullivan. We had arranged to meet him at 8.00 am on the Saturday
morning, but when I was walking down his driveway to his house (they run a ‘Bed and Breakfast’
business in their home), I met one of their customers who was just leaving and he said that they
were all still asleep as they were up to the wee hours of the morning watching ‘football’ on TV
(NZ v Oz). Wishing not to get offside with them, I thought it prudent to come back a bit later.
At 9.00 am I thought I’d
give it another try, and when
I got there Michael was up
making himself a coffee. I
found him to be a most
pleasant sort and I could
have very easily stayed there
for hours talking to him, but
the day was wasting away.
We then had to meet his son,
Anthony, who lived at the
house and looked after the
farm at Jacobs River and I’m
pleased we did. We found
him also most helpful and he
told us that the house used to
belong to Peter Polson
(Report 22) and Peter had
said that the Dragonfly had flown directly over the top of the house, the day it disappeared.
By the time we had got to the spot as far upstream as the farmland would allow us, and got
organized, it was 11.00 am, but we set off with all our gear in our backpacks which included a tent
that could sleep four.
We had originally planned on getting James Scott to fly us in by Helicopter but as we had got
there a day later than anticipated, James’s had to fly some hunters into the bush and couldn’t fly
us in till late morning. I was a little worried as to whether we would be able to walk out from
where we wanted to go as we didn’t know for sure how rugged the area was. After thinking it
over, I thought that it would be far safer to walk in. That way, if the going got too hard then at
least we knew we could get out again.
We had the latest 406 MHz EPIRB (emergency locator beacon) with us but this was for
emergency only. I’m sure that if we had set it off for anything other than an emergency, then the
chances were that I’d have to sell our house to pay for the bill that we would have incurred, but if
it was a matter of life or death, then I suppose it would be a better option than dying. My wife
may not have thought so though…. if I lost the house!
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We tramped up the river over very rocky terrain and at times had to enter the bush to get around
the areas where the river came right up to the bank. I packed quite a bit extra
into my pack as I felt responsible for the safety of Peter and Mike as I got the impression that they
didn’t really know what they had let themselves in for. The only problem was that Peter, Mike
and I had never been on a big tramp before, especially with heavy backpacks on our backs.
At one stage, due to my
extra heavy pack and also
carrying two cameras, I
lost traction on a large
sloping rock and slid all
the way down it and
stopped with my shins up
against another rock.
How I didn’t break both
of my legs, I’ll never
know!From then on, I
was not game enough to
walk over the large
sloping rocks so crawled
over them on all fours
instead, and wore holes
through my thermals on
the knees in the process.
Jeff also slid down a rock
and landed heavily on his tailbone so he was pretty sore that night also!
After tramping for six hours and only covering 7 ½ kms, we were very quickly running out of
daylight. Fortunately Jeff climbed up a bank beside a stream and found a clearing big enough for
us to pitch the tent.
We sat down on
the cold damp
grass
absolutely
exhausted (apart
from Jeff who was
as fit as a fiddle),
set the gas cooker
into action and had
a nice hot cup of
coffee. The others
had bought with
them noodles that
were already in a
foam cup and all
they had to do was
add hot water,
whereas
the
noodles I had were
the type that you
had to boil up in a
pot.
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I was too tired to bother, so I had a couple of muesli bars instead. By then it was pitch dark so we
climbed into the tent and into our sleeping bags and attempted to go to sleep. Our tent site was up

the bank about 70 –80 feet above the rapids and they were so noisy that it was like trying to sleep
beside a Jumbo Jet on full noise!
It was very uncomfortable lying on the hard ground and I reckon I only got about 10 minutes
sleep all night. The others got
a fair bit more though, judging
by their snoring, which I
actually found was good to
hear as at least I knew
someone was getting some
sleep!
After what seemed like a
whole night, Peter asked what
was the time? I told him that
it was only 11.30 pm and it
seemed so unbelievable, as
you could have sworn it was at
least 6.00 am in the morning.
Probably being in bed by a
little after 6.00 pm had a bit to
do with it!
After another eternity, it was
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6.00 am and trying to sleep on rocks was no longer an option, so it was struggle back on with the
clothes and into wet, cold boots again.
I boiled the billie and had another two muesli bars while the others made their own breakfast.
We decided to use the campsite as our base so we packed one light backpack with just the bare
essentials and as soon as there was enough light we set off for our destination – 2.8 kms away .
We tried to walk up the river but it became too narrow and the rocks were the size of houses, so
we had to enter the bush and try to find any sort of tracks to follow to get through.
After about 1 ½ hrs we were opposite the waterfall and could see it through the bush canopy but
unfortunately could not see all of it.
After a further ½ hour of grueling bush tramping we came across a very deep dark bush covered
creek, which looked rather uncrossable. The GPS showed that we still had another 1.4 kms to go
and we knew that the terrain was going to get a lot worse. If we carried on then it would have
meant that we would have to stay another sleepless night in the bush. Jeff, our experienced
tramper, reckoned that it was time to turn around and Peter and Mike agreed. I reluctantly had no
choice in the matter. I was determined to get there after coming such a long way, but there was no
way I was going to continue on my own. So we turned back!
I was of mixed emotions, as part of me wanted to finish what I had set out to do, and the other part
desperately wanted not to stay another night in the bush.
By the time we got back to our camp site it was a little past 12 o’clock and all the wet clothes that
we had draped over some bushes, (in the hope that they would be dry by the time we got back)
were not only still wet but were covered in frost. The sun had still not come over the mountain
tops!
I was surprised how tired I was and after sitting down for a couple of minutes, found that I could
barely move again due to all the aches and pains. I thought for a second, how glad I was that Jeff
had talked us in to turning back!
Jeff and the others packed up the tent and we all packed everything back into our backpacks,
donned them with great
difficulty, and set off back
to the Campervan.
I thought, “I’ll be lucky if I
make it to the end of the
first straight in the river
before I collapse”, as my
legs were screaming out in
pain, especially now with
all the extra weight on
them. I had visions of
having to pull the pin on
the EPIRB but I managed
to resist the temptation.
My heavier pack was
taking its toll and the others
had to keep stopping and
waiting for me to catch up.
The problem was that by
the time I caught up, it was time to get moving again, so they ended up getting a rest and I didn’t.
I thought to myself, “Stuff this! The next time I go into the bush, it’s going to be ‘every man for
himself’ as there is no way I’m going to carry extra weight again!”
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The times where I did get a short rest, mainly because I simply refused to move until I had, I
found that the muscles in my legs seized up and made it very difficult to get moving again. After a
while, I came to the conclusion that it was better just to plod on anyway, only stopping to take on
more water.
On the odd rare occasion, where there was short strips of smooth ground, I found that I could put
on a bit of pace and almost catch up to everyone again, but then we would run into more rocks
again and I would get left behind.
To make matters worse, one of the plastic clips holding the main support strap on my backpack
broke when we were still a good two hours away from base, but I managed to subsidize it by
twisting a branch through the strap to hold it together, but it did throw a lot more weight on my
shoulders.
By 5.15 pm we finally rounded the last bend and could see the Campervan in the distance. We
were on a relatively smooth patch of ground, the GPS said we had 1 km to go and at the present
pace we would make it in 15 or so minutes, which was good as the light was failing fast, but then
we ran into rocks again.
Peter and Mike carried on as fast as they could go, so as they could get the generator going and

warm the Campervan up with the electric fan heater, and also give us some light to head towards.
Jeff held himself back with me (probably in case I collapsed) and finally, at 6.15 pm, Jeff and I
got back to the Campervan, but by then it was pitch black.
The minute I stopped walking, I started to freeze, and by the time I had got out of my wet clothes
I had mild hypothermia. Wearing a cotton singlet – something that I didn’t know, caused this. Jeff
explained to me that in tramping terms it’s called “cotton death”, and this is because the cotton
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absorbs body sweat and cools, and then your body has to pump out a lot of heat trying to warm
your skin area up, extracting the heat away from your vital organs!
It took me at least an hour of sitting in front of the heater to start to feel warm again, but for the
whole night, if I went outside of the Campervan, I would start shaking violently which was rather
traumatic when I was ‘busting for a leak!’
Peter, Mike and I collapsed on the couches in the Campervan and we were very grateful that Jeff
was there, as he had the energy to cook us tea. We returned to Christchurch the next day,
disappointed, but much wiser from our ‘adventure’? On the way we stopped off at Hunts Beach to
get a ‘feel’ for the area so as to be able to try to understand and visualize what it was like on the
12th February 1962 and to try to contemplate whether it would have been possible to hear a crash
or explosion from the spot in Jacobs River Valley, and my impression was that it would be very
unlikely.
Peter related to me an
occasion when he and
his
family
were
having a picnic on a
calm summers day,
when they heard a
weird crashing noise.
Later that evening
they heard on the
news that a helicopter
had crashed in the
direction the noise
that they heard had
come from and at
precisely the same
time. Peter later found
out that the point of
impact was in excess
of 20 miles!!!
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Chapter Nine
Summing up again
Of course, at the time of writing, it was getting too much into winter to even contemplate going
down there again, until summer is here again, so to keep my mind focused on pursuing the
whereabouts of the Dragonfly I decided it was time I started documenting everything I have
discovered up to this point, so hence the purpose of this book.
I thought long and hard and worked out the most constructive way was to go through all the
observations very thoroughly, researching as much as possible as I did.
Writing this book has been good in that to endeavor to get my facts correct, it has forced me to
research everything very thoroughly, and I’ve found I’ve had to ponder over every little detail
from every angle that I can think of, as I don’t wish to be open to ridicule.
I have gathered other more experienced aviator’s opinions including one of the most experienced
‘A’ Category Instructors in the Country and taken on board their opinions so as to make sure I’ve
got it right!
You might ask, “Do I still think that the Dragonfly is in Jacobs River?”
All I can say is that based on the research that I have done in this book, up to this point in
time….“ I don’t know.”
My theory of Chadwick climbing back up over the clouds to Mt Cook and descending down
through a hole in the cloud into Jacobs River simply doesn’t stack up when you go by the times,
as for him to do that would mean that he would have exceeded his ETA at Milford to the point
where SAR would have been called in, and then he would have been in a lot of trouble explaining
himself.
Why did I consider that he might have gone back up to Mt Cook is another that you might also
ask?:
Simply because he had honeymooners on board, so would have quite likely have gone out of his
way to give them an experience they would never forget. I gather that he was quite a salesman as
well, and this would have made good publicity back in Australia when the honeymooners told of
their marvelous flight to Milford Sound – the big event of their honeymoon!
Of course it is still possible that he did fly into Jacobs River, as no one knows for sure which way
he went after exiting the Paringa Valley. It is slightly possible that Gordon Ferguson heard
Chadwick back outside the Paringa Valley and Chadwick actually flew north again and into the
Jacobs River, but for him to do this would have been pure suicide (even though there were rumors
of this nature circulating at the time), but this would be very, very unlikely. Was the engines
‘cutting off and on’ that the Wilsons heard, be just Chadwick maneuvering the Dragonfly through
a difficult area or maybe descending under low lying cloud, or did they actually hear it twice, and
the second time, was it descending through a hole in the cloud?
Was what Gordon Ferguson thought was the West Coast Air Services’ Dominie flying up the
Coast, actually the Dominie, or was it Chadwick instead, having turned around and flying back
north, either below or over the cloud on or before the coast, west of Ferguson’s position?
After all this time and research that I have put in, I feel that Chadwick was more than likely
carrying on his normal course down the West Coast, and all the evidence points to this, apart from
the occasional detour forced upon him due to the weather.
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On the 26-06-2008, I finally obtained a copy of the original Civil Aircraft Accident Report No.
25/3/1214 – many thanks to George Dundass of Ranfurly, and one of the first pieces of important
information I got out of it was that his ‘Usual Route’ included a point ‘10 miles east of Haast’information that I had overlooked in “LOST”. Originally I thought that he normally flew more
towards the coast south of Paringa but this is evidently not the case. This points to the fact, even
more so, that he was on his normal course, carrying on his normal business and not doing
something out of the ordinary! Why would he have made this route his normal course you might
ask?
With the predominate wind being a sea breeze which normally comes up around 10.00 am, this
wind pushing up against this range of mountains (Mataketake Range) would cause an updraught,
and an aircraft flying in an updraught
gets along much faster and uses a lot
less fuel for the distance travelled –
like riding a wave on a surfboard.
After passing the point where he was
heard by Gordon Ferguson, he
continued still at a low-ish level (due
to the low cloud) down the ‘old cattle
track’ towards Maori Saddle and
Haast, and the Dragonfly either had
an engine failure, broke up in
turbulence, or simply was forced into
the bush by a downdraught – the
latter being the most likely given the
conditions on the day!
It is also possible that he could have
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been caught in a strong updraught caused due to the strong southwest wind blowing against the
Mataketake mountain range and was possibly forced into the cloud, crashing somewhere into a
mountain, especially seeing as he didn’t have a compass to show him which direction was away
from the ranges.

Another possible scenario is that he was caught in a very strong updraught that actually took him
up to above the clouds. This quite likely would have been caused by the strong southwest wind
funneling into the valley and causing the windspeed to increase dramatically. The “Miss
Geraldine” fishing boat reported a SW wind of 25 –30 knots and this speed could have increased
in this valley to well above that. If he was caught in one he would have only one option and that
would have been to go with it. Normally to get out of a very strong updraught, or down draught,
you head out of it as quickly as possible by altering course towards an area that is less likely to be
a problem. In this scenario with the low cloud, it would be very foolish to try this in that
mountainous area. If you tried to descend in an updraught such as this, you would need to point
the nose down and then another problem arises in that you would very quickly exceed the
maximum design speed (Velocity never exceed - Vne) of the airframe and risk structural damage
and quite possibly rip the wings off!
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Another way is to slow the aircraft down to just above the stall speed and as the wings are not
producing as much lift, the aircraft will descend very quickly, but if you are in very turbulent
conditions, this would be a very risky maneuver. If the wind direction changed very quickly, as it
does in turbulence, then you run the risk of stalling the aircraft.
It is reasonably rare to get in one of these strong updraughts (unless you go looking for them –
and know where to look!) and not be able to fly out of it, but it is possible that due to the strong
southwesterly funneling up through the Maori Saddle and up the side of the Mataketake Range
that such an updraught could have been possible - if not probable! I checked with both pilots that I
know that have flown Manderville’s Dragonfly ZK-AYR, and they both said that the maximum
safe descent rate of the Dragonfly would be in the region of 2000 feet per minute.
If there was a wind of 20 knots this equates to 2024 feet per minute, 25knots = 2520 ft/min, 30
knots = 3036 ft/min, 40 knots = 4048 ft/min and if this wind is forced upwards over a mountain
range then this would be basically the rate of the updraught!
The problem was that due to the low depression over the South Island at the time, the moist air
being forced up the side of these ranges was condensing at a low altitude therefore forming low
level cloud which would have made it very difficult, if not impossible, for the Dragonfly to escape
from a strong updraught in this valley.
I think Chadwick had been sheltered from this southwesterly wind further up the coast and didn’t
realise how strong it actually was. When he flew inland back at Mahitahi, the southwest wind was
only a light wind and he more than likely only expected it to be the same when he got to Haast
especially seeing that the forecast that he got back in Christchurch put the wind as 080/15kts – an
easterly!
The only indication that he would have had that the wind was getting stronger was when he was
passing the point where Gordon Ferguson heard him and at that point the wind was a strong
westerly wind as the southwesterly was being channeled up the Moeraki Valley.
If I was in the same situation in the same location, knowing that there was a strong southwesterly
blowing and the cloud was low, then I would consider it suicide even attempting to fly down that
valley through Maori Saddle – I get very nervous just thinking about it! Chadwick was a very
experienced VFR and IFR pilot and I just can’t imagine him flying down that valley with the
cloud base as low as it was – if he knew that there was a strong southwest wind blowing. I believe
this was an ‘out of the ordinary’ situation that caught him out unawares – he was too experienced
to be caught otherwise!
As Des Nolan observed that
there was a huge build up of
cumulus cloud, then I would
have expected the western
edge of this cloud to have gone
up vertically to a height well
beyond the capability of the
Dragonfly to out climb it - not
to mention the lack of oxygen,
so once above the initial layer
of cloud, Chadwick would
have been able to fly out of the
updraught, but would have
been most likely lost in
amongst the towering plumes
of cloud, without a compass.
Another method used by many for navigation is by using the position of the sun, but as it was
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midday the sun would have been directly overhead, so that option would not have been available
to him. He would have had to keep flying around until he found a way to get back down through
the cloud. It’s quite feasible that he may have found this way back down through a hole in the
cloud over Jacobs River which was only about 9 mins flying time away from that point, using a
tailwind factor of 25 knots. Taking all this into account… Maybe he did end up in the Jacobs?
If you take into account the position of the aircraft heard by Gordon Ferguson at about 11.30 am,
it would have taken it 3 minutes to get from there to Maori Saddle and add the 9 minutes back to
Jacobs River and that would place it at the Jacobs at about 11.42 am, which puts it in the time
frame that both Mrs Wilson’s may have heard it (for the second time) from Hunts Beach. (Report
20)
Twice I have been in updraughts similar to what I have described, but fortunately I was not in
amongst mountains, nor amongst cloud. The first time, I was not interested in climbing as I was
flying off the test hour period of my Maranda homebuilt in the early days when I had a Nissan six
cylinder RD28 diesel engine (that I had developed for it) in it, and I had enough on my ‘plate’ to
worry about, so I got out of it ‘el pronto’!
The second time was in a PA38 Piper Tomahawk with another pilot, Graeme Bycroft, and we had
the engine on idle with the nose down on what seemed like a 45 angle, an airspeed of 125 knots,
and still going up at a rate of 500 feet per minute! It was quite exciting as I’d earlier been reading
Paul Beauchamp Legg’s book “Riding the Updraughts” about such an occasion as this but had
never been able to find one before – apart from the previously mentioned one. All I ever seemed
to be able to find before that was down-draughts.
In March, 2009, Richard Waugh kindly lent me all his files that he had on ZK-AFB (seven boxes
in all!) and I spent the next three days going through them.
I came across an interesting internal memorandum from the NZ Meteorological Service that
mentions “One feature not expected was the slight intensification, during the afternoon, of a

(Archives New Zealand/Te Rua Mahara o te Kawanatanga, Wellington Office, Ref: ABJW W3448, Box 112 61/2/AFB part 4)
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trough in the Haast – Fairlie area which produced Cu and Cb clouds and an outbreak of
showers.” The memorandum continues to say that it was unlikely to have affected the flight and
this would have been correct had ZK-AFB flown down the East Coast, but as all the evidence
points to the fact that ZK-AFB did fly down the West Coast, then this makes it a very different
story! Des Nolan said that there was a huge build up of Cumulus (Cu) cloud at the time and as the
wind at the time was a southwesterly then this trough that they observed in the ‘afternoon’
obviously came across from the Haast area which meant it was earlier in the day that it was at
Haast – most probably the time Chadwick was there.
Cu and Cb clouds are developed due to strong updraughts which of course strengthens my theory
of AFB being caught in one at Maori Saddle.
While in Haast in January, 2009, Blair Patterson told me of an occasion where they flew across a
Mountain Pass, not that far away from Maori Saddle, in a R22 Robinson Helicopter, when they
encountered a severe updraught. He said that they had the collective right down (which meant that
the main rotor blades were producing no lift) and the VSI (Vertical Speed Indicator) was ‘right off
the clock’ (the needle was on the maximum stops). The helicopter was tipped over on its side, the
rotor blades were making a terrible clanking sound and they were still going up!
He said he really thought they were going to die! – Such is the force of some of
updraughts!!
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In late July, I finally remembered to ask Jerry Chissum, the person who flew Dragonfly ZK-AYR
around NZ in 2004, something that had occurred to me weeks back but as I found that I needed to
concentrate on one thing at a time, it had not been a high priority in my mind, so I just ‘filed’ it as
something I needed to check out sometime.
Anyway, I finally got back to it and asked Jerry whether the Dragonfly at Manderville had a DI
(Direction Indicator) in it. A “DI” is a gyroscopic instrument that has the compass points on it
much like a clock face and this is a very handy instrument for flying in cloud.
Generally in cloud it gets quite turbulent and the compass tends to swing all over the place so the
only way to get a reasonable heading in that situation is to watch the limits that it swings to and
get an average.
The DI is much more stable as it isn’t affected by the turbulence very much and so gives you a
heading constantly or in the case where you are turning - makes it easy to turn onto a compass
heading.
The only downside with a DI is that it slowly wanders off and needs to be set at regular intervals –
generally every 15 minutes.
Jerry said what I had expected, and that was – yes, they came out as standard equipment in the
Dragonfly. To confirm this I rang Ryan Southam, the lucky fellow that is the official pilot of the
Dragonfly ZK-AYR based in Manderville and he confirmed that this was the case.
Ryan said that although we’ll never know for sure (unless AFB is found) whether Chadwick had a
DI in it (he had pulled the compass out of it and maybe he had pulled the DI out also?) but as the
Dragonfly was built at the time for the purpose of being a ‘Deluxe’ model suitable for the
privately owned Business Executive market, then it would have been fitted out with all the
‘goodies’ which of course would have included a DI.
I eventually had confirmation of this whilst reading Paul B. Legg’s book “MY MASTERTON
FLYING YEARS” and in the Chapter “Dragonfly DH90. General Information” he describes
flying ZK-AFB, and on page 95 he states that it had an Artificial Horizon and a Directional
Gyro(otherwise known as a Directional Indicator).
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This being the case, then it becomes even more feasible that Chadwick could have easily made it
to above the clouds, or even
remained in the clouds as he had
two instruments that would have
given him a heading and an easy
ability to keep the aircraft under
control in the cloud.
As he had no reason to set the DI
as he was flying VFR (Visual),
when he got into cloud, or got on
top of the cloud, having no other
way of knowing, could have
followed the DI hoping that it
was reasonably accurate. He
could have thought that he was
going on a southerly heading
when in fact he was heading on a
northerly heading. If he did in
fact go down through a hole, or a
clearing in the cloud into Jacobs River then maybe what he thought was heading west (according
to the DI) out to the coast, but was actually heading east – into the mountains? Remember that this
scenario is only a theory, but we do know something for sure, and that is something out of the
ordinary, caused the disappearance that day.
I have found that through all the time I have spent tracking the final flight of the Dragonfly that I
have learnt a tremendous amount about Chadwick’s flying habits and although he was known by
some to take a few risks, I have grown to admire the man’s expertise and almost feel like I now
know him personally, although of course, he is no longer around.
I’m hoping that SAR may adopt check lists from all this – if they haven’t already. If an aircraft
goes missing in heavy bush/mountainous areas and is not found by the time the search is called
off, then I believe the first thing they need to do is:
1/ Find out who was flying that day in that Island (North or South)?
2/ What aircraft they flew?
3/ The course they flew?
4/ At what general height?
5/ What time did they take off and land?
6/ Airspeed they flew at?
7/ Ground speed if known?
All the ground sightings/hearings should be conducted in a standard format of:
1/
2/
3/
4/
5/
6/

Name and address/ telephone number
Time report given
Time of observation
Exact location of observer when observation took place
Compass heading where first observed, in relation to observer
Direction aircraft was heading
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7/ Compass heading where last seen/heard, in relation to observer
8/ Position in sky i.e.: low on horizon, 10 o’clock, etc.
9/ Estimated distance of aircraft from observer (horizontally, in kilometers)
10/ Description of aircraft (if possible)
11/ Loudness of motor/s (indication of distance)
12/ Weather at time and wind direction and velocity.
If these procedures were followed, then it would make it far more possible to track the missing
aircraft, as it would make it easier to eliminate all the observations of aircraft that are not of
concern, leaving only the relevant observations.
At the time of revising this book (8th July 2008), contrary to my thoughts at the time of the aircraft
that was heard in the Huxley Valley not crossing across to the Landsborough – there is another
possibility, in fact a probability! That is this aircraft was actually Ken Eden flying the Piper Super
Cub on that day from Amberley to Okuru then on to Arawhata as this would have been a most
logical course for him to have taken.
For this scenario to be correct then this would mean that Report’s 41 and 34 (Dingle Burn and Mt
Iron and possibly 47 (Cardrona) were all of another aircraft.
On 9th July 2008, I rang
Bruce Irving (Mt Cook’s
DC-3 Captain) again,
and he felt that it was
quite possible that these
sightings/hearings could
quite possibly have been
of their aircraft – apart
from the times the
observers recorded as
seeing/hearing it, but as
he says, most of the
people down there didn’t
bother with the time in
those days – they mainly went by the position of the sun!
As to the mystery of the cattle mustering and fencing gangs seeing Mt Cook’s DC-3 flying over,
Bruce replied that it was quite simple to explain in that they were all down towards the eastern
end of the valley, within a few miles of where they flew over. He said that even the flat land
outside of the valley was still classed as Ahuriri Valley.
Bruce said that he was familiar with Mt Iron and if I remember correctly, said that he had actually
been to the top of it. He said that you would have easily been able to see the DC-3 from there
flying past on its way to Cromwell. This would have been a distance of 10 to 14 miles, and if this
is true, then the same applies for the Caldrona sighting and the Hunter Valley Station / Dingle
Burn ‘hearing’ as they are also about the same distance.
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As to the hearings in the Huxley Valley being in the region of 11.30 am – if this was Ken Eden in
the Super Cub, then it calculates that he would have left Amberley at 9.16 am and he would have
arrived at Okuru at 12.00 noon. From there to Arawhata would have taken a further 11 or so
minutes flying depending on where in Arawhata he flew to.
Even though this scenario
appears to be too simple to
be true…. it more than
likely, is simply that!!!
This theory is reinforced
further simply due to the
fact that in Ken’s Logbook
he records the endurance of
the flight as being a total
time of three hours and by
taking the cruise speed of a
Super Cub into account,
this was the only course he
could have taken to make it
to Okuru and then to
(Compliments
Arawhata in three hours!
Simon Eden)
You might say that if this
really was Ken Eden that was responsible for all these sighting/hearings, then why on earth didn’t
he come forward, at the time, to the search organisers and tell them that these observations were
simply of him on his way to Arawhata?
The answer to this is very simple – SAR never revealed this information to the general public!!!
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It wasn’t until Richard Waugh (and others) went to great extremes to be allowed to view the
Search Record in the offices of the now TAIC (Transport Accident Investigation Commission)
and then published it in his book “LOST”, that anyone was made aware of it.
Ken Eden sadly passed on in January 2008 but if he was still around, I’m sure he would be
horrified to think that his innocent flight to Arawhata that day, could have caused so much
confusion in the search for AFB!
The Dingle Burn ‘hearing’ can easily be explained as that of ZK-BKD, seeing how noisy a DC-3
is, but I’ve always been a bit unsure of the Mt Iron sighting (Report 34).
On the way back from my ground searches – January 2009, I travelled through Wanaka and took
special note of where Mt Iron was in relation to the valley that the DC-3 flew down on it’s way to
Cromwell. After seeing this, I was even more uneasy about the possibility of Mr Lamp seeing it
pass on it’s way to Cromwell as he said it was heading towards Motatapu Valley. I felt it would be
really stretching it to think that it was heading towards Motatapu Valley in that scenario.
On return home, I revisited this sighting and after checking all the locations in the area, the ‘penny
dropped’!
Report C (page 136 in “LOST”) there was an aeroplane heard circling around the Mt Aspiring
area at 11.50 am, heard for about 10 minutes (whether that was before 11.50 am, during, or after –
it doesn’t say) and then a station hand heard it flying towards Mt Niger. In Report 42 it was
recorded also as ‘travelling on a line from north of Aspiring generally south towards the
Shotover’. If you look on Google Earth, or a map, you’ll see that this course takes it towards
Motatapu Valley and this is where Mr Lamp (Report 34) would have most definitely have been
able to see it, although it would have only been rather small, and definitely see that it was heading
into that valley!
The recorded time of ‘noon’ by Mr Lamp also lines up with the previous observation.
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In Report 47, Mr Galvin saw a twin engined aircraft flying towards Invercargill, and although his

timing would be incorrect for it to have been this plane, the fact that the Report was given on the
16th February, four days later, then I’d say that he simply got his time of the day wrong.
If you draw a track on your map coming from just north of Mt Aspiring down through this area
and continue down you will find this takes you to one or the other of two places that were
destinations for twin engined aircraft – Invercargill or Gore. Ritchie Air Services were based at
the time between Gore and Te Anau and one of Southern Scenic’s destinations was Invercargill.
The fact that Tex Smith of Southern Scenic had flown to Mt Aspiring Station on presumably the
14th February, to check out Report 42, (as quoted in that Report) then it is unlikely for the aircraft
to have been one of theirs, which leaves Ritchie Air Services and their Dominie ZK-ALB or a
Tourist Air Travel’s Grumman Widgeon - ZK-AVM or ZK-BAY.
In May 2009, I tracked down Owen Harnish who is the current owner of Widgeon ZK-AVM. He
said he would check out the Logbooks for that machine to see if it flew on 12 February 1962 and
get back to me.
The next day Owen rang back to give me the hours for ZK-AVM and they were as follows:
11 February 1962
12 February 1962
13 February 1962
14 February 1962
15 February 1962
16 February 1962
17 February 1962

2 hrs 15 mins
1 hr 20 mins
1 hr 30 mins
4 hrs 05 mins
5 hrs 50 mins
2 hrs 15 mins
2 hrs 50 mins
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18 February 1962

1 hr 50 mins

As you can see Widgeon ZK-AVM did quite a bit of flying but with a cruise speed of around 110
knots it could have only travelled a maximum of 150 nautical miles.
Invercargill to Mt Aspiring is a distance of 124 nautical miles (248 return) which means it was
possible that it did that trip on the 11th (but couldn’t have circled Aspiring for ten minutes) but not
on the 12th. This eliminates Widgeon ZK-AVM!
However, this would most probably be the aeroplane reported over Dusky Plantation in Report 17.
On 24 December 1970, Widgeon ZK-BAY crashed on the Waitemata Harbour and was destroyed
while in the ownership of Tourist Air Travel. I was unable to locate the Logbooks and don’t hold
out much chance of ever finding them. I suspect they would have long been destroyed also – but
who knows?
One of Ian Ritchie’s other pilots, Russell Gutschlag, told me that he was in Milford with Cessna
180 ZK-BQJ with a load of passengers having lunch that day and he remembers that on the day
that Chadwick disappeared, he contacted Ian via radio as to Chadwick being overdue. He said Ian
(in Dominie ZK-ALB) and he, both diverted from their normal route to have a look around for
Chadwick.
This could explain the sighting of a possible “Dominie” (Report 46) at about 6000 ft over Big
Bay!
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Chapter Ten
Analyzing…
From here we need to take stock of what we know for sure.
1/ Ken Eden flew Piper Cub ZK-BNY on 12-02-1962 from Amberley, to Des Nolan’s at Okuru
and then onto Arawhata with a total flight time recorded in his Log Book of 3 hours. He also
recorded in his Log Book that four days later (16-02-1962) he returned - Arawhata, Okuru,
Amberley with a flight time of 5 hours! As a Piper Cub doesn’t have the fuel capacity to have an
endurance of more than four hours at normal cruise, then I would suspect that Ken also had a bit
of a look around for AFB on the flight between Arawhata to Okuru, refueled at Des Nolan’s place
(remember that Des Nolan also had an aeroplane, so would have had a stock of fuel) and then had
another bit of a look around on his way back to Amberley.
2/ Mount Cook’s DC-3 ZK-BKD flew from Christchurch, Burkes Pass, Mount Cook, Cromwell,
to Manapouri and returned along that course.
3/ Ian Ritchie (Ritchie Airservices) flew a Dominie from Te Anau to Milford, early in the
afternoon.
4/ Brian Waugh flew a Dominie from Hokitika to Haast, was on the ground in Haast at 11.00 am
and returned to Hokitika. He flew again in the afternoon carrying out an air search for AFB.
5/ John Stokes flew for ½ hr in the Mt Cook area with a passenger on board in ZK-BMP
6/ An Auster was seen flying SW towards Pleasant Point
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7/ There were 39 Austers on the Civil Register in the South Island in 1962, seven of which were
within ½ hrs flying time from the Rangitata Gorge.
8/ Most of the Austers were still in the factory standard colour of silver and blue, although some
were painted silver and red.

9/ There were ten twin engined biplanes on the Civil Register in New Zealand in 1962.
Two based at Hokitika (DH89A & DH89B - West Coast Airlines), Two based at Queenstown (
DH89B’s -Southern Scenic), One at Gore/Te Anau (DH 89B - Ritchie Air Services), One at
Nelson (DH84 Dragon – Nelson Aero Club), Two at Christchurch (DH89B and the DH90A
Dragonfly – Air Charter) and two in the North Island in Wellington (DH89B’s – NAC)
10/ Of these eight biplanes there was only two painted blue and white, both owned by Air Charter,
Brian Chadwick’s Company, and one of them was under going repairs in Queenstown ZK-BCP
Dominie. The Dragon in Nelson was painted silver with a thin blue stripe down the side.
11/ The only blue and white, but easily mistaken as blue and silver, biplane flying in the South
Island that day was ZK-AFB the DH90A Dragonfly.
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12/ There were 43 single engined biplanes on the Civil Register in the South Island in 1962 which
composed of 41 x DH82 – Tiger Moth’s and 2x DH83C – Fox Moth’s.
13/ There were 43 x PA18 Piper Cubs and 1 x J3 C65 Cub in the South Island in 1962.
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14/ There were 5 x PA22 Piper Tripacers, 3 x PA25 Piper Pawnees and 1 x PA24 Piper
Comanche in the South Island in 1962.
15/ There were 2 x PA23 (twin engined) Piper Apaches based in Christchurch in 1962.
16/ There were 22 x Cessna 180’s, 9 x Cessna 172’s, 2 x Cessna 150’s and 2 x Cessna 185’s in
the South Island in1962, making a total of 35 x Cessna’s.
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17/ Interestingly, there were 66 x FU24 Fletchers in New Zealand in 1962 and only one of them
was on the Civil Register as being in the South Island (ZK-BHK, Oamaru).
18/ There were 31 other various types of aeroplanes on the Register in the South Island also that
year.

Using the Official 1962 Search Records:
19/ On the East Coast on the 12th February there was no sightings of a blue and silver or blue and
white biplane.
20/ On the West Coast there was one sighting of a blue and silver biplane - Report 22, Peter
Polson – flew right over his house at relatively low level (Low cloud).
21/ On the East Coast that day there was no positive sightings of a twin engined biplane (or
having two engines and two wings), apart from Report 38 where we have discovered that it was
none other than Mt Cook’s DC-3, and Report 39 which said ‘older type similar to the Dragonfly.’
22/ On the West Coast that day there was seven sightings of a twin engined biplane (or having
two engines and two wings). One can be attributed to Ritchie Air Services’ Dominie, which
leaves six very positive sightings.

My doctor informs me that it is now a recognised fact that the human memory is only reliable up
to a period of 12 months which creates a real nightmare for the Court system as it is running about
18 months behind. This means the eye witness accounts can now be challenged as not being
reliable!
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Hence the reason to write things down as this doesn’t change at a later date.
For this very reason, the only reliable information that we can go by is the Official Search
Records (OSR) as this was written down at the time, although we still cannot just abandon any
further information that has surfaced since that date, but we need to use these records as the ‘yard
stick’ to measure the accuracy of the more recent information.
As I have researched for this book, you would not believe the way lots of memories have changed
from only ‘hearing’ an aeroplane in the OSR, to now claiming that they ‘actually saw’ the
Dragonfly! I believe that if you actually think hard enough over and over about something that
you wished you had seen, then eventually your mind will come around to believing that you did
see it!
I hold these people in the highest regard as they only wish to help, and they truly believe what
they are saying is correct, but unfortunately the memory can play some nasty ‘tricks’ on you –
mine included!
The point I’m trying to make in this Chapter is that it is not unreasonable to expect a lot of
sightings/hearings of aircraft on the East Coast due to the shear volume of aircraft that were based
in that area and it would be very naïve to think that none of these aircraft flew that day.
On the West Coast, south of Hokitika, there was only one aircraft based in that area - Des Nolan’s
“Miles Messenger” at Okuru.
Henry Buchanan also owned a Piper Apache (ZK-BLP) and at one stage it was based somewhere
close to where Des Nolan lived, but after much research, I discovered that according to the Civil
Register it was recorded as being registered (presume leased) to the Auckland Aero Club in both
editions of Whites Air Directory – October 1961 and October 1962 and didn’t return to the area
until after that date (was leased to Pickles, Perkins and McAlister, Mackay Street, Greymouth in
October 1963). This aircraft was the one mentioned in Report 2 and Henry Buchanan used it for
flying out Whitebait - but February was not Whitebait season.
There was one other aircraft on the West Coast that day and that was Keith Turner in Piper Cub
ZK-BQP doing Venison recovery and he was flying late that afternoon in the Paringa area.
Therefore, there would not have been a lot of aircraft around on that coast that day at the time that
the Dragonfly would have flown down there, bar the normal scheduled service of West Coast
Airways, so the likelihood of there being an aircraft sighted, that could have been mistaken as a
blue and white (silver) twin engined biplane would have been absolutely nil, which means, that as
there was sightings, then it must have been ZK-AFB - the only blue and white, twin engined
biplane in the South Island!
The only most likely conclusion that can be concluded from all this information is that, if the
DH90A Dragonfly ZK-AFB is not in Jacobs River, then it is somewhere between Lake Moeraki
and Haast, but if my theory is correct and it climbed up into the clouds, then it could be just about
anywhere!!
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Chapter Eleven
Cessna 180 ZK-BMP
On the 16th August 1978 Cessna 180 ZK-BMP went missing with four people on board.
The pilot was Cyril Francis Crosbie (aged 37) of Riversdale. He was a Roman Catholic priest.
The passengers were Trevor George Collins (aged 50) of Waimea, Gordon Grant Sutherland
(aged 28) of Waipounamu and Peter Alexander Robertson (aged about 40) of Wendonside.
The aircraft was on a flight from Big Bay, South Westland to Riversdale, Southland.
After taking off at Big Bay at approximately 4.50 pm, it was last positively seen passing Long
Reef Point to the south of Big Bay.
From there, there was an aircraft that sounded like a Cessna 180 heard over Jamestown, at the
seaward end of Lake McKerrow, at about 5.00 pm. It sounded like it was heading towards
Jamestown Saddle.
There was a party of surveyors in the Lake McKerrow area at the time, but they didn’t hear an
aircraft at all.
Kevin Hallett was trapping opossums on the eastern side of Lake Alabaster when he heard an
aeroplane flying in a southerly direction towards an area known as Hidden Falls. Shortly after he
heard it return again and actually saw it through the trees above him going north toward Lake
Wilmot. He said it was so low that he ‘could have thrown an axe into the cockpit!’
Obviously, an aeroplane seen through the trees flying at such a low level, would have gone over
so fast that he would not have had time to positively identify it, which was exactly what he
reported.

Final Flight of ZK-BMP?
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Kevin Hallett heard the aircraft heading north, or so he believed, for approximately a further 20
minutes, and then the engine note changed as though it had gone to a finer pitch as in, he believed,
going to full throttle to climb with a resulting echo effect caused by, what he believed, the aircraft
passing the mouths of valleys.
In “LOST…without trace?”, page 173, it is recorded:
On 8 August 1980 Paul Beauchamp Legg and his wife Francis were flying with Dr Paul and Jean
Monro in the Middle District’s Aero Club’s Piper Cherokee 180 ZK-ECR.
Paul Monro recounts: “We were on a flight from Franz Josef to Milford Sound with Paul Legg
flying. I remember us flying well round Mt Aspiring to the south of the West Branch of the
Matukituki River. We then headed for a point a few miles out to sea from the entrance of Milford
Sound and over tall bush-covered undulating country which I assume may have been the Dart
River. As we descended toward Lake Alabaster, before crossing its southern end, Jean, who was
sitting in the left rear seat, saw what looked like the white tail plane of an aircraft semi-hidden in
the bush.” Paul Legg was quickly alerted and he recalls: “We were in a severe down-draft at the
time and I was more interested in staying with the living than joining the dead and was working
hard to get into an updraught. I only had time to make a quick glance in the direction Mrs Monro
indicated. I marked it on the map and passed the information to the Air Department but as far as I
know nothing was done about it. I was told much later, at Queenstown, that one of the helicopters
had dropped a fridge in the bush somewhere about there but Mrs Monro was still adamant that it
was an aeroplane she saw.”
I traced the whereabouts of where Dr Paul and Jean Monro lived and telephoned them and
organised a time to visit them.
I took with me a laptop computer with a radio link adapter to the Internet fitted to it, and ‘flew’
them on Google Earth over the area that they had flown way back in 1980, in the hope that they
would be able to remember more accurately where they saw it. Unfortunately, although they were
fascinated with seeing the Google Earth technology for the first time, they were unsure of where
the spot was, but I was able to get a description of the layout of the country that they flew over
leading up to the sighting.
On returning home, I emailed Paul Legg and he still had the map that he had marked the spot on!
He scanned it and emailed the scan to me. The spot that was marked was on the northeastern side
of Lake McKerrow at about the mid point. I spent hours examining the whole area around Lake
McKerrow, Lake Alabaster, etc., on Google Earth looking for anything that could resemble the
remains of an aeroplane and checking the possible approaches to that object that could fit the
description of the layout of that land that was given to me by the Monros and also fit the
description of events that Paul Legg described. The only one that I could find at the time that
might possibly fit the bill was one on the eastern side of Lake McKerrow, opposite to where Paul
had drawn a mark on his map.
I marked it with a Placemark on Google Earth on my computer and left it as a possibility that I
would check out next time I flew down the West Coast.
A few months later I was at NZ Aerial Mapping’s office in Hastings looking over aerial photos of
different areas looking for possible wreckage of AFB when it suddenly occurred to me that if the
Monros could see an aeroplane in the bush when flying over it, then I should be able to see it on
an aerial photograph. On checking, I found that there was an aerial survey done 14-02-1980 – six
months prior to the Monro’s sighting!
Chris Parkyn pulled a hi-resolution photo out of their archives which covered most of the area of
Lake McKerrow taken from a height of 26,000 ft at 12.20 pm, (dated 14-02-1980) and I went over
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it with a high powered magnifying glass. I found on it an object that looked like an aeroplane nose
down in the trees so I ordered the photo in digital form.
Several days later, I received a telephone call to say it was ready so I travelled into their office
again to pick up the CD that it was on in the form of a 91.5 Mb TIF file.
On returning home I overlaid it on Google Earth so as to be able to examine it in 3D mode.
The object that I had seen on it with the magnifying glass turned out to be over 50 ft long when
measured with the measuring tool on Google Earth, so this eliminated it as a possibility.
I spent a long time examining every square inch, so to speak, on the eastern side of Lake
McKerrow in the area that I believed to fit the description that the Monros and Paul Legg had
given me, but could find nothing conclusive.
I then started checking more around the area that Paul had marked on the map and not far from
that area I noticed a strange looking object that I measured and found to be a little over 40 feet
long. I looked at it for quite some time but eventually considered it to be a sun bleached log or
something. I was just about to start looking in another area when another object very close to that
(60 ft away) caught my eye. I was astounded to see that it actually had the appearance of an
aeroplane and when I ran Google’s measuring device over it, I found that it measured
approximately 34 feet across what appeared to be the wingspan, approximately 24 feet for the
fuselage, and approximately 12 feet across the tail plane. It had a shadow down the side of the
‘fuselage’ that went over the wing root which made it appear as though the ‘fuselage’ was higher
up than the wing.
Paul Legg remembered the Monros sighting the aircraft on the way out from Milford to
Queenstown as he said that they were in a downdraught at the time and it was only on the trip out
that they got into a downdraught. The Monros however, claimed that it was going into Milford
after flying around Mt Aspiring that they saw it.
I looked at the track across the mountains that they probably would have flown on route to
Milford, if they were on track to see this object that I had found, and low and behold – it did fit
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the picture of the layout of the land as described to me by the Monros!
On the 16th September, 2008, Paul Legg emailed me to say that Paul Monro had contacted him
and wished to contact me as he couldn’t find my contact details.
I rang Paul Monro and had a good talk with him and in part of the conversation I thought to ask
him what exactly did they see – Was it just the tail semi-hidden in the bush as recorded above.
He replied, “ Oh no, it was a lot more than that! It was lying in the top of the trees”, to which I
asked, “Sort of like cradled in them?”, - “Yes”. He continued, “The nose of the aeroplane was
pointing southwest and the tail was towards the northeast”. I replied stunned, “You won’t believe
it, but you have just confirmed what I have on this photograph is exactly what you saw!!”.
On the photograph above you will notice that it actually is lying east / west but if you were flying
in that area, due to the coastline giving the appearance of running north / south then it would be
natural to think that it was lying northeast / southwest – without specifically referring to a
compass which a passenger obviously would not – especially going by memory 28 years later!
After ‘flying’ over it many times on Google Earth my memory of it’s layout was exactly what
Paul described to me and I must point out that Dr. Monro had never seen this photo!
Dr. Monro must know the right sort of diet, or drugs, or whatever, to take, as he has a terrific
memory, or maybe it is just his job keeping his memory
active –Yes, he still practices!
I went back to the map that Paul Beauchamp Legg had
emailed to me and after comparing the spot he marked on
it in 1980 to the spot I had found this object, I was once
again stunned to find his mark was within 2000 feet of my
object!
Going back to what Kevin Hallett had heard (recorded at
the beginning of this chapter), if ZK-BMP had continued
north for the approximate 20 minutes (that he recalled)
then Kevin would have not been able to hear it as it could
have then been anything up to 44 miles away – absolutely
impossible, especially when he was below the tree canopy.

What
I
believe
happened was that
once past the position
of Kevin Hallett, Cyril
Crosbie came across a
clearing in the cloud
that allowed him to
make a spiraling climb
up through the cloud
layer and so doing
stayed in earshot of
Kevin
Hallett.
Unfortunately,
somewhere in that
climb the cloud closed in on him and he was left with no option but to enter the cloud. Once that
happened the die was cast and he didn’t have long before he lost control and entered a spiraling
dive – hence Kevin’s description of ‘the engine note changed as though it had gone to a finer
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pitch as in, he
believed, going to
full throttle to climb
with a resulting
echo effect caused
by,
what
he
believed,
the
aircraft passing the
mouths of valleys.’
In a spiraling dive
the load would have
come off the engine
allowing it to rev
higher and the
echoes would have
been a result from
that spiral.
According to the
photo the ‘aircraft’ has a broken left hand (port) wing and I believe that the aircraft was stalled in
a left hand spiral at the time it entered the trees, the undercarriage hitting the trees almost at the
same time that the port wing hit and broke and this caused the aircraft to flip over on its back!
I believe that once he entered the cloud he was trying to fly out to the west – the coast, as he knew
that if he could make it he would get clear of the cloud. Unfortunately, in those days there was no
instrument training given as part of the pilot licence requirements, so it would have been more
down to luck as to whether he could have made it or not.

Conclusion on the final flight of ZK-BMP using recorded
observations and image shown on aerial photo
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Chapter Twelve
NZAF Chance-Vought Corsair NZ5517
Saturday 11 November 1944 saw four Royal New Zealand Air Force Chance-Vought Corsairs
from No.16 Squadron depart from Ardmore bound for Christchurch.
When they were close to Stephens Island they changed from their original planned course to
divert to Westport where they arrived over the town at 10.40 am.
After doing aerobatics over the town for about five minutes they departed for Christchurch flying
in formation.
At about 3000 ft they flew into cloud and at about 5000 ft P/O Peter Sheppard in Corsair NZ5522
experienced a rough running engine. He requested from the leader, Flying Officer Ernest
Reynolds, permission to return to Westport to which he was granted.
In the turn away to the left from the Squadron, he discovered that the artificial horizon instrument
was still ‘caged’- which was a practice of locking the instrument from moving, to prevent damage
to it when doing aerobatic maneuvers. Without this instrument he quickly lost control of his
aircraft and entered a spiral dive.
Fortunately for him, when he exited the cloud he had enough height remaining to avoid crashing
into the ground and was able to return to Westport without further incident.
Meanwhile, the rest of the Squadron had continued climbing when at about 9000 ft at around
10.55 am and still in cloud, F/O Ernest Reynolds decided it was desirable to keep the Squadron
together so after radioing the other two aircraft to let them know, they commenced a gentle
climbing turn to the left. At about halfway around the turn, P/O Brian Kenneth Barstow in Corsair
NZ5517 slipped out of sight and was never seen or heard from again.

I went on to Google Earth once again and spent many hours pouring over all the areas that this
Corsair most likely was in and after a while placed on it a track direct to Christchurch from
Westport.
If the Corsairs arrived over Westport at 10.40 am, flew in that area for 5 minutes and then at
around 10.55 am commenced the turn at 9000 ft then that would mean that they were 10 minutes
flying time SE of Westport.
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The Corsair has a cruise speed of 185 mph (160 knots) and had a climb rate capability of over
3000 ft/min so for them to take 10 minutes to reach 9000 ft would mean that they were in a ‘cruise
climb’ which I would imagine would have been in the region of 160 mph. 160 mph for 10 minutes
would to equate to around 27 miles which would place them at about 4 miles NE of Reefton.
When P/O Sheppard exited the cloud in his spiral dive he had to avoid a hill by turning to the
right at the same time as pulling out of the dive and he identified it as being one mile west of
another hill that is known as “Sinclairs Castle”. This hill is about 2 miles off the track between
Westport and Christchurch.
The point P/O Sheppard turned back was at about 5000 ft which would be at about 1/2 of the
distance that the other aircraft travelled before turning back –presuming that they would have
been at 1000 feet over Westport. He came out of the cloud at a point 6 miles from the turning
point, back towards Westport.
When P/O Barstow slid out of sight from the other two Corsairs, F/O Reynolds called him on the
radio to also give him the correct bearing to fly back to Westport but P/O Barstow didn’t reply.
In Chris Rudge’s book, “MISSING”, he records an account that a deer culler had ‘walked’ on the
wing of the missing aircraft, somewhere on the Haggard Creek side of Mt Galileo and this was the
area that I would have expected it to be as it was close to the track that I would have expected
them to be on – if they were flying direct to Christchurch.
In October 2008, I went to NZ Aerial Mapping again and found that they had aerial photos taken
of the area in December 1947 – 3 years and 1 month after NZ5517 disappeared.
I spent about 2 ½ hours examining photos of the area and eventually settled on one as I thought I
could see an unusual object in it that sort of resembled an aircraft in it, so I ordered that photo in
digital form.
I went down the South Island for a week and on my return the photo was ready for me.
I spent a whole day overlaying it on Google Earth and examined every square inch of it in 3D.
I placed placemarks on anything I came across that looked like a possibility, and when I had
completed going over all of it, I then went back and examined in more detail all the placemarked
objects.
Like it has happened so often since I started on this project, I was once again stunned to find this
time again, a complete aircraft (although damaged) and this time you can see the remains of the
track it made in the bush as it plunged through it. You can even see the furrow in the ground that
it made before it came to a rest!
This aircraft weighed in the region of four tons and so as you can well imagine, it would have
taken a lot of stopping and any small trees would have posed no real obstacle to it.
It appears that it has entered the scrub on the side of the hill in a downwards direction - in a spiral
dive and as it is above the recorded cloud base on the day of 3000 ft, I presume that P/O Barstow
may have seen the ground for about one second before he contacted it.
It is quite possible that he may have survived the crash as the fuselage is still intact and if the deer
culler actually walked on the wing of this aircraft, (as recorded in MISSING – by Chris Rudge)
then I’m sure he would have contacted the authorities if he had seen human remains in it.
As it is many miles away from civilization, I doubt whether P/O Barstow could have walked out,
especially if he was injured.
On the next page I have placed the cropped down photo showing what I believe is Corsair
NZ5517.
Although the image is not very clear, if you look at it for a few moments, it will suddenly become
clear. You have to remember that this is a zoomed in section of a photograph that was taken with
1947 technology from a height of 16000 ft.
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Also visible is two white marks shown as gray strips in the edited photo, which I put down to

gouges in limestone (which is prominent in the area) caused by the ‘vee’ in the gull wings, (as this
is the lowest part of the airframe as shown in the photo at the beginning of this chapter) caused as
it slid across the ground.
I edited this photo below as every second person I showed the photo to, saw the image as
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something different – some could see it as I see it and others saw it differently. Many artists will
tell you, no two people see things the same. By giving a rough edited image, then at least you
should be able to understand and see what I see!
I, along with two different people visited this actual site twice, but I have left this till later in this
book.
The crazy thing about this all is, that out of all the photos of the area that I could have chosen, I
only chose this particular photo as I thought an object on it looked something like an aircraft and
on close examination of that object - it wasn’t!
The position that I found this on the photograph was not in the area that it was supposed that it
had gone missing in, and so as far as to what I’ve been able to find out, this area was never
searched.
It’s interesting in that, as already stated, the point that Sheppard almost hit the ground was six
miles back towards Westport from the distance out that he turned, and was two miles to the left of
their original track. – The spot that this apparent aircraft is, (King Solomon Stream) is two miles
to the right of their track and is 13 miles back from where they turned, and you need to remember
that that point was nearly twice the height that Sheppard was when he turned….Interesting!!!
Now, if you were in close formation flying in, or amongst cloud, was on the right hand side of the
formation, turning left, and lost sight of the rest of them, where would you go knowing it would
be safe? I know that if it was me, I’d turn to the right and get out of there as fast as I could,
especially if I had no way of communicating with them!
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Chapter Thirteen
Piper Cherokee Six ZK-EBU?
I had spent several weeks teaching myself from a book, how to set up a website and on 22
October 2008 I finally uploaded it onto the Web – www.findlostaircraft.co.nz
After uploading it, I thought I would try to see if any search engines had found it.
None had, but in the process of trying that I came across a site that was advertising for similar
information that I was – http://aircraftmissing.gyrosgarage.com
Here is the wording on that website:

Aircraft missing in the South Island of NZ since 1962
Six pilots and their seventeen passengers have disappeared in our rugged West Coast area,
from Reefton to Milford Sound.
These aircraft and their passengers are waiting to be found.
A group of family members of the missing crew and passengers along with like minded folk have decided to
set up this website to collect information regarding the missing aircraft in order to have closure for grieving
families.
Some new information as to the possible whereabouts of at least three of these aircraft has surfaced and we
believe there is still more out there that would help locate these and others.
Offers of help from groups and individuals that may wish to help in a pending search that is being organised
to hopefully locate some/all of these aircraft, would also be appreciated.
Due to the sensitivity of this project, all information collected will be treated with the utmost care and
respect.
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It is not our intention to upset anyone with our search for new information and we apologise to those whom
we do by dredging up the past. We also would like to state that we have no intention of pointing blame on
anyone
we just want to find them.
Using search engines, I managed to track down the phone number of the author of this site (Mark
Young) and telephoned him the following evening.
We had a most interesting conversation and as part of this conversation he gave me the name and
phone number of another person who had, along with two others, seen possible aircraft wreckage
on the side of a hill while tramping somewhere in the ‘John O’Groats Saddle’ area.
On 26 October 2008, I telephoned this person (Dr Stanley Mulvaney) and as a result of that
conversation he emailed me a copy of a map that had the co-ordinates of the position that they
saw it from, the compass bearing of the object seen and the approximate co-ordinates of where
they believed it to be.
I placed all this information on Google Earth and although Google don’t have a satellite photo
overlay in this area, you can still see the layout of the terrain in 3D.
The only aircraft that is unaccounted for in this area from my research is Cherokee Six ZK-EBU
that went missing on 29 December 1978.
It had seven occupants on board, was last seen flying towards the mouth of Milford Sound at
11.38 am, on a course to Preservation Inlet and then directly back to Tairei (Dunedin).
A fishing boat at the entrance to George Sound reported that between 10.00 am and 4.00 pm that
the weather was bad with continuous moderate to heavy rain. The visibility was at times below
400 metres and the cloud base was estimated to be at 100 ft (33 metres).
George Sound is 24 nautical miles south of Milford Sound and with a cruise speed of 139 knots
would mean that it should have passed George Sound, if that were possible given the conditions,
somewhere in the region of 11.50 am which means it would have been flying in atrocious weather
– according to the report from the fishing boat.
The weather further south at Nancy Sound was so bad that a floatplane was not able to leave until
much later that day due to the cloud being down to 200 ft and visibility being only 100 to 200
metres.The pilot of the Cherokee was Edward James Sinclair Morrison who was a ‘C’ Category
Flying Instructor that had
1448 hrs logged in his
logbook.
Originally his passengers
had wanted to fly from
Tairei (Dunedin) to
Hokitika for the day but
the weather at Hokitika
was reported as being too
bad for flying, so they
had instead requested
that Morrison fly them
on the alternative flight
that they were on.
Morrison was considered
to be a ‘very experienced
commercial pilot’, so I
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would find it unlikely that he would have continued on in the extremely bad reported conditions
south of Milford.
It would have been far more likely that he would have turned around and flown back up the coast
to Martins Bay and turned inland there as there is a low lying route all the way back to
Queenstown via the Hollyford Valley. The flight was only intended as a one day excursion and
that they were all going to be back in Dunedin that night, so when it was obvious that the weather
was not going to allow them to complete their alternative scenic route, then the only sensible
solution would have been to return to Tairei before the weather closed in.
The position that Dr. Mulvaney gave me where they saw the wreckage in March 2002, was on the
‘southern facing’ side of a hill shown in the Google Earth Image below:

If what they saw really is the wreckage of ZK-EBU then it becomes very plain to see what
happened and what was the cause of the mystery of the disappearance of this aircraft and its seven
occupants!
When Morrison first entered Milford Sound at 11.25 am he contacted the Milford Flight Service
Operator by radio advising his position and height, next reporting position, etc. He was then asked
what the weather conditions were outside the Sound and he reported that cloud extended from the
mouth of the Sound northwards for 20 miles and it was down to 500 feet. He continued up to the
Sunderland Falls and when he returned back to the Sound 13 minutes later there were already
showers of rain passing through. This to me indicates that the weather was deteriorating rather
rapidly. If this was the case, then it would not be unreasonable to believe that the weather outside
the Sound had also deteriorated and so if Morrison did in fact decide to return to Dunedin then he
would most likely have been flying in very murky, if not rainy conditions. You will note that
Kaipo Bay and Martins Bay, although different in size, both have a similar coastline and they both
have rivers coming down them. I believe (based on if the possible wreckage really is ZK-EBU)
that it is very feasible that Morrison, flying in murky conditions, could have very easily have
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mistaken Kaipo Bay for Martins Bay and turned inland here. Once he had turned up this valley it
would have been very difficult to turn the Cherokee Six around at low level safely – remembering
that it was heavily laden with seven people on board and also had about ‘3 hours’ weight of fuel
burdening it. I can very easily picture myself in this situation where the realisation was sinking in
rapidly that I had ‘stuffed up!’ I would be desperately looking for a suitable place to turn and too
scared to attempt a turn with what little room I had, knowing that there was a high probability that
the aircraft could stall and plummet into the ground. Every second that goes past would seem like
an eternity and every second you have also covered a lot more ground, rapidly getting further in to
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the inevitable rising ground! For a few seconds there was a widening of the valley, but because we
came into it so quickly, there wasn’t the time to react – and then that chance had gone! There’s
now a corner in the valley approaching far too quickly…. Maybe there’s a spot we can turn when
we get around that?…. I’ll get as close to the right hand side of the valley as possible to give us
the maximum amount of turning space possible…. Damn, it’s a dead end valley. I have to
turn!!!!….
On the Google Earth image on the previous page, I have plotted what I believe may well have
been the last flight path of ZK-EBU.
The section of map shown here is a scanned
section taken off an actual aviation map used in
1980 which is more than likely identical to the
one that Edward Morrison would have been using
on that fateful day. In murky conditions with low
cloud it would be very difficult to know the
difference between Kaipo Bay and Martins Bay as
you cannot tell just how big each bay is unless
you can see both of them at the same time for a
comparison. Morrison would have been under
quite a bit of stress with the weather closing in on
him and would have been very susceptible to
‘tunnel vision’. I know from my own experience
just how easy it is to mistake landmarks in murky
conditions as I’ve done it on more than one
occasion.
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Chapter Fourteen
Colin Tuck
and another missing aircraft?
On 29 July 2008, I sent an email to Colin Tuck, the helicopter pilot from Fox Glacier (mentioned
in Chapter Seven), who was working in Indonesia:
Hi Colin,
When are you going to be back in Fox?
Regards
Gavin Grimmer
and on 14 August 2008, I received this reply from him:

(Tuck Collection)

Hi Gavin,
Trust you are well, am up on
Seram Island at the moment on
an onshore oil job, flying the
Lama, should be home again
mid November, will call,
rgds Colin Tuck.
On about the 10th of November
2008, I finally caught up with
Colin again and during the
conversation he told me of a
Peter and Jenny Barrett from
Haast, that had seen an aircraft
fly up the Moeraki River the
day an aircraft was known to
have disappeared.
He continued on, telling me
that children had been
exploring one afternoon up
that river and reported
something of a crashed
aeroplane that at the time was
put down to children’s vivid
imagination.
I got hold of Jenny Barrett and
she told me of this incident
where she was at the mouth of
the Moeraki River at about
6.00 pm. It was blowing a
strong northerly wind, raining,
and the cloud was very low,
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which made it very dark to see.
She was given quite a fright by an aircraft that was flying very low that had come out of the river,
over the top of her, flew about a quarter of a mile out to sea, turned and came back in over the top
of her again and disappeared from view up the river again.
She described it as being a low winged aeroplane that was light in colour – possibly white, grey or
silver and that it had a browny maroon strip along the side of it.
She was familiar with aeroplanes and believed at the time that it looked like a Beechcraft.
She said that she became very worried when the plane turned and came back towards her as she
thought that they were going to attempt to land on the beach and given the conditions at the time,
the pilot would not have been able to see the wire ropes that stretched from the top of the cliff
faces, out to the sea. They were used to launch their boats, and would be lethal if an aeroplane hit
them.
Three or four days later, they went down to Haast and were shocked when they picked up their
newspapers and read that an aircraft fitting that description had gone missing with several people
on board!
They reported it at the time to the local policeman.
I contacted that policeman, who has since retired, and he said that he had passed the report of the
sighting onto SAR, but they discounted it as it was not in the area that they expected the missing
aircraft to be!
I contacted Steve Black who was a person that knew further about the children’s sighting and by
what I can gather, about September or later of the following year (1979? – Whitebait season)
people were ‘whitebaiting’ somewhere near the mouth of the Whakapohai River when their young
daughter came back crying saying that her dog wouldn’t come to her as it was too busy eating
crayfish in the ‘crashed plane.’ Presumably, the dog came when it was called by the parent/s of
the young girl and no-one checked out the ‘crashed plane’ as it was just put down to a child’s
imagination!
Steve said that someone had tried a few years ago to track down this ‘young girl’ and her parents,
but by what he knew, the parents had died and a similar fate had met the girl.
He gave me a telephone number of a person who might know more.
I telephoned this person and it turned out that it was his wife that was the person that had talked to
the little girl. She said that the girl was upset that her dog wouldn’t come to her as it was eating
crayfish somewhere in the bush, but didn’t recall her saying anything about a crashed plane. The
‘crashed plane’ could well have been added into the story at a later point. I gather that somewhere
along the line, someone had presumed that if there was crayfish in the bush, then maybe it was
from a crashed aeroplane that had crayfish on it….and the story had gained momentum from
there?
Jenny Barrett had mentioned something about Fishing Inspectors being around there about that
time, so my guess is that someone hid a pile of crayfish out of view from the Fishing Inspectors
and the dog had found them!
Just to be sure, I obtained a couple of aerial photos of the area, taken in that era, and checked them
out but couldn’t find anything.
In January 2009, I found time to investigate into this sighting further and it occurred to me that
there was a Beechcraft that
looked very much like a
Beechcraft A36 Bonanza
Cherokee Six ZK-EBU
Cherokee Six and that turned out
to be a Beechcraft A36 Bonanza.
Although there are obvious
differences, I do believe that it
would be very easy to confuse
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the two, especially if you only saw it for a brief period of time.
Sometime in December 2008, I telephoned Dennis Bachelor in Haast and amongst other things he
mentioned that a couple of people in the past had come across a crashed aeroplane in the
Whakapohai River Valley but when they returned to the spot they were unable to find it again!
The Whakapohai River, also known as Little River, is only a mile or so south of the Moeraki
River.
This aeroplane certainly sounds as though it is nothing other than ZK-EBU!
When it was last seen at Milford Sound it only had enough fuel left for a further three hours flight,
so for it to be still flying at 6.00 pm could only mean that it had landed somewhere – perhaps on
one of the Martins Bay airstrips but more likely to be on the beach at Big Bay. As it was low tide
at Big Bay at 4.43 pm that day then it was quite possible that they could have spent time gathering
crayfish from the rocks while waiting for the weather to clear and as their original destination was
to go to Hokitika, then maybe it cleared enough for them to think that they had a better chance of
getting through to Hokitika than to fly over the mountain ranges back to Tairei, Dunedin.
One day, hopefully, we may know!
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Chapter Fifteen
Hastings to Milford/Return via Helicopter.
December 5, 2008 saw Phil Sowersby, Peter Walsh and myself on our way down the West Coast
in Phil’s Hiller FH1100 gas turbine powered helicopter.
My only helicopter flight time was one circuit of Bridge Pa Aerodrome, Hastings in a Hughes 300
so it was all a new experience for me.
At around a 100 liters an hour burn rate of Jet A1, (Very kindly donated by Shell Aviation) we
had to do regular stops for fuel, the first being Paraparaumu and then Nelson.
At Nelson, Graeme McConnell (One of Richard Waugh’s co-authors) and his wife, Pam, came to
the airport and met us for the first time. They drove us to the Terminal where we had lunch. It was
great to meet them in person as I had spent a lot of time discussing matters with Graeme on the
phone.
After lunch we left… destination - the Corsair site.
On arrival at the site, we hovered over the bush in a very deep valley and although we could see
down through the trees in quite a few places, it quickly became obvious that the only way we
were ever going to find anything was to land and walk in.
We found a spot further up on a ridge, but just as we were slowly but gently settling onto the
ground there was a loud ‘thump, thump, thump’ noise and immediately we were at least 30 ft back
into the air!
Phil’s reactions in getting us back in the air were, to say the least, extremely fast.
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The immediate thought was that we had hit the tail rotor on a rock or a tree and Phil was
expecting to have to put us in a controlled crash into the bush, but, thankfully, he found that he
still had full command from the controls so he found another spot still further up the ridge and this
time everything went as it should.
Phil explained after inspecting the helicopter that what had happened was what is known as
“Mast-bunting” – a phenomena where the rotor tilt angle exceeds the amount of available travel –
a situation that could cause the machine to destroy itself!
Peter and I donned our tramping boots, etc., and armed with hand-held GPS’s, set off down into
the steep valley, at times having to force our way through the thick bush. Eventually we arrived in
the general area and spent several hours searching the bush for any sign of anything out of the
ordinary.
I constantly cursed myself for not bringing the Google Earth photo image of the location into the
valley with us as I could have used it to work out which stream edge to search as these were the
only references that we could have translated from an aerial view of the area to what was actually
there under the tree canopy. I ‘racked and racked’ my brain trying to remember accurately the
position that the Corsair should have been, but alas, my memory would not shed the information
that we so desperately needed!
Eventually we had to leave as we were by then getting rather exhausted and we still had a very
steep hill covered in very dense bush to climb.
We set off in what was what we thought would be the shortest route back to the helicopter, and as
we climbed the scrub became denser and denser. Peter was only six to ten feet away from me
most of the time and he became quite annoyed at me as I kept calling out to him to make sure that
he was still there as I couldn’t see him!
At about 7.15 pm we arrived back at the Helicopter. The ‘shortest route’, a distance a little over
500 meters had taken us 2 ½ hrs!
Shortly after, we lifted off and set course for Hokitika. I left with very mixed emotions – glad to
be back in the helicopter, but at the same time disappointed that we had been so close to either
discovering the wreck of NZ5517 or at least being able to say that it was definitely not there. We
had not been able to achieve either! (Later, on our return home, I was able to download our GPS
tracks onto Google Earth and found that we had missed the object from the Aerial Mapping photo
from
anywhere
between 20 to 200
feet! – depending
how you overlaid
the
photo
on
Google Earth.)
We arrived in
Hokitika and I
telephoned
my
good friend Jimmy
Jamieson, and he
came
to
the
aerodrome
and
gave us a lift to a
quaint old style pub that provided meals and overnight accommodation. – Many thanks Jimmy!
The next day, we got a taxi to take us back to the airport and after refueling we were on our way
to Franz Josef, where we again refueled. From there it was down to the Jacobs River and in, up
past the 500 ft waterfall to the spot that I believe I have wreckage shown on an old 1965 Aerial
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Mapping photograph. It was incredible to see that we were only a few minutes flying time to get
into the spot, whereas earlier in the year it had taken us over 8 hrs tramping and we were till 1.4
kms away from it!
(Chapter Eight).
We hovered over
the spot as close as
we dared to go and
I took quite a few
photographs
hoping to be able to
pick something up
on them at a later
point. We checked
out a couple of
possible
landing
spots down by the
river, but although
there
were
clearings, in those
clearings
were
massive sized rocks
that would have
meant hitting rotor
blades on them if
we had attempted
to land. Although I
was very keen to get on the ground and walk up the hill and check out the spot, I was pleased
when Phil decided to call it off as I could see us all dying in there very easily should something go
wrong on landing. Even if we were lucky enough to survive a helicopter thrashing itself to bits,
and then a long, hard
walk back out, I
would have spent the
rest of my life
feeling guilty of
having Phil lose his
helicopter
helping
me out!
As we were leaving
the area, I managed
to get one photo of
the
incredible
waterfall, which is
only seen in its full
glory after there had
been recent rain, and
on examining the
photos at a later
time, I found to my
horror
that
the
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camera had focused on the helicopter window rather than the waterfall and so the photo was
nothing but a blur!
We flew back up to Franz Josef and on the way, south of Fox, I observed an object between the
bush and a stream that looked like a large section of aluminum in the shape of a wing. I hurriedly
got my camera going and by the time I managed to take a photo, we were almost past it. We were
always conscious of the amount of remaining fuel, as having a very reliable engine is totally
useless if you run out of fuel, so rather than get Phil to turn the helicopter back, I took careful note
of our position in relation to our flight path knowing that we would be coming back this way
shortly.
On landing at Franz Josef, we refueled the helicopter and then had lunch while I downloaded all
my photos onto the Laptop. I had hoped to get coverage for our Vodaphone Internet mobile
modem but unfortunately there was none. We spent a bit of time chatting with Tony Howard, an
old friend that I got to know back in the early 90s as we were both on the same Commercial Pilots
Theory Course in Paraparaumu, and he has been the Chief Pilot for the Air Safaris - Franz Josef
Operation for many years now.
Eventually we were airborne again, destination - Kaipo River site, and then Milford Sound.
As we flew down past the Fox area we lined up on our previous track and came directly over
where I thought I had seen a possible ‘wing’. From this angle we noticed that there were lots of
objects all along the stream that looked like wings, so very quickly came to realise that they were
all just moraine (big blocks of ice). I wondered just how many sightings of aircraft wreckage can
be accounted for as being just this? You will note that this was the most likely outcome of the
object in Chapter One that got me started on all this!
On arrival at the Kaipo River site we hovered over the area for quite a while and checked it out
from every possible angle and elevation but could see nothing out of the ordinary. A couple of
times Phil threw the helicopter into a spiraling dive and then came back up to the site again.
This, he said, was because we were getting into our own prop-wash and making things very
unstable. The site was in
a very narrow steep
valley and by doing this,
it allowed the air to settle
and then we were able to
try again. After taking
lots of photos we left that
site and flew into the
Milford Sound from the
entrance from the sea.
We
refueled
from
Milford
Helicopter’s
supply tanker (Many
thanks, Jeff Shanks) as
there is no longer any
fuel supplied by an oil
company there, and
parked the helicopter up
for the night.
The following morning, we caught the bus back to the airport and set off for Lake McKerrow.
On arrival over the sight we hovered for 20 minutes photographing and videoing everything, but
once again, couldn’t see anything. We then tried to find a place to land and although there were
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clearings big enough to land in, they all had large rocks in them making it too dangerous, so sadly,
we had to once again leave empty handed!
We were unsure of how much fuel we burnt up hovering, so it was prudent to head back to Franz
Josef and it was just as well we did. A little further north we ran into a 35 knot headwind!
It remained like that until we reached the Arawhata River and then the wind thankfully dropped
off. The wind was obviously funneling down the Valley.
The plan was that we would land at Franz Josef, refuel and then fly back to Jacobs River, land in
one of the clearings by the river, remove the doors from the helicopter and unload all our gear so
as not to have any lose objects that could get sucked out and go through the tail rotor Then fly
into the site and have Phil hover the helicopter down onto a rock where Peter and I would then get
out. Phil would then go off and land back by our gear and come back and pick us up at a later
point.
Unfortunately, this was not to happen as when we landed at Franz Josef we were told that there
was a bad weather front coming up from the south. It would last a few days, and the advise was
for us to head home.
On the way, we hovered for a while over another possible site (this time of ZK-FMQ Cessna 180)
that was given to me by Jimmy Jamieson, (originated from Chris Lind) but once again we
couldn’t see anything unusual.
So again we came home with nothing achieved either way. I would have been happy if we had
achieved something like at least eliminating one of the sites, but alas, we achieved nothing!
When we met up with Graeme McConnell back at Nelson (fuel stop) he said for us not to be too
disappointed as he had once gone in by helicopter to Bert Mercer’s crash site and even though
they had the exact GPS co-ordinates and knew exactly where it was, they were unable to see it
from the helicopter – but when they walked in – there is was! – (DH84 Dragon ZK-AHT)
From all of this I can only deduce that a helicopter is a marvelous tool to get into sites quickly, but
if you want to find anything, you need to be dropped off somewhere close and walk in from there.
If the aircraft crash was probably within a year old then you would have a good chance of seeing
it by hovering over the site, but if it has had the chance of being overgrown or changing colour by
algae then it would become near on impossible to see from above…. I still have all my photos and
video footage to go through yet though (heaps of it!), but at the time of writing this I have found
nothing conclusive.
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Chapter Sixteen
Ground Searches: Jacobs River (AFB)
& Lake McKerrow (BMP) – January 2009
Colin Tuck also told me more about the day in August, 1983 (page 173, “LOST”) he was flying
the clairvoyant, Doris Stokes, looking for the Turner family that went missing on 30 July of that
year and after searching through his old diaries he came up with the date of the flight as 15
August, and it turns out that Colin also had on board a film crew and the whole event was filmed!
With Colin’s help I managed to track the main person in that crew to that of David Baldock - now
of Ninox Films, but I believe he was working for NZBC at the time of the search.
I contacted David to see if I was able to view, or obtain a copy of that footage and he said that he
could not recall the event as it was too long ago. He suggested that I contact TVNZ and see if they
had a copy of it, but after contacting them, they were unable to find anything in their
archives…..Another dead end!
Colin returned from his job in Indonesia for Christmas and on the 29 December, 2008, he flew
into the Jacobs River Valley and marked the spot that Doris Stokes had got so ‘excited’ about on a
GPS and the next day he gave this GPS reading to me.
As I expected, and yet I was still shocked (and excited at the same time), the spot when I located it
on Google Earth was directly below, down by the river, where I had found the apparent
‘wreckage’ on the aerial photo! This tended to reinforce my theory that some, if not all, of the
occupants of Dragonfly ZK-AFB had survived the crash and this was based on the ‘Mayday call’
heard by Ross McDermott, and his mother, over their Television set, late in the evening of 12th
February, 1962.
I rang Colin back and told him the exciting news.
On the 6th January, 2009, I again telephoned Colin Tuck and told him the basics of my theories as
to why I believed ZK-AFB had ended up in there and Colin replied, “You know, this is the first
time I’ve told anyone this as I thought it was just the ‘babblings’ of a dieing man, but old
‘Frigger’ (Peter Polson)
told me on his death bed
that he was the last man
to see the Dragonfly and
consequently, Chadwick
alive, as he had seen him
flying into the Jacobs
River Valley!”
Colin continued, “He had
told me this several times
over the years but I had
always taken it as he
meant that he saw it
flying past the entrance
to the Jacobs, but on this
occasion
‘Frigger’
insisted that, no, it was
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into the Jacobs!
Later on thinking this over, I came to realise that Peter Polson lived not far from the entrance to
Jacobs River (photo page 77) and in Report 22 of the Official Search Records he recorded that he
had sighted a blue and silver biplane over Jacobs River heading south-west at an altitude of
approximately 2000 ft.
Why had he not also told SAR about the sighting of it going into the Jacobs?
This I believe could only be explained as he was not precisely sure that it was the Dragonfly
flying in there as it was much further away than the time he saw it flying directly overhead and
how could he explain to SAR that he had in fact seen it twice, the second time anything up to half
an hour later and heading into a valley that no-one in their right mind would have flown with a
load of tourists aboard in the weather of that day! SAR would have thought him (Peter) to be
nuts!!!
Remember also, that the two Mrs Wilsons, in separate houses, about a mile and a half from Peter
Polson’s house also heard it.
From all this, I believe Brian Chadwick was heading into the valley as when he came out of the
bottom of the hole down through the cloud, he couldn’t see behind him due to the design of the
aircraft, so he tragically continued to fly up the valley, although he was only at the entrance – after
all, he knew this valley, and knew precisely where he was…….?
Monday 12 January 2009 saw me on Bluebridge Ferries on my way down the West Coast again,
this time on my own in my Toyota 4x4 Van.
I had a most enjoyable evening talking to Paul Beauchamp Legg at his home in Picton where I
stayed for the night. Paul was a terrific host and he even had roast lamb cooking for tea when I
arrived and had also cooked a fine patch of scones. While I was there, I got from him the locations
of the ground searches that he had done on the slopes of Mount McMahon and Mount Stokes
areas looking for Hood and Monteith’s Ryan B1 Brougham (G-AUNZ), so that I know which
areas to get old aerial photos of – when I get the time to get them. The very early photos of that
area (pre 1940) are still in film form at NZ Aerial Mapping, so I need to know the exact areas to
save lots of money - rather than getting the whole mountain range done!
The next day I left Paul’s place equipped with a little bag of scones in case I got hungry on my
travels!
Tuesday afternoon, I was at Graeme and Pam McConnell’s in Nelson. Graeme was still out doing
“Meals on Wheels” and Pam was looking after two of their delightful grandchildren.
Graeme showed me his huge collection of aviation memorabilia and we had a great time
discussing everything. He found some older DOC maps of the area that I believe Corsair NZ5517
to be in and it showed a more suitable route that I could take to gain access to the area. It had
roads drawn on it that got much closer to the spot than that shown on my map. This path would
mean a tramp in of 5 to 6 miles along open ridges compared to the 10 plus miles that I was
planning on by going up a river.
Armed with these, I set off the next day bound for the Reefton area. It was not my intention to
attempt to walk into the Corsair site at that point, but wanted to check out the accessibility.
I drove right to the end of a what appeared to be a now rarely used loose metal road that had once
been used for access to a now defunct coal mine, but I couldn’t find the road that branched off it
as shown on the map. I back-tracked down the road and found a small track that led off into the
bush and after traveling down that track for quite sometime, I came to realise that it was a forestry
road once used for the logging trucks to bring the logs out on. This forestry road was shown on
the map so it became obvious that I was too far back out from the mine. I had a look at the other
map that Graeme had given me and found that it had a lot more detail on it than the one I had been
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using so I went back to the bridge shown on it, and systematically drove to each corner drawn on
the map in the hope that it was accurate. I got to the corner past the position where the road off it
was drawn and still had not seen it, so I back-tracked down that straight very carefully checking
for any sign of a break in the bush and sure enough, there it was almost totally grown over. I
parked the Van and went for a walk down this ‘road’ and found that it was only a four-wheel
drive track and my Van, being a four wheel drive should have been able to negotiate this but
unfortunately the vehicles that had used this track in the past had dug very deep tracks – far too
deep for the ground clearance provided by Toyota for my Van. Wishing not to get stuck miles
away from any help, I decided to give it a miss!
On the way through Hokitika, I
picked up a “Mountain Radio”
from one of the agents of the
organization that supplies
them.
The
supply
and
monitoring of these radios are
all done by volunteers, and is a
much needed facility. They
must save Search and Rescue a
fortune every year, and yet I
had never heard of them before
– until James Scott told me
about them!
I had a coffee with Jimmy
Jamieson, and then proceeded
down to Franz Josef where I
spent the night at Gerry
Findlay’s Bed & Breakfast.
Eventually, Thursday 15 January, I arrived at James Scott’s place at 12.50 pm the next day and
within about half an hour he
had dropped me off from his
Hughes 500 helicopter on a
rock in Jacobs River – not far
from the spot that Colin
Tuck had given me.
I walked into the bush
(nearly all Punga trees) for
about a hundred yards until I
found a suitable flat spot to
set up camp. After pitching
the tent and setting up the
Mountain Radio aerial which
consists of having to run a
wire aerial about 40 feet out
in as straight a line as
possible, as high up as
possible in amongst the
pungas, I then set out up the mountain to the spot I believe AFB crashed. Within ¾ to 1 hour I was
at that spot and apart from the obvious difficulties of the steepness of the terrain, etc., there were
small ferns growing everywhere which made it very difficult to move around and also difficult to
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see the layout of the ground. You had to be careful where you put your foot for each step
otherwise you could easily fall into a hole or slip and fall!
I would take half a
dozen or so steps,
stop and scan the
whole
area
including looking
for any wires or
fabric
remains,
etc., hanging in
the trees, then
move
forward
some more and
repeat the whole
scenario again. I
also had a metal
detector and the
GPS going the
whole
time
whenever
I
ventured
away
from the campsite.
After a couple of
hours I returned back down close to the river and found the GPS spot that Colin Tuck had given
me which was within two hundred feet of my campsite.
Once again there was lots of undergrowth and the only hope of finding anything was by pure
chance of stumbling over something
metallic with the metal detector. The
problem being that to cover a large
area with a metal detector is virtually
impossible as you only have a
‘sweep’ of about 3 – 4 feet and trying
to navigate a way through the bush at
the same time means that there is lots
of areas that are missed. If you are
looking for a small object then it
could be just a few feet/inches away
from the edge of your ‘sweep’ and
you would never know. It is purely
down to chance!
After searching for about half an hour
I returned to my campsite and I was
very glad of the technology of having
a GPS, as without it I probably would never have found my tent hidden away amongst the pungas.
I had told my wife that I would contact her each night using the telephone access function on the
Mountain Radio to let her know that I was all right.
When I had picked up the radio in Hokitika, I was told that all the instructions on how to use it
were included in the bag that the radio was carried in and that they were easy to follow.
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Try as I might, I couldn’t get the radio telephone function to work so I thought it must be that the
aerial was not working properly under the trees so I packed the whole system up and took it down
by the river and set it up again along the river bank, and once again, try as I might, it just would
not go through.
Eventually it was getting dark, so I just unhooked the radio from the aerial and climbed back up to
the campsite, cooked and ate my tea and then went to bed rather depressed as things were just not
going right.
I found I could only cat-nap as I was so despondent about not being able to contact the outside
world and was even considering packing up and starting the long walk out in the morning as I had
no way of contacting James to let him know when I needed to be picked up. I would sleep for 10 –
15 minutes, wake up, read the instructions that came with the radio (by torch light) as I felt I must
have missed something, then fall asleep for another 10 –15 minutes and start all over again.
I thought constantly of my wife who I knew would be worrying about my well-being and was
probably not sleeping.
Before I knew that there was such a device as a Mountain Radio, I had it arranged with my wife to
not worry as I’d be out of any sort of contact for several days, but once I got a Mountain Radio
then she expected to hear from me.
At around 1.00 am I was once again reading the instructions when I suddenly noticed that at the
end of the telephone number you had to press ‘#’! The problem was that the letters were so small
that it was hard to see them and as I obviously didn’t have any reading glasses with me, I had
overlooked it!
From there on I slept soundly until about 6.30 am, whereas I got out of bed, boiled some water,
had a coffee and set off down to the river again with the Mountain Radio.
After connecting the aerial I dialed in the required code and then the telephone number followed
this time with a ‘#’ and it started ringing. After about twenty rings, it was obvious that it was not
ringing my home phone number as our answer-phone cuts in after about eight rings so I punched
in the code ‘#5’ to exit the telephone mode – the same as placing the phone back on the receiver.
The only problem was that the ‘telephone’ refused to hang up and it just kept ringing. I tried
turning the set off for a while and turning it back on but it was still ringing. I tried punching in the
code for the Christchurch base and calling “Does anyone copy?” and eventually an operator spoke
and turned the phone system off for me. He said they were having trouble with the Hastings
telephonic system. It was very noisy beside the river due to the rapids, but I managed to hear him
say to listen for the 8.30 am broadcast and contact them then.
I gave him my home phone number and asked him if he could contact my wife to let her know
that I was alright as she would be very worried but couldn’t make out his reply due to the noise.
I then rolled up the aerial, went back up to my campsite and put the aerial back up there again.
At 8.30 am I listened to the weather broadcast and at the end of it they asked if there was anyone
that wanted to contact them. After a couple of other people south of Mt Aspiring had had their
say, I contacted him and asked him if he had contacted my wife and he said he would contact her
then if I held on. A few minutes later he came back to say that he had passed the message on and
she was very pleased.
I climbed up to the ‘crash site’ again and spent about five hours working my way back and
forward across the face visually searching and also searching with the metal detector but couldn’t
find anything. The ground surface had a deep layer of decayed/decaying fern, etc., branches and
over the last forty seven years it would have become quite deep, so I’m guessing that finding
anything that had been there that long would be near on impossible with the equipment I had, so I
came to the conclusion that I was wasting my time continuing and resigned myself then that I
would need to return sometime with a Magnetometer, Synthetic Aperture Radar or the like, or
hopefully get SAR, or someone with one, to go over the area.
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I climbed back down to my campsite arriving there at 2.40 pm and left a message on James
Scott’s answer machine saying that I was ready to be picked up anytime that was suitable to him.
I continued - I would call him on the hour, every hour, to arrange exactly when he could make it,
but in the event that I couldn’t get hold of him, then 10 o’clock tomorrow morning (Saturday)
would be fine.

I called him again at 3.00 and 4.00 pm – answer phone.
Between 4.00 to 5.00 pm I spent time checking with the metal detector an area about 100 feet all
around the GPS site that Colin Tuck gave me and then I returned in time to attempt to contact
James again. When I dialed the code and number, nothing happened, so I tried again. Suddenly
the operator came on and said, “Are you the person in Jacobs River that is trying to get hold of
James Scott? If so then he is on his way!!!”
I replied, “Can you get him to give me ¾ hour to pack everything up?” – to which he replied, “I’m
sorry, he’s already left and there’s no way I can contact him!”…….PANIC!!!
James’ place was only ten minutes flying time away so the awful realization that I had less than
10 minutes to do what would normally take at least half an hour was to say the least, horrible.
I dashed down to the end of the Mountain Radio Aerial and untied it from the tree and then
dashed up to the other end and did the same. From there I just dragged the entire aerial into the
tent. I threw all the loose items into the large plastic bag that went in my back-pack to keep my
clothes dry but found that I could only do the zip on my backpack up ¾ of the way as there was
too much in it, so I had to leave the rest hanging out. Then I pulled out the poles and pegs from
the tent and threw them all inside the tent, put my back-pack on my back, hurriedly tied the daypack to the back-pack straps in front of me, gathered up the four corners of the base of tent like a
big bag in my right hand, picked up the Mountain Radio and my Metal Detector with my left hand
and started running as fast as possible down through the bush towards the pickup point. Twice I
slipped and very nearly fell down a steep bank. When I got to the river, I was horrified to find in
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my rush I had come out an extra ‘little bay’ further up the river than where I had intended to come
out.(I couldn’t go directly to the pickup point as there was a high vertical bank beside it.)
To get back to the pickup point from that bay, I had to get around a rock face with very little to
hang onto – not that I had any spare hands left to hang on with, so I just leaped out onto a very
narrow rock ledge and tried to keep my balance. My right boot lost traction and I very nearly fell
into the river which was several feet deep at that point and running rather swift, but I managed to
keep my balance on my left foot and get my other foot back onto the rock and shuffle my way
around to the next bay.
Just as I got onto the smoother part of that bay, James arrived overhead and I managed to get off
some sort of wave and whether it was due to this movement or not, the outcome was he saw me
and came in to hover on the rocks at the pick up point.
How I managed those last few yards I’ll never know as I was totally exhausted. James fortunately
had a cargo pod underneath his helicopter and I was able to open it and put all my gear in there,
which was great as I just didn’t have the strength left to climb up onto the skid and throw
everything up into the chopper.
When I got into the cabin, I had such a sore throat that I could barely speak but managed to
express how glad I was to see him.
When we arrived back at his place, James explained that the message I had left was very faint and
all he was able to make out was my name and that I was ready to be picked up!
As the weather was turning for the worse that evening, he thought he had better leave straight
away and pluck me out of there, although he had just got home from another job. He said that had
I not been at the pickup point, he would of flown off somewhere and landed and come back ten
minutes or so to see if I had made it, but the irony of it all was that had he done that, then I may
well have thought I had missed him and tried to set up camp again and therefore missed him the
second time also!
As far as I can make out, all that I lost was most of the tent pegs that had fallen out of the tent as I
had not thought, nor had the time to zip up the zipper on the tent.
That evening I went back up to the township of Fox and ordered a nice meal and an ice cold drink.
By the time I had finished the drink, my throat was back to normal. I slept that night in the back of
my van a few miles south of Fox and I slept like a baby.
My next destination was to walk half way into Lake McKerrow on the Hollyford Track (about 21
miles) and then climb 2300 ft up the side of a bush covered mountain to see if I could locate the
Cessna 180 shown in Chapter Eleven that I believe is ZK-BMP.
James said that if I took my aviation VHF radio transceiver with me, and if I heard them flying in
the area, to call them up and they’d give me a lift out as they would be working in that area at
about the same time.
I had thought about this and so on the way back past James’ place, I called in and first thanked
him sincerely for picking me up when he did as the rain was just ‘hosing down’ and then asked
what was the chances of them taking me into the Lake McKerrow area when they flew down that
way, and picking me up on the way back?
He said he couldn’t guarantee anything due to the weather, but if I was to meet them at the site of
their next job near Lake Ellery, on the following Monday, then he would review the situation
then.
Sunday night saw me camped at the spot close to Lake Ellery and I was surprised due to the
isolation of the place, to see a Campervan already parked in about the spot that I expected them to
land.
Next morning it was hilarious to see James’ truck, towing the fuel tank, pull up beside the
Campervan (it was at the end of the metal track) and then four DOC 4x4 Toyota Hilux utes pulled
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in also, followed by a large truck and trailer loaded with a kitset DOC hut and gear. Then one of
James’ Hughes 500 helicopters came in and landed within 50 feet of the Campervan!
Eventually, this poor tourist came staggering out of his Campervan all blurry eyed looking like he
had just been teleported into the middle of a big city! – Needless to say, it wasn’t long before he
moved up the track away from all the congestion. I got to talk to them later and they were an
elderly English couple – lovely, friendly, people who had been in New Zealand for about four
months having a look around.
James showed up a little later in his helicopter and the two helicopters spent the day airlifting all
the materials for DOC somewhere into the mountains.
James later said if I
followed one of his
workers, Jeremy Arthur
(in the truck and fuel
tanker)
back
to
Jeremy’s
place
in
Haast, then Jeremy and
James’ other pilot, Ken
Hutchins, would work
out a plan to get me
down
to
Lake
McKerrow and back.
This I did and early
next morning I followed
Blair Patterson in the
truck towing the fuel
tank (who was, along with Jeremy, one of James’ venison shooters) down, back past Lake Ellery
to a spot further down Jackson River Road that they used to refuel the chopper to give it extra
range.
After a wait of about half an hour the chopper arrived with a load of Venison hanging via a chain
under it.
After dropping off the Venison and refueling, we were on our way to Lake McKerrow and at
about 8.20 am, 20 February 2009, Ken dropped me off on top of a mountain range above where I
believe BMP to be.
As we climbed
up over the
area that I
wished
to
check out, I
noticed
just
how steep the
mountain was
that I was
going to have
to climb down
if I wanted to
get to that area.
I commented
this to Ken. I
was
so
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shocked at the steepness that it crossed my mind to say to Ken, “Look, don’t worry about it. Lets
just go home!”
Seeing as I’d spent so much time and effort getting there, I felt that I had to ignore my feelings
and just get on with the job, but I did have a bit of an anxiety attack when the chopper was
disappearing over the side of the hill though - wondering whether I had made the right decision.
I had a bit of a scout around first and decided that if I tried to get down the near vertical hill with
my back-pack that it was likely to drag me down prematurely to the bottom, so I made the
decision to leave my pack with all my accommodation, food, etc., at the top.
The plan was that I’d climb back up later in the day and if I was happy that I’d accomplished what
I’d set out to do, then I’d wait until I heard the chopper working back in the area and call him up
on my VHF radio and get him to pick me up, but as you know, even the best made plans
sometimes go astray.
I descended the mountain on the western side on an angle and although I had to be very careful
where I placed my feet and always make sure that I had hold of a well rooted tree or shrub, I
found the descent not too bad although I had to back-track several times as I came across huge
rock bluffs. I’ve found that generally I’ve had a natural ability to find my way in the bush
(probably from the days when my Dad occasionally took me in) and I found my descent rate
worked out perfect to bring me out on the flat area on the southern side of the mountain.
By 10.30 am I was in the immediate area that I had pinpointed on Google Earth as being the
resting place for ZK-BMP in 1980.
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I spent to 12.15 pm doing to the best of my ability a grid search of the area but found nothing of
interest. I noticed however, that the position that BMP should have been was very close to the
edge of the mountain and I came up with the theory that when it eventually fell down through the
trees, especially if it was a strong westerly wind which is prominent in that area, then it would
have slid a long way down the side of the mountain and as there were quite a few large slips in
that area, some that went so far
down that I couldn’t see how far
they went, then there was a very
high probability that this was
where it ended up.
I searched some of the less steep
areas on that side of the
mountain to no avail.
Of what I could see of the
weather through the tree canopy,
it appeared that the weather was
deteriorating and if I climbed
back up to my pack, then I’d
probably be in the cloud where
the helicopter couldn’t get to me
anyway.
The thought of
climbing back up those near
vertical slopes frightened me
and as there was still a chance I may come across the wreck of BMP further down the hill, I made
the decision to descend down to the lake and hopefully make contact with the helicopter there. I
plugged the battery into my Icom VHF transceiver and was absolutely horrified to see the words
‘low battery’ come up - It had not long been fully charged up! As soon as I tried to transmit
everything went dead. This left me in a terrible dilemma as I now had no way of contacting the
chopper!!!
After some thought I decided to climb down to Lake McKerrow, walk along the beach to one of
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the DOC huts and hopefully Ken would see me either on the beach or at the hut.
After all, it would be easier to descend down the mountain than to attempt to get back up to my
pack even though in my pack I had the Mountain Radio – but it didn’t have VHF.
How wrong I was. The descent down the mountain just went on and on even though I seemed to
be making good progress. Several times I thought that I must be nearly at the bottom and I would
get a view out of tree canopy and see the lake ‘miles’ below me. It was very demoralizing to say
the least.
About ¾ of the way down I came across a bone lying on top of a log. I picked the bone up and
filmed it saying, “This is the only thing I’ve found in this bush that even resembles anything
animal or human!”
I put it back down on the log and was about to walk away when I happened to look down and
there in a shallow hollow in the ground was a whole selection of different sized bones and one in
particular caught my attention. It appeared as though it was a rib and it was broken. I picked it up
and noticed that there were stringy fibres coming out from the break in it that to me would
indicate that it was broken before death. It suddenly occurred to me that maybe these were human
remains, so I marked the spot on my GPS but for some reason never even thought of taking a
photo of the rest of the bones. I did select out of them a backbone segment and carried it out with
me to get it analyzed, but my gut feeling is that they are only Deer bones.
Eventually after two hours of hard out descending, I reached the Demon Trail DOC track and I
checked the distance to both of the nearest huts on the GPS and Hokuri Hut was the closest – 2.1
miles, so I set out for that. I knew that there was a Lodge at Martins Bay and figured that if I had
to, I could get a message out to the helicopter pilot from there, but I was unsure of whether there

was anyway of contacting the outside world if I headed the other way inland.
I thought that after the climb down that this track would be like a motorway, but this did not turn
out to be the case - and as for the walk along the beach to the hut – there was no beach, in fact the
chopper pilot would not even be able to see the track through the canopy, near enough me!
After a further hour and a half of walking on the track with it meandering all over the place,
climbing up the hills and then back down again, I eventually reached the hut. The 2.1 miles
indicated on the GPS was in a straight line, but the track certainly was not. DOC had built the hut,
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obviously to give tourists/trampers the best bush walk possible, but I was not interested in a bush
walk – I just wanted to get to Martins Bay and some form of civilization as quickly as possible!
I stumbled into the hut more dead than alive, and collapsed onto one of the mattresses and fell
asleep for about 20 minutes. When I awoke, I was surprised how refreshed I felt, so I went outside
again and surveyed the situation.
The hut was in a small clearing surrounded by large trees and although it would have been
possible, I felt it would have been difficult to get a helicopter in there and I certainly didn’t want
anyone crashing a helicopter
trying to pick me up. There was
certainly nowhere that they
could have landed, so at the very
least they would have had to
hover close to the ground just to
pick you up and if there was a
sudden gust of wind….
The DOC sign said that it was a
five-hour walk to Martins Bay
and as there was about five
hours of daylight left, I thought
that if I was to attempt to get
there, then I had to leave right away.
I checked in my daypack for the chocolate bars and found that I had not put any in! Here I was
five-hours walk away from any form of civilization, had only had two pieces of toast for breakfast
and nothing since! I was so annoyed with myself and cursed my bad memory.
When I checked my First-Aid box though, I found that I had, not one, but TWO survival blankets
so at least if I didn’t make it to Martins Bay before dark, then at least I’d have something warm
and dry to sleep in.
I left Hokuri Hut with a tear in my eye thinking of the FIVE HOURS walking ahead of me, but I
had a thought that maybe I might just be able to see the helicopter working in the clearing near
Gravel Cove and if so, I had a mirror that I could use to hopefully attract the pilots attention, but
when I got there all I could see was low cloud in the valley towards Jamestown Saddle. From this
it was obvious to me that they had gone home as the weather had closed in making it unsafe to fly.
I crossed the river there and continued on to Jamestown where I found a few houses but nobody
was
home.
Jamestown
is
basically
a
proposed town that
was meant to be in
the early settlers
days, but never
eventuated due to
the isolation of it.
There was never a
road built as access
to it and what I’m
told is that it is now
just a few houses
that are used by
people for holiday
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homes. I presume they use float planes to get in and out, to them.
I continued walking up to the western end of Lake McKerrow via the beaches of shingle and
eventually the trail led me back into the bush.
There was a DOC sign there that said that it was a further 2 ½ hours walk to Martins Bay Hut and
2 hours to Hokuri Hut – where I had just come from, and as 2 and 2 ½ = 4 ½ , I don’t know how
DOC came to put the sign up at Hokuri Hut saying 5 hours! One, or both, of the signs had to be
wrong and I sure hoped they both were - and the 2 ½ to go was over exaggerated!
This track was a lot better maintained so I found I was able to keep up a good pace on it and after
about an hour I came upon another tramper who said that the Lodge was not much further ahead,
that they didn’t have a telephone, but could send out an email.
Eventually I staggered into the foyer of the Martins Bay Lodge like some ‘wild man from the
hills’ and after some
explaining to the two
young ladies from
there
(Helen
and
Jenny) of what had
happened to me, they
calmed down and
realised I needed help.
One of them typed out
a
message
which
included the telephone
number
of
Ken
Hutchins,
the
helicopter pilot, to let
him know where I was,
and she sent it off to all the email addresses listed on James Scott’s (The helicopter operator)
website, and also to her boss, in the hope that someone would read their emails reasonably
promptly.
Meanwhile, the other young lady had made me a nice cup of coffee and a sandwich that
surprisingly I had trouble eating, as I just wasn’t hungry, although the coffee tasted like something
out of heaven!
By the time I had finished eating the sandwich they had a reply back from their boss to say that he
had telephoned the
number and had left a
message
on
the
answer machine.
Meantime the girls
had organized a lift
up the river on the
company’s jet boat to
get me to the DOC
hut that thankfully
had a helipad out in
front of it.
After a 10 minute trip
up the river in the jet
boat,
the
driver
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(Rob?) dropped me off on a beach apologizing that he couldn’t get me closer because there was
too many rocks further up to enable him to drop me there. I gave him money to cover the fuel,
thanked him very much and set off the last ¼ mile (according to GPS) to the hut.
I arrived just as the light was failing and found that there was already four people asleep in there.
I removed my wet boots and socks and climbed quietly up onto one of the top bunks and crashed
for the night.
In the morning I was woken to the clinking of pots and the sound of a lighter clicking to start a
gas burner. I lay there for a further five minutes or so, and then decided I’d better get up.
Turned out that there was three DOC workers staying in the hut, two mature women and a
younger fellow, probably about 20yrs old. The fourth person was a fellow who I’d been trailing
behind all the way since I’d got on to the track before Hokuri Hut. I saw his boot prints in the
muddy spots. I never got to meet him though as he remained in bed while I was there.
After telling the workers my plight, they took pity on me and kindly gave me a cup of tea and a
banana sandwich, which was very appreciated.
The whole time I was talking to them, my ears were tuned for the sound of the helicopter and
several times I thought I heard it but it turned out just to be the noise of the surf at the mouth of
the river.
The workers eventually said that it was time to go to work and were just getting themselves ready
when there was an enormous ‘roar’ and there was the helicopter on the helipad!
I scrambled to get a wet sock on but it just didn’t want to slip on easily, so I just threw my socks
into the daypack and jumped straight into my boots.
By the time I got out the door, Jeremy Arthur (the shooter) came running around a tree in his red
waterproof overalls and to me he looked like an angel in red coming to save me – What a glorious
sight!
Within what seemed like seconds, I was strapped in the helicopter and we were in the air looking
down at the DOC workers, and the fellow I never got to meet, all lined up along the verandah of
the hut, waving goodbye. I guess that, as it all happened so quickly, everyone in the hut that day
are still thinking that maybe they only imagined it all, but I did unintentionally leave them
something to remember me by – my jersey!
We flew back towards where I left my pack but the clouds were still down on the mountains so
we had to leave my pack there until an opportune time for them to pick it up for me.
As the weather forecast was not good for the next couple of days, Ken went home (Hokitika) &
Jeremy delivered the weeks ‘catch’ of venison to Christchurch and I stayed in their rented home in
Haast. I found this stay in Haast very rewarding as it took me the two days to recover – I could
barely move due to pain the first day!
I was able to spend quite a bit of time talking to Blair Patterson about his views on where some of
these missing aircraft could be using his local knowledge, and together we came up with some
pretty good theories on a couple of them – time will tell!
At around 11.00 pm on Saturday, Ken and Jeremy arrived home with my pack, so I was able to
continue on and up the East Coast, and eventually home.
After my experiences in the Jacobs River and then to top it off with another unpleasant experience
so soon after (in the Lake McKerrow area), was just a little too much for me in too short a time
frame, so I decided to go into the Corsair site again at a later date. Your ‘heart’ has to be fully in
these matters, and mine was ‘twaining’ a little!
From this trip I gained a lot of experience, made a lot of good contacts, renewed a lot of interest
for pilots/shooters to keep a good lookout, and who knows –they just might now come up with a
sighting?
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Ken and Jeremy said they will most certainly keep an eye out for anything further down the slopes
of where I believe ZK-BMP to be, whenever they fly past there, and I know James Scott always
keeps an eye out!
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Chapter Seventeen
Ground Search: King Solomon Stream (NZ5517)
Whilst at the Ashburton “Great Plains Flyin” (homebuilt aircraft bi-annual flyin), on the way back
from the West Coast trip Jan/Feb 2009, I ran into John Byers, one of the two Vice-Presidents of
our organization (Sport Aircraft Association of New Zealand – SAANZ) and we got talking about
my progress in looking for the Dragonfly.
I showed him the aerial photos I had of the three ‘aircraft’ in different locations and we talked
about the theory behind each one.
He said he had a contact in Canterbury University and that they had a Magnetometer!
He would investigate more about it and get back to me.
A few days after I returned home, I had a telephone from an excited John saying that, “Yes, they
have one and they are prepared to loan it to us”. He continued, “It’s the size of a suitcase and you
take a reading of the magnetic field, move along a little, take another reading…. and then it
compares the readings to check for anomalies in the magnetic field. By doing this you are able to
detect objects buried under the ground”.
I said, “We’ll that’s all very fine, but is it able to take readings from well above the ground
suspended under a helicopter? It would need to be able to cover an area of, say – 100 square
meters every few minutes, otherwise it would be economically unviable due to the high running
costs of helicopters.”
He said he would find out and get back to me. The outcome of all this was that although the unit
was capable of being remoted, it was not capable of doing the job from under a helicopter…..
Another dead-end!
I asked John if he was keen to go in and check out the ‘Corsair’ site and he said, “Hell, yes!”
Consequently, I was booked on a flight to Christchurch on Thursday the 19th March 2009 and
John was to pick me up from the Airport at 10.00 pm. Friday morning we were up early, on the
road, travelling to Reefton via the Lewis Pass.
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John had booked the helicopter for Friday afternoon in Reefton and Alan Rosanosky flew us up to
a plateau above the site in one of his AirWest Hughes 500’s and dropped us there.
We set up camp and then walked to the edge of the plateau that we were on, to survey the
mountain valley and make plans of how we were going to go about climbing down to the site to
check it out. John commented that
we should have bought with us a
pair of binoculars so that we could
have had a good look around the
area from our vantage point and I
explained that on the previous trips
I had taken a pair with me and
never used them and so for this trip
I had left them at home!
Suddenly, it occurred to me that
my new Sony HDR-SR11 video
camera had a good zoom feature
on it so I used this instead. I filmed
the area of interest zoomed well in
and I was amazed at what I could
see, but unfortunately I couldn’t see what I wanted to see and that was the wreck of the Corsair.
The majority of the area was shrouded by trees so the only way we would know any better was to
climb down there.
We walked back to the campsite where we cooked and ate dinner, and then went to bed for the
night, ready for an early start.
We were at an altitude of about 3600 ft and although I had a minus 10 degree sleeping bag, had
my woolly socks and a full set
of thermals on, I froze all night.
John had a minus 20 degree
sleeping bag and he slept like a
‘baby’- lucky him!
Next morning, after a two hour
descent into the dead-ended
valley below us, we were
approaching the area that I had
calculated the Corsair to be in.
On the 1947 aerial photo that I
had, it showed an area that was
obviously a ridge that ran
vertically down the mountain
and you could see this by the white marks made by the ‘vees’ in the gull wings, gouging through
the limestone ground just before it finally came to rest. The photo showed that just over this small
ridge was where the Corsair was and this was in a stream. The Corsair was obviously bridging this
stream as the tailplane was bent up on an angle that was at right angles to the position of the sun at
the time that the photo was taken, and although it was painted a dark blue, it appeared as white in
the photo .
Everything was looking good as we approached. The ridge was there, the stream was there, but
there was no sign of the Corsair!
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We looked for
anything that
could
even
resemble what
we could see
on the photo,
but couldn’t
find anything.
I continued to
climb up the
stream
for
about a further
200 ft and
came across a
large bluff and
at the time
thought that this must have been what appeared to be the Corsair in the aerial photo, so I
descended back down to where John was and we headed back to the campsite.
On return home I downloaded the GPS coordinates onto Google Earth and found that it couldn’t
have been in that position as the bluff was too far up the mountain.
While we were in Reefton, I called on Geoff Collis, a contact I have made through my website.
He is part of a volunteer group called “Reefton Search and Rescue Group” that does searches on
the ‘Cold Cases’ after
Search and Rescue (SAR)
have given up looking.
They also help out SAR
whenever needed.
They
use
anything
available to help on their
searches such as dogs that
are trained to sniff out
anything that is out of the
ordinary in the bush.
He looked at the copy of
the aerial photo that I had
and
immediately
exclaimed, “ There’s the
Corsair!”
I explained to him how
we’d been into the area
and
couldn’t
find
anything, that we’d done as much as we were prepared to do physically (getting older), and if he
thought it was still worth checking out further, then he was welcome to ‘go for it!’ I promised
him I would give him all the help he may need - but I’m just not interested in going back in again
(at that stage anyway!). My main interest has been to find the Dragonfly and these other aircraft
have only been sidelines - although very important ones!
Geoff said that there were big snow falls in that area and that over the last 65 years it was not
unconceivable that the Corsair could have broken up and been pushed a lot further down the
valley.
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I was reminded at a latter point (by a friend) that there was also a huge earthquake in the area in
1969 so maybe it had been buried by a landslide?
Geoff said that they would try to raise funds over the winter period, to enable putting a team of
young trainees, via helicopter, on top of the mountain and get them to search the whole area as
they descend.
A few weeks after I returned home, I found time to load the GPS data bases onto Google Earth
and to go through the video footage and photos.
I found an image on the video footage that may (but most probably not) be the wing of the Corsair
as it is lying in the same direction as that shown on the aerial photograph and it is in close
proximity of the GPS position that I entered into the GPS. Personally, I don’t think that it is the
Corsair wing, as the position that I filmed it, was slightly further up the stream to where I believe
it is shown on the aerial photo, but seeing as the streams could have moved in the 62 years since
the photo was taken, and given the inaccuracies between the actual GPS co-ordinates and Google
Earth, then who knows?

At the very least, this photo leaves us with no illusions of what we are looking for after all these
years – nothing but an overgrown, half buried, moss covered pile of corroded wreckage!
As winter is now setting in, we will have to wait to see what next summer produces!
Many thanks to John Byers, who without his help and funding, this search would not have been
possible at this time.
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Chapter Eighteen
Hughes 500 – 369HS ZK-HNW

On the 2nd of January, 2004 Campbell Montgomerie, aged 27, from Hamilton, New Zealand and
Hannah Rose Timings, aged 28, from Great Britain departed Queenstown for what should have
been a reasonably quick trip to Milford Sound.
The cloud however, was down on the mountain ranges around Milford Sound and no-one knows
how long Campbell tried to find a way through but we do know that eventually they landed at
Howden Hut, situated on the Routeburn Track for the night.
The next day, they left the Howden Hut at around 8.00 am bound for Milford.
They made contact via VHF radio with Milford Flight Service later that morning until their last
transmission was received at 9.52 am. They were never heard from again.
A search was mounted but the weather made it impossible to do any concentrated searching until
three days later when at such time there was a very extensive search that went on for in excess of
200 flying hours and 2,500 man-hours. The search was eventually called off as the situation
seemed entirely hopeless.
When I was in Christchurch on my way back from doing the ground searches talked about in
Chapter 16 (page 147) I opened my email up in web-mail and I found this heart-wrenching mail:
26th January, 2009
Dear Gavin
After searching the Internet for any new news or just something which could
lead to anyway in finding my sister, I found your website.
I was a little startled to see her on there along with Campbell Montgomerie.
We lost Hannah 5 years ago and things only seem to get harder, I have flurries
of researching and collating any information that might add up to helping us
find them, these are flurries due to the emotional mindset you have to be in
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to focus on this. Being the other side of the world and just 23 I feel
helpless. I would grab at anything if it came our way with an opportunity of
attempting to find them. There are a couple of things that I have heard of,
one of which is something that my father tried to push for when she first
went missing and that is Synthetic Aperture Radar I think this was short
lived due to funding.
Another thing or person that I have heard about is Darryl Sherwin who has
helped Ryan Michael Moynihan family try and find his missing air craft that
went down in 1997, he is supposedly known for using a mathematical formula to
pinpoint the area in which missing aircraft would have crashed.
I suppose more than anything else this is a cry for a little advise. Being a
pilot your self are any of the above likely to help us come any closer to
....... anything?
I know that the area where they are is very popular with walkers so is
populated quite a lot of the time so if anyone was ever going to just come
across the wreckage they would have by now.
My mother is going to walk to Routeburn Track in March which is something she
is doing for a bit of closure.
Layla Timings

I wasn’t planning on answering any emails at that point, but after reading that, I simply had to!

Hi Layla,
Great to hear from you and I can only imagine the loss that you are feeling
but I hope that it is of some comfort to know that people on this side of the
world are still doing whatever they can to hopefully find closure for you.
I am currently in the South Island and away from my office so I'm having to
use a friend's broadband link to answer you.
I have just completed ground searches for two aircraft missing in very dense
bush on the West Coast, one in the close proximity where your sister went
missing, and it became very apparent that the only way we will ever be able to
find anyone is with the device you mentioned. The latest version is known as a
Mini SAR and between a few of my genius friends and myself, we intend to
build one - and as soon as possible!
One thing gained out of my recent time spent on the West Coast is that I seems
to have "sparked" off renewed interest with the local helicopter/venison
shooters to attempt to find any of them and one of them expressly showed a lot
of interest in the helicopter that your sister was in - and if anyone is able
to find an aircraft in the bush visibly, then it is them.
I know the methods that Darryl Sherwin uses and I don't think it will be of
much use in your sister's case, but I do agree with your Dad and this is why
we are working towards this method.
As I understand it, a Mini SAR is capable of locating a metal object several
miles ahead of the searching aircraft so this is definitely the way to go!
If you do a Google search, you will find quite a bit on SAR's and their
capabilities.
If you keep an eye on my website from time to time, I'll try to
keep everyone up to date on progress - if I have time, but feel free to
contact me anytime.
Hope this is of some help to you.
Many regards Gavin
Grimmer

Although I gave it my best shot, all the advice that I got from my friends was that it would be just
too hard to build a SAR as it would take many thousands of dollars and thousands of hours of
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experimenting to perfect it – it would be cheaper just to go and buy one. Reluctantly, I had to
forget about one, although the thought of building one will always be in the back of my mind.
In February when I eventually got home again, I made enquiries with the TAIC (Transport
Accident Investigation Commission) to see if they had the files on the disappearance of ZK-HNW
and they referred me to CAA as they said that as it was never found it therefore was not classed as
an accident that they could investigate – good point!
I contacted a friend in CAA and he found the relevant files on his computer but said that we
would have to apply through the correct channels to obtain them. He gave me all the file
references that we would need and Layla, on the 26th February, 2009, applied to CAA for them.
She had offered to help wherever she could and I thought that we would have a better chance of
obtaining them if it came from a family member.
After a while, Layla received this email from CAA’s Legal Administrator:

Dear Layla,

I am in receipt of your email received through Info at CAA of 26 February 2009.

I can advise you that your request is currently been reviewed. I would also like to advise you that some of the
documents you have requested are also pursuant to the Coroners Act 1988. Therefore the CAA have written to the
Coroner’s office in regards to your request, asking for their comments in relation to the documentation you have
requested.

We will advise you once we have received a response from the Coroner’s Office if we can proceed with your
request.

Regards

(name withheld)
Legal Administrator

We waited for almost a couple of months and we had still not heard anything, so I got back to my
friend in CAA and we managed to work out what the hold up was. The outcome of this was that I
then wrote a letter to the Coroner’s office:
24 April 2009
National Manager
Coronial Services of New Zealand
Private Bag 39819
Wellington Mail Centre
Lower Hutt 5045
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Re: Campbell Montgomerie and Hannah Rose Timings
Dear Sir or Madam,
I am a person that has been researching and conducting searches for aircraft that have gone missing in New Zealand and never been found.
I have a website www.findlostaircraft.co.nz and if you wish you are welcome to check it out as it explains some of the work, searches, etc., that I
have carried out up to this point in time.
On the 3rd January, 2004, a Hughes 369HS Helicopter, registered as ZK-HNW, with the two above mentioned people aboard, went missing on a
flight from the Howden Hut, on the Routeburn Track, to Milford Sound.
On the 26th January, 2009, I was contacted via email by the sister of Hannah Rose Timings and I’ve copied it here:
Dear Gavin
After searching the Internet for any new news or just something which could lead to anyway in finding my sister, I found your website. I was a little startled to see
her on there along with Campbell Montgomerie.
We lost Hannah 5 years ago and things only seem to get harder, I have flurries of researching and collating any information that might add up to helping us find
them, these are flurries due to the emotional mindset you have to be in to focus on this. Being the other side of the world and just 23 I feel helpless. I would grab at
anything if it came our way with an opportunity of attempting to find them.
There are a couple of things that I have heard of, one of which is something that my father tried to push for when she first went missing and that is Synthetic
Aperture Radar I think this was short lived due to funding. Another thing or person that I have heard about is Darryl Sherwin who has helped Ryan Michael
Moynihan family try and find his missing air craft that went down in 1997, he is supposedly known for using a mathematical formula to pinpoint the area in which
missing aircraft would have crashed.
I suppose more than anything else this is a cry for a little advise. Being a pilot your self are any of the above likely to help us come any closer to ....... anything?
I know that the area where they are is very popular with walkers so is populated quite alot of the time so if anyone was ever going to just come across the
wreckage they would have by now. My mother is going to walk to Routeburn Track in March which is something she is doing for a bit of closure.
Layla Timings
And another email, to the reply I sent her:
Dear Gavin
Many thanks for your email.
My father and I are very grateful for your communication with us.
I will buy the books that were mentioned and try to get a better understanding what you are up against out there, my father came over when Hannah first went
missing and my mother is coming over for the second time at the beginning of March, but my brother and I have yet to come out. So anything that will give us a
better understanding is well worth reading.
We have had a look at your website and it sounds like you have a nerve racking time in Lake McKerrow, we are so blown away by what you do for all these
people.
The magnetometer that you mentioned sounds very interesting, I have looked it up on the Internet and unfortunately due to my lack of knowledge in this area I am
non the wiser as to what it is. I can only assume that it is a similar devise as a SAR?
With regards to further information that we have, we only know what we were told by the air rescue service down on the South Island. Do you have contact with
these people? IF you don't I know that they hold all the information as to the area they have pin pointed and the route that the helicopter was going etc...
I can probably get any of that information if you would like it, but I don't want to throw to much at you. If you feel that it would be useful to you then just say and I get
it for you.
This may seem like an odd question but have you had any communication with Campbell Montgomerie's family?
Like I said at the beginning of this email we are so very grateful for the contact between us. If you know of any information that we can get for you
or any question you may have please please ask, we find it easier when we are involved. But on the other hand I know you have a lot on so we don't
want to make you feel like you are under pressure.
Many thanks
Layla

I asked her to send an email to CAA requesting for them to send copies of the files held on this accident to her and I, and this is the reply she
received from them:
Dear Layla,
I am in receipt of your email received through Info at CAA of 26 February 2009.
I can advise you that your request is currently been reviewed. I would also like to advise you that some of the documents you have requested
are also pursuant to the Coroners Act 1988. Therefore the CAA have written to the Coroner’s office in regards to your request, asking for their
comments in relation to the documentation you have requested.
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We will advise you once we have received a response from the Coroner’s Office if we can proceed with your request.
Regards
Legal Administrator

As we haven’t heard anything back, I made contact with CAA as to what the problem is, and it turns out that their files were used as evidence titled
“Exhibit Number One” in the Inquest into the apparent deaths of Campbell Montgomerie and Hannah Rose Timings (disappeared on the 3 rd
January 2004), and that inquest was held on the 18th August 2004, and hence CAA adopted this “safe” approach as per the above letter.
On telephoning your office it turns out that we have gone about trying to obtain these documents through the wrong channels (unknowingly) and so
I’m now correcting this mistake!
Please can you send a copy of these documents to me and I’ll make certain Layla will get a copy also, by scanning and sending them via email.
Yours truly,

Gavin Grimmer
www.findlostaircraft.co.nz
Ph. & Fax 06 879-4950
Cell 027-4865-691
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Reasons why I believe Dragonfly ZK-AFB is in Jacobs River
1/ NO real evidence of it going down the East Coast
2/ Plenty of evidence to say that it went down the West Coast
3/ The West Coast route was where Chadwick said on his Flight Plan that he would go, even after
getting a verbal weather briefing from the Duty Forecaster.
4/ The Duty Forecaster advised, “That a VFR crossing of the Southern Alps in the Arthurs Pass
area would not be possible and that it would be better to cross the Main Divide further south
where conditions were more favourable.” All the evidence points to Chadwick crossing the
Main Divide 60 miles further south of Arthurs Pass.
5/ Had he deviated to fly down the East Coast, he would have radioed (if he could) to change his
Flight Plan. He was carrying fare paying passengers and so it would have been irresponsible,
and illegal, not to have done so. The possibility of radio reception on the East Coast would
have been reasonably high, whereas almost zero on the West Coast.
6/ The flight across and down the West Coast can be tracked reasonably accurately using elapsed
times.
7/ Those times can be double-checked using Gordon Ferguson’s observation of “shortly after
hearing West Coast Airways’ Dominie flying back up the coast”.
8/ Strong SW winds that were unexpected and not forecast. Chadwick’s course took him into a
Saddle that would have been very susceptible to a very strong updraught in those conditions.
9/ Two women, in separate houses at Hunts Beach hearing an aircraft ‘turning its motors on and
off’ - indicating a descent through a hole in the cloud.
10/ These two women heard a ‘crash noise’ soon after and thought that noise had come from the
hills to the east – which included the area of Jacobs River, and as there was a light southerly
wind blowing at the time, then this area is even more likely - due to this wind.
11/ Peter Polson’s death bed statement that he was the last person that saw AFB - and he saw it fly
into the Jacobs River Valley.
12/ The distance from where Peter Polson would have been able to see it and where the women at
Hunt’s Beach heard it would have been only about two miles, so all their observations tally
up.
13/ From my own experiences of ‘tunnel vision’ – believing that you are somewhere that you are
not! Chadwick thought he was in the Copeland Valley due to the murky conditions.
14/ The apparent wreckage on the 1965 aerial photograph being at the right altitude and in the
right position on the side of the mountain for Chadwick to have crashed if he was flying in the
murk that day.
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15/ All the ‘wreckage’ measuring out to be of the correct lengths as to that of the Dragonfly.
16/ The positions of the ‘wreckage’ being as they should for a fixed undercarriage aircraft that had
crash landed onto a tree canopy.
17/ The ‘May Day’ heard by Ross McDermott and his mother at 8.00 pm that night, indicating
that someone had survived the crash.
18/ The extreme anxiety shown by Clairvoyant, Doris Stokes, directly below the position of the
‘wreckage’ whilst being flown in a helicopter by Colin Tuck in 1983.
19/ Something that I haven’t mentioned in this book up to this point, but Doris Stokes also said
(according to Richard Waugh’s notes taken in an interview with Colin Tuck in the early 90’s),
“The crashed plane is nearby!” - The apparent ‘wreckage’ shown on the 1965 aerial photo is
nearby…within 1000 ft!
20/ The majority of aircraft that are missing for years turn up in a place where they were not
expected to be, and in this case, Jacobs River Valley is the last place anyone would expect
ZK-AFB to be!
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Late Edition Snippets
I have added this section as I come across information at regular intervals, and as the intention is
to get all the relevant information out to you, the readers, then it would be silly to exclude it from
this book, just because it became available after the completion date.
Unfortunately, this means that the earlier editions of this book will have less up-to-date
information in them than the later editions, but at least the information gets out.
All these “snippets” will no doubt not alter the general overview of this book as the facts stand for
themselves!
If anything further of importance comes to light, it will be published on my website.

1/ In May 2009, I obtained the Logbook for Mt Cook’s Cessna 180 Skiplane ZK-BMS that covers
the period from 11-12-59 to 31-10-63 and recorded in it is that this aircraft flew for 1 hour the day
Chadwick disappeared. Where it flew to is a total mystery as no-one seems to remember it, but
maybe it was responsible for one or more of the observations on the day.
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Cu and Cb clouds
92
Cumulus (Cu) cloud
92
cutting its engines of and on 69
cutting off and on
41, 87
D
Dannevirke
12
Darfield
17
dark blue and white
23
Dart River
106
Dawson, Constable
44
DC-3
21, 22, 23, 24, 25,
26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 62, 65,
69, 72, 79, 94, 96, 103
DC-3 was blue and silver
23
death bed
131, 151
decayed/decaying fern
135
decision point
57
deer cullers
24
Deer cullers
32, 112
Deer shooter
24
Demon Trail DOC track
141
dense bush
126
descending through a hole in the
cloud
87
Devon
36, 42
DH84 Dragon ZK-AHT
129
DH90A Dragonfly
5, 100
DI - Direction Indicator
92
Dick Smith
55
die was cast
75, 108
DigitalGlobe
9
Dingle Burn
26, 29, 30, 58,
63, 94, 96
Direction Indicator
92
disorientated
73
disorientation
43, 73
Dobson and Hopkins Valley 23
Dobson Valley
23, 32
Dobson/Hopkins area
25
DOC 132, 137, 138, 141, 142,
143, 144
DOC 4x4 Toyota Hilux utes 137
DOC hut
143
DOC maps
132
Dominie
21, 25, 26, 33, 35,
36, 37, 38, 40, 44, 45, 47, 49,
50, 52, 66, 87, 97, 99, 100,
103, 151
Dominion Newspaper
46
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Dominion Road
52
double winged aircraft
39
Douglas, M.H.
25, 26, 28, 60
Dovey, Rex
46, 48
down by the river 70, 127, 131,
135
downdraught
88, 107
drag-line
37
Dragonfly
6, 7, 8, 9, 13, 15,
16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24,
25, 26, 27, 28, 30, 32, 33, 36,
37, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47,
48, 49, 50, 53, 55, 57, 58, 62,
63, 64, 65, 67, 69, 70, 74, 75,
77, 79, 80, 87, 88, 90, 92, 93,
100, 103, 104, 131, 132, 147,
149, 152
Drake, Paul
33
Drone
19
Ducting
50, 52
Dundass, George
88
Dunedin
30, 116, 117, 123
Dunedin Police
30
Dusky Plantation
32
Duty Forecaster
151
E
easily mistaken as blue and
silver
100
East Coast
15, 18, 58, 60, 62,
65, 66, 67, 92, 103, 104, 144,
151
eating crayfish
122
echoing effects
31, 36
ECT (Evening Civil Twilight) 51
Eden, Ken 45, 46, 94, 95, 96, 99
Elcho Valley
33
Elliot, Mr
26
email
7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 121, 143
engine trouble
24, 32, 41
engines ceased – they stopped
very abruptly
32
engines revving loudly
23
entrance to Jacobs River
132
entrance to Milford Sound
48
EPIRB
80, 83
Epsom
49, 50
Erewhon 36, 57, 58, 63, 65, 66
Erewhon Station 36, 57, 58, 65,
66
Eric Sykes Show
50, 53
Erkitt, Mr
36
Everett, Constable
32
explosion
11, 17, 41, 85
F
Fairlie
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21, 23, 24, 27, 28, 92

familiar with planes.
47
family members
115
Fechney, Fay
63
Fechney, Ron
63
Ferguson, Gordon
43, 44,
45, 67, 87, 88, 90, 91, 151
Field officer
32
Findlay, Gerry
12, 133
fishing boat
48, 49, 89, 116
Fishing Boat ‘Britannia’ call
sign ZMRY
47
Fishing Inspectors
122
fixed undercarriage
49, 152
fledgling airline
28
Fleming, Mike and Sharyn 5, 8,
79
Flight Plan
16, 151
floatplane
116
flying in formation
111
flying very low
20, 37, 122
Foley, Robert Bruce
38
Forbes River
36
forensic outfit in America
75
Forest Service 24, 25, 26, 32, 33,
60
forestry hut
43
forestry road
132
fork in the river 42, 44, 70, 72
Fossett, Steve
75
four-wheel drive track
133
Fox
21, 39, 40, 42, 46, 47,
50, 66, 69, 80, 101, 121, 128,
137
Fox area
40
Fox Glacier
66, 121
Fox Glacier area
42
Fox Glacier strip
50
Fox Hotel
69
Fox Peak
21
Fox Range
40
Franz Josef 9, 12, 39, 47, 106,
126, 128, 129, 133
Franz Josef Operation
128
Frost, Mr
20
FU24 Fletchers
103
furrow in the ground
112
fuselage
11, 47, 79, 107, 112

Glen Park
31
Glen Tanner Station
22, 23
Glenmary Mountain
24
Godley
58, 63
Godley Glacier
36
Godley Station
22, 36, 58
Godley Valley region
22
gold prospector
7, 69
good sightings
18, 27, 40, 65
Google Earth 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
12, 13, 15, 18, 29, 36, 44, 45,
50, 62, 67, 69, 70, 72, 74, 75,
96, 106, 107, 108, 111, 112,
116, 117, 119, 126, 131, 139,
149, 150
Google Search
7
Google’s measuring device 107
Google’s Search Engine
28
Gore
97, 100
gouges in limestone
113
gouging through the limestone
ground
148
GPS
7, 70, 73, 83, 84, 126,
129, 131, 134, 136, 141, 144,
149, 150
GPS coordinates
7, 70, 149
GPS data bases
150
GPS reading
131
Grassy Creek
46
Gravel Cove
142
Great Plains Flyin
5, 147
Greymouth 37, 38, 40, 43, 104
grid search
140
grieving families
115
Grimmer, Gavin
7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 55, 121, 167
ground rules
15
ground search
33
Grumman Widgeon
97
Guide Graham
39, 47
gull wings
113, 148
Gunn, Davy
48, 49
Gunn, Murray
49
Gutschlag, Russell
98
Gypsy engines
26
Gypsy motor
66
gyroscopic instrument
92

G

H

Galvin, Mr
Gardan MiniCab
Gee, Reg
George Sound
Geraldine
Giles Sawmill
Gillespie, James
Gillum, Eric
Glen Lyon Station

31, 97
16
7
116
20, 21
37
29
26, 27, 28
24, 32

Haast 8, 33, 35, 37, 39, 42, 44,
45, 46, 47, 48, 58, 67, 88, 90,
92, 99, 104, 121, 122, 123,
138, 144
Haast Aeradio
46
Haast Pass
47, 58
Haast-Paringa Track
45
Haggard
112
Haigh, Mrs
18, 19

Hakataramea Valley
29
Haldon Road
22
Hall River
44
Hallett, Kevin
105, 108
Hamilton
33, 73
Hansen, Chief Inspector 35, 37,
43
hard against the wind
32, 33
Harewood
17, 18, 21, 23,
24, 27, 28, 30, 32, 35, 66, 79
Harewood Airport
17, 79
Harihari
38
Harihari River
38
Harrington, Eileen
27
Harvard
22
Hastings
8, 10, 12, 16, 33,
59, 73, 80, 106, 125, 135, 167
Hastings District Library
59
Hastings telephonic system 135
Havelock River
36
Hawea Flat
33
headwaters of the Blue River 43,
44, 45
Heavy cloud
24
heavy cloud and rain
29
Helen and Jenny
143
helicopter
9, 49, 69, 70,
85, 92, 109, 121, 125, 126,
127, 128, 129, 133, 137, 138,
140, 141, 142, 143, 144, 147,
148, 150, 152
Helicopter
12, 80
helicopter pilot 49, 69, 70, 121,
141, 143
Helicopter, Lama
121
helipad
143
Herald
49, 53, 59, 60, 62
Herald Tribune
60
Herald Tribune newspaper
59
Hermitage
22, 28, 32
Hewett Aviation
32
HF radio
63
Hidden Falls
105
high resolution photos
13
higher compression pistons 16
Hitachi Excavators
167
Hoffman, Mr
36
Hogarth, Mr
39, 42
Hokitika
6, 7, 35, 36, 38,
43, 44, 45, 66, 99, 100, 104,
116, 123, 126, 133, 144
Hokitika Aerodrome
35
Hokitika Police
36
Hokuri Hut 141, 142, 143, 144
hole down through the cloud 132
Hollyford Valley
117
homebuilt 5, 12, 16, 79, 91, 147
homestead
25, 30, 32

honeymoon crash
69
honeymooners on board
87
honeymooning couple
30
Hood and Monteith
132
Hood, Lyall
7, 11
Hooker Valley
22, 23
Hopkins River watershed
32
Hopkins Valley
25, 32, 60
Hororata
18, 24, 62, 65, 66
Howard, Tony
128
Hudson Bay
51
huge build up of cumulus cloud
46, 47, 90
Hughes 300
125
Hughes 500 69, 133, 138, 148
Hughes 500 ZK-HRI
69
human memory
103
human remains
112, 141
Hungarian named Purda 36, 37
Hunter Valley
26, 29, 31, 94
Hunter Valley Station 26, 29, 94
Hunter, Ahuriri, Hopkins and
Dobson Valleys
32
Hunts Beach
40, 47, 66,
69, 72, 85, 91, 151
Huston’s Timbers sawmill
38
Hutchins, Ken
138, 144
Huxley area
29
Huxley Fork
24
Huxley Gorge Station
25, 32
Huxley River
33
Huxley Station
23, 24
Huxley Valley
23, 24, 26, 30,
31, 58, 63, 94, 95
I

K
Kaipo Bay
117, 119
Kaipo River site
128
Karangarua River
69
Karangarua Valley
70
Kelland, John
20
Kentucky
7
Kershaw, Max
33
King Solomon Stream 114, 147
kitset DOC hut
138
Kokatahi
35
Kowhitirangi
36
L

Icom hand-held
55
Icom VHF transceiver
140
IFR
65, 90
impact
11, 53, 54, 85
in separate houses 41, 132, 151
inaccuracies in GPS
150
Inangahua Landing
112
Indonesia
70, 121, 131
internal memorandum
91
Internet
15, 106, 128
into the Jacobs
87, 132
Invercargill
31, 32, 47, 48, 97
Invercargill Airport
47
Invercargill Police
47
ionosphere
49
Irving, Bruce
27, 28, 30, 31,
62, 63, 65, 69, 94
Ivy, Mr
22, 23
J
J3 C65 Cub

Jackson River Road
138
Jacksons Bay,
56
Jacobs River 40, 41, 42, 66, 69,
72, 80, 85, 87, 91, 93, 104,
126, 129, 131, 132, 133, 136,
144, 151, 152
James Aviation
33
James Scott’s answer machine
136
James’ venison shooters
138
Jamestown
105, 142
Jamestown Saddle
142
Jamestown Saddle.
105
Jamieson Stream
25
Jamieson, Jimmy 126, 129, 133
Jeff, our experienced tramper 83
Jet A1
125
jet boat
143
jigsaw puzzle
27
John O’Groats Saddle
116
Johnston, Cliff
16

101

Lake Alabaster
105, 106
Lake Benmore
22
Lake Coleridge
22
Lake Ellery
137, 138
Lake Hawera
26, 29
Lake Heron
36
Lake McKerrow 105, 106, 107,
128, 137, 138, 140, 143, 144
Lake Moeraki
44, 52, 104
Lake Ohau
23, 24, 25, 26,
28, 31, 32, 33, 60, 61
Lake Ohau Station
23, 33
Lake Paringa
43
Lake Pukaki
22, 23, 24, 25,
26, 28, 32
Lake Pukaki Village
26
Lake Station
25
Lake Tekapo
21, 22, 65
Lake Wilmot
105
Lamp, Mr
30, 96
Land Rover
12, 32
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landing spots
127
Landsborough River 33, 42, 58
Landsborough Valley 26, 42, 94
laptop computer
106
large bluff
149
large section of aluminum 128
left hand spiral
109
Legg, Francis
106
Legg, Paul B.’s, diary notes: 46
Legg, Paul Beauchamp 16, 41,
46, 50, 67, 91, 92, 106, 107,
108, 132
Lewis Pass
147
light blue
21
like minded folk
115
Lind, Chris
129
Lindis Pass
28
Little River
123
Liverpool Street, Epsom,
Auckland
49
Loburn
8, 28, 79
local policeman
122
Lodge at Martins Bay
141
Log Books
20, 34
Logbook, Ken Eden’s
95
logging trucks
132
Lomas, Mr
24
Long Reef Point
105
LOST...without trace?
5,6,15,
16, 21, 22, 23, 27, 30, 35, 48,
57, 59, 63, 67, 69, 88, 96,
106, 131
low battery
55, 140
low fog
22, 36
low winged aeroplane
122
Lowcliffe
20
Lumsden
32
M
MacKenzie Basin
22, 28
MacKenzie Pass Road
22
Macpherson homestead
30
Magnetometer
135, 147
Mahitahi
42, 45, 66, 90
Mahitahi area
42
Mahitahi River
42, 66
Main Divide
57, 58, 65, 151
main wing spar
67
main wireless receiver at
Tapanui
32
Malte Brun Hut
22
manager of Erewhon Station 36
Manakaiau Valley
41
Manapouri
28, 99
Manderville
16, 90, 92
Manderville’s Dragonfly
90
Manning, Archie
19
Manson, Colin
56
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Maori Saddle
88, 90, 91, 92
Maranda
5, 12, 73, 79, 91
Maranda Super 14
5, 167
Marely, Dick
43
Martinborough
167
Martins Bay 117, 119, 123, 141,
142, 143
Martins Bay airstrips
123
Martins Bay Lodge
143
Mast-bunting
126
masthead amplifier
52
Mataketake Range
47, 88, 90
Matukituki River
106
maximum safe descent rate of
the Dragonfly
90
May Day
152
Mayday
49, 50, 52, 131
Mayfield
20
McConnell, Graeme
125, 129
McConnell, Graeme and Pam
132
McConnell, Pam
125
McDermott, Ross 49, 50, 51, 52,
131, 152
McMasters, Colin
37
McNicol, Greg
12
Meals on Wheels
132
media influence
23
Melbourne
52
Mercer, Mr
21, 22
Mesopotamia Station
20
Met.Observer
7
metal detector
134, 135, 136
microfiche
59
Middle District’s Aero Club 106
Middleton, Don
25
Mid-dome Peak
32
mild hypothermia
84
Miles Messenger
104
Milford Flight Service Operator
117
Milford Helicopter’s supply
tanker
128
Milford Sound 5, 28, 29, 30, 35,
38, 39, 45, 47, 48, 57, 67, 87,
98, 99, 106, 107, 115, 116,
117, 123, 128, 167
Ministry of Works
39, 47, 58
mirror
142
Miss Geraldine fishing boat 48,
89
MISSING – by Chris Rudge 112
missing aircraft
115
Mistake Hill
22, 36
Mistake Peak
22, 36
mistaken Kaipo Bay for Martins
Bay
118
Moeraki River
121, 123

Moeraki Valley
90
Monro, Dr. Paul
108
Monro, Dr.Paul
106, 108
Monro, Jean
106
Monros
106, 107, 108
moraine
7, 128
Morrison, Edward James
Sinclair
116, 119
Mosquito Hill
47
Motatapu Valley
30, 31, 96
Motor of aircraft running
smoothly
20, 24
Mountain Radio 133, 134, 135,
136, 141
Mountain Radio Aerial
136
mountain ranges
8, 123
mountain valleys
31
Mt Aspiring 30, 31, 46, 48, 62,
96, 97, 106, 107, 135
Mt Aspiring homestead
30
Mt Aspiring Station
29, 97
Mt Cook 8, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25,
26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 39,
62, 65, 67, 69, 72, 79, 87, 94,
99, 103
Mt Cook Airlines
21
Mt Cook airport
28
Mt Cook guide
22
Mt Cook Skiplane 6, 7, 22, 34,
153
Mt Cook’s Cessna
153
Mt Cook’s light aircraft
21
Mt Galileo
112
Mt Glenmary
25, 32
Mt Huxley
25
Mt Iron 26, 30, 31, 58, 63, 94, 96
Mt Jackson
25
Mt McMahon
132
Mt Niger
96
Mt O’Connor
36
Mt Sefton
7, 67
Mt Selborne
45, 46
Mt Stokes
132
Mt Strauchon
25
Mt Watney
45, 46
Mt. Niger
30
Mt. Peel
21
Mt. Trent
24
Mt. Ward
24
Mt.Trent
58
muesli bars
82, 83
Mulvaney, Dr Stanley 116, 117
Murphy MR60
54
Mussel Point
45, 48
MY MASTERTON FLYING
YEARS”
92

N
NAC
49, 100
Nancy Sound
116
Neils Beach
56
Nelson45, 46, 100, 125, 129, 132
Nelson Aero Club
100
Nelson Fisheries Apache
45
Neumann Range
25
new information
115, 116
New Zealand
16, 32, 53, 100,
103, 111, 138, 147
New Zealand Forest Service 32
New Zealand Herald
53
Nicol, Mr
17
Nicol, Mr G.L.
17
Ninox Films
131
Nissan RD28 diesel engine73, 91
no instrument training given 109
No.16 Squadron
111
noise was intermittent
25
Nolan, Des
41, 46, 47, 67, 90,
92, 99, 104
Nolan, K.
37
Nolans
42
North Island
100
not hearing the engine anymore
17
NSW
7
NZ Aerial Mapping 69, 74, 75,
106, 112, 132
NZ Meteorological Service 91
NZ TV frequencies
56
NZ5517
112, 126, 147
NZBC
131
NZFS Waitaki Base Camp
32
O
O’Brien, O.J.(Paddy)
59
O’Neil, Jim
27
Oamaru Police
29
observations tally up
151
official search
13
Official Search Records 28, 35,
104, 132
Okuru
46, 47, 94, 95, 99, 104
old cattle track
45, 88
Omaka
5, 16
Omarama Hotel
28
one engine spluttering
27
one sick motor
27
orange wing tips
18, 19
Orari Bridge
21
OSR
104
Otago-Southland office
32
Otematata
24, 32
Otematata Police
24
Otoko Rivers
44

out of the river
overhead rejoin
overlay the photo
own prop-wash

122
35
74
128

position of the sun
possible “wing”
Powell, Paul
Preservation Inlet
Purda

90, 94, 148
128
32
116
36

P
PA18 Piper Cubs
101
PA22 Piper Tripacers
102
PA23 (twin engined) Piper
Apaches
102
PA24 Piper Comanche
102
PA25 Piper Pawnees
102
PA38 Piper Tomahawk
91
Pacific Blue Airlines
79
Page 136 “Turbulent Years” 19,
46, 66
Palmerston North
53
paranormal
70
Paraparaumu
125, 128
Paringa 35, 42, 43, 44, 45, 48,
52, 65, 67, 87, 88, 104
Paringa River
44, 48
Parkyn, Chris
74, 106
passengers 6, 30, 35, 39, 47, 63,
64, 70, 73, 105, 115, 116, 151
Patterson, Blair
92, 138, 144
Paul of Tarsus
50
Paul Powell’s Book “Men
Aspiring
32
Pavitt, Jim
43
Petrol
10
phenomen called Ducting
50
Phil’s reactions
125
phone number
70, 116, 135
phonetics
52
photo editing program
77
photo-editing program
72
Pickles, Perkins and McAlister,
104
pickup point
136, 137
Picton
132
pilot licence requirements 109
Pilot’s licence
47
Pilots Licence
167
Pimer, Mr Basil
35
Piper Apache 31, 32, 33, 46, 58,
104
Piper Cherokee 180 ZK-ECR106
Piper Cub
45, 99, 104
Piper Super Cub
94
placemarks
15, 112
Placemarks
106
plane cutting its engines off and
on
40, 41
Pleasant Point
20, 99
Polson, Peter 41, 42, 46, 80, 103,
131, 132, 151
Porters Pass
79

Q
quarter of a mile out to sea 122
Queenstown 24, 29, 31, 32, 33,
100, 106, 107, 117
R
R22 Robinson Helicopter
92
Rabbit Board
32
radio 22, 32, 43, 49, 50, 54, 56,
67, 106, 112, 117, 134, 135,
137, 139, 151
Radio Auckland
49
radio engineer
54
Radio Installation Certificate 54
radio link
22, 106
radio telephone function
135
Rakaia
18, 19, 24, 25, 27, 65
Rakaia River
18, 19, 24, 65
Ram Hill
32
Ranfurly
88
Rangitata Gorge
20, 100
Rangitata River
20, 65
Raos, Flt Lt
21
rapids
82, 135
Rate One Turn
18
red car
65
Reed, Constable
44
Reefton 112, 115, 132, 147, 148,
149
Reefton Search and Rescue
Group
149
Regina Creek
69
remains of the track
112
Renwick
7
Report 1 (Mon 12)
39
Report 2 (Mon 12)
45
Report 3 (Mon 12)
24
Report 4 (Mon 12)
20
Report 5 (Mon 12)
18
Report 6 (Mon 12)
36
Report 7 (Mon 12)
20
Report 8 (Mon 12)
39, 47
Report 9 (Mon 12)
31
Report 10 (Mon 12)
22
Report 11 (Mon 12)
20
Report 12 (Mon 12)
28
Report 13 (Mon 12)
19
Report 14 (Mon 12)
20
Report 15 (Mon12)
22, 36
Report 16 (Mon 12)
22
Report 17 (Mon 12)
32
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Report 18 (Mon 12)
39
Report 19 (Tues 13)
40
Report 20 (Tues 13)
40
Report 21 (Tues 13)
38
Report 22 (Tues 13)
42
Report 23 (Tues 13)
40
Report 24 (Tues 13)
37
Report 25 (Tues 13)
43
Report 26 (Tues 13)
23
Report 27 (Tues 13)
21
Report 28 (Tues 13)
24
Report 29 (Tues 13)
23
Report 30 (Tues 13)
42
Report 31 (Tues 13)
36
Report 32 (Tues 13)
40
Report 33 (Tues 13)
17
Report 34 (Tues 13)
30
Report 35 (Wed 14)
37
Report 36 (Wed 14)
37
Report 37 (Wed 14)
43
Report 38 (Wed 14)
21
Report 39 (Wed 14)
21
Report 40 (Wed 14)
46
Report 41 ( Wed 14)
29
Report 42 (Tues 13)
29
Report 43 (Thur 15)
29
Report 44 (Thur 15)
35
Report 45 (Thur 15)
36
Report 46 (Wed 14 & Thur 15)
47
Report 47 (Fri 16)
31
Report 48 (Sun 18)
32
Report A and page 134
26
Report B and page 174
23
Report C page 136
30
Report D page 176
48
Report eliminated
29
Rescue Center
18
Reynolds, F/O Ernest
111
RF amplifier
52
Riding the Updraughts
91
Ritchie Air Services 30, 48, 49,
97, 100, 103
Ritchie, Ian
48, 98, 99
Riversdale
105
Robertson, Peter Alexander 105
Robertson, Struan
23
Robson, Jeff
56
Rogers, Jeffrey
79
Roman Catholic priest
105
Ron
45, 63
Ron’s diary
63
Rosanosky, Alan
148
rotor tilt angle
126
Royal New Zealand Air Force
111
Ryan B1 Broughham (G-AUNZ)
132
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S
SAR 25, 57, 58, 60, 62, 87, 93,
95, 122, 132, 135, 149
SAR Rep
25, 60
SATCO
24, 39
satellite images
60
satellite photo
9, 10, 15, 116
Scott, James
70, 80, 133, 136,
143, 145
Scott, Mr
22, 36
Sealy Pass
36, 57
Sean Husheer
8
Search and Rescue 6, 9, 16, 35,
133, 149
search engines
115, 116
Search Record
96
seemed to have engine trouble 24
self-eliminating Report
36, 43
semi-hidden in the bush 106, 108
Seram Island
121
seven sightings of a twin engined
biplane
103
severe down-draft
106
severe turbulence
67
severe updraught
92
Shanks, Jeff
128
shape of a wing
128
Shell Aviation
125
Sheppard, P/O Peter 111, 112,
114
Shortland Street Studios
50
Shotover
29, 96
side of the mountain
27, 139,
140, 151
silver and blue
20, 100
silver and red
20, 100
silver in colour
37, 38
silver wings
18
silver with a thin blue stripe 100
Sinclairs Castle
112
single engined aircraft
31
single engined biplanes
101
single wing
20
sister-in-law
40
skipper of the ‘Britannia
47
slept like a baby
137
small waterfall
21
Small, Bill
79
Small, Mike
79, 81, 83, 84
Small, Peter 79, 81, 82, 83, 84,
85
Smith, Fred
23, 24
Smith, Tex
29, 33, 97
smoke in the bush
48
Sony HDR-SR11 video camera
148
sound carrier
55, 56
South Huxley
25

South Island
5, 15, 20, 22, 29,
30, 31, 36, 55, 59, 90, 100,
101, 102, 103, 104, 112, 115
South of Haast
46
south to south west wind gusting
lightly
25
South Westland
105
Southam, Ryan
92
Southerly
18, 39
Southern Alps
36, 151
Southern Scenic Air Services 29,
30, 33, 46, 48, 97, 100
Southland
32, 105
Sowersby, Phil 125, 126, 127,
128, 129
spiral dive
73, 111, 112
spiraling climb
108
spiraling dive
108, 109, 128
spluttering and blowing out
smoke
26, 28
Sport Aircraft Association of
New Zealand – SAANZ 147
Sportsroom
50
Springburn
19
Squadron
111
St Anne Point
48
stabilizer/elevator
11
stall speed
75, 90
Stark, Mrs
39, 42
State Advances Whataroa
37
Station Manager
29
Stations at the Ahuriri Valley 25
Stephens Island
111
Stokes, Doris 69, 70, 131, 152
Stokes, John
22, 99
Stokes, Nancy
22
Stopworth, Mr
36
Stopworth’s Mill
36
Strange, Allan
48
strong south west wind
46
strong southwest wind funneling
89
strong updraught
89, 151
strong westerly wind 43, 44, 69,
90, 140
Sugar Loaf
37
suicide
87, 90
Sullivan, Anthony
41, 80
Sullivan, Jim
69
Sullivan, Michael
80
Sullivan, Mick’s mother
47
sun bleached log
107
Sunderland Falls
117
Super Cub
95
surf at the mouth of the river 144
Surrey Hills
19
surveyors
43, 105
survival blankets
142

survived
51, 112, 131, 152
suspended under a helicopter 147
Sutherland, Gordon Grant 105
Sweeney, Mr
42
Sweeny, Mr, for Mr Hogarth and
Mrs Stark
39
Sydney
52, 56
Synthetic Aperture Radar
135
T
TAIC
96
Tairei
116, 117, 123
Tanner, Mr
23
Tapanui Police
32
Tasman
22, 60
Tasman Glacier
22
Taupo
33, 80
Te Anau
48, 99, 100
Te Awamutu
73
Te Koeiti, Leonard
37
Te Kowhai
73
Te Kowhai aerodrome
73
Telecom White Pages
7
Telecommunications Engineer53
Telephone Operator at
Springburn
19
telephoto lens
12
television break
49
tent site
82
Terra Nova Pass
36, 58
Terra-Firma
73
terrible dilemma
140
terrific memory
108
the only blue and white, twin
engined biplane in the South
Island
104
The Third Man
51
Thompson, Dave
30
Timaru
21, 22, 23, 40, 42
Timaru radio
23
Tonight in Studio 2
50
top dressing aircraft
19
top dressing plane
20
Tourist Air Travel
97
Tourist Flight
65
tourists
5, 40, 49, 132, 142
Towering Cumulus – TCu
47
Toyota 4x4 Van.
132
Toyota Lexus V8
167
TradeMe
12
tramping track
45
transponder
73
Transponder Mandatory
73
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